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Studying the timeline of reionisation
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Studying the timeline of reionisation
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1. Thomson optical depth
CMB photons lose energy scattering off free electrons from reionisation: CMB power 
spectrum changes in shape and amplitude

Planck Collaboration: Planck constraints on reionization history

Fig. 4. Left: Evolution of the ionization fraction for several functions, all having the same optical depth, ⌧ = 0.06: green and blue are
for redshift-symmetric instantaneous (�z = 0.05) and extended reionization (�z = 0.7), respectively; red is an example of a redshift-
asymmetric parameterization; and light blue and magenta are examples of an ionization fraction defined in redshift bins, with two
bins inverted between these two examples. Right: corresponding EE power spectra with cosmic variance in grey. All models have
the same optical depth ⌧ = 0.06 and are essentially indistinguishable at the reionization bump scale.

(i.e., even for a full-sky experiment). We also checked that
Planck data do not allow for model-independent reconstruc-
tion of xe in redshift bins. Principal component analysis has
been proposed as an explicit approach to try to capture the de-
tails of the reionization history in a small set of parameters
(Hu & Holder 2003; Mortonson & Hu 2008). Although these
methods are generally considered to be non-parametric, they are
in fact based on a description of xe(z) in bins of redshift, ex-
panded around a given fiducial model for CEE

` . Moreover, the po-
tential bias on the ⌧ measurement when analysing a more com-
plex reionization history using a simple sharp transition model
(Holder et al. 2003; Colombo & Pierpaoli 2009) is considerably
reduced for the (lower) ⌧ values as suggested by the Planck re-
sults. Consequently, we do not consider the non-parametric ap-
proach further.

4. Measuring reionization observables

Reionization leaves imprints in the CMB power spectra, both
in polarization at very large scales and in intensity via the sup-
pression of TT power at higher `. Reionization also a↵ects the
kSZ e↵ect, due to the re-scattering of photons o↵ newly liberated
electrons. We sample from the space of possible parameters with
MCMC exploration using CAMEL5. This uses an adaptative-
Metropolis algorithm to generate chains of samples for a set of
parameters.

4.1. Large-scale CMB polarization

Thomson scattering between the CMB photons and free elec-
trons generates linear polarization from the quadrupole moment
of the CMB radiation field at the scattering epoch. This occurs
at recombination and also during the epoch of reionization. Re-
scattering of the CMB photons at reionization generates an ad-
ditional polarization anisotropy at large angular scales, because
the horizon size at this epoch subtends a much larger angular
size. The multipole location of this additional anisotropy (essen-

5available at camel.in2p3.fr

tially a bump) in the EE and T E angular power spectra relates to
the horizon size at the new “last-rescattering surface” and thus
depends on the redshift of reionization. The height of the bump
is a function of the optical depth or, in other words, of the history
of the reionization process. Such a signature (i.e., a polarization
bump at large scales) was first observed by WMAP, initially in
the T E angular power spectrum (Kogut et al. 2003), and later in
combination with all power spectra (Hinshaw et al. 2013).

In Fig. 3 we show for the “instantaneous” reionization case
(specifically the redshift-symmetric parameterization with �z =
0.5) power spectra for the E-mode polarization power spec-
trum CEE

` and the temperature-polarization cross-power spec-
trum CT E

` . The curves are computed with the CLASS Boltzmann
solver (Lesgourgues 2011) using ⌧ values ranging from 0.04 to
0.08. For the range of optical depth considered here and given
the amount of cosmic variance, the T E spectrum has only a
marginal sensitivity to ⌧, while in EE the ability to distinguish
di↵erent values of ⌧ is considerably stronger.

In Fig. 4 (left panel), the evolution of the ionized fraction
xe during the EoR is shown for five di↵erent parameterizations
of the reionization history, all yielding the same optical depth
⌧ = 0.06. Despite the di↵erences in the evolution of the ioniza-
tion fraction, the associated CEE

` curves (Fig. 4, right panel) are
almost indistinguishable. This illustrates that while CMB large-
scale anisotropies in polarization are only weakly sensitive to the
details of the reionization history, they can nevertheless be used
to measure the reionization optical depth, which is directly re-
lated to the amplitude of the low-` bump in the E-mode power
spectrum.

We use the Planck data to provide constraints on the
Thomson scattering optical depth for “instantaneous” reioniza-
tion. Figure 5 shows the posterior distributions for ⌧ obtained
with the di↵erent data sets described in Sect. 2 and compared
to the 2015 PlanckTT+lowP results (Planck Collaboration XIII
2016). We show the posterior distribution for the low-` Planck
polarized likelihood (lollipop) and in combination with the
high-` Planck likelihood in temperature (PlanckTT). We also
consider the e↵ect of adding the SPT and ACT likelihoods
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Studying the timeline of reionisation
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τ = 0.054 ± 0.007 (Planck+2018)

1. Thomson optical depth

τ = 0.058 ± 0.012 (Planck+2016)
τ = 0.088 ± 0.014 (WMAP 2013)
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Planck Collaboration: Planck constraints on reionization history

Fig. 7. Power spectrum templates for the kSZ e↵ect. The dif-
ferent lines correspond to: homogeneous reionization as used in
Planck Collaboration XI (2016) (dark blue), based on Trac et al.
(2011); “CSF” (light blue), which is a homogeneous reionization
model from Shaw et al. (2012); Patchy (green dashed) based on
patchy reionization model from Battaglia et al. (2013); and the
sum of CSF and patchy (red).

In the range ` = 1000–7000, the shape of the kSZ power
spectrum is relatively flat and does not vary much with the de-
tailed reionization history. The relative contributions (specifi-
cally “CSF” and “patchy”) to the kSZ power spectrum are shown
in Fig 7 and compared to the “homogeneous” template used in
Planck Collaboration XI (2016), rescaled to unity at ` = 3000.

The kSZ power spectrum amplitude does depend on the cos-
mological parameters (Shaw et al. 2012; Zahn et al. 2012). To
deal with this, we adopt the scalings from Shaw et al. (2012),
which gives the amplitude at ` = 3000, AkSZ ⌘ DkSZ

`=3000:

AkSZ /
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The amplitude of the kSZ power spectrum at ` = 3000 for
the fiducial cosmology, AkSZ is another observable of the reion-
ization history that can be probed by CMB data. Its scalings
with the reionization redshift and the duration of the EoR can
be extracted from simulations. We assume for the patchy and
homogeneous kSZ e↵ect, the scalings of Battaglia et al. (2013)
and Shaw et al. (2012), respectively. For the Planck base⇤CDM
cosmology given in Sect. 2.2, we find (in µK2):

Ah
kSZ = 2.02 ⇥

✓ ⌧
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◆0.44
; (10)
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◆0.51
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For the measured value ⌧ = 0.058 ± 0.012, Eqs. (10) and
(11) give amplitudes for the homogeneous and patchy reioniza-
tion contributions of Ah

kSZ = 1.79 µK2 and Ap
kSZ = 1.01 µK2,

respectively.
For the multipole range of Planck, the amplitude of the

kSZ spectrum is dominated by other foregrounds, including
Galactic dust, point sources, CIB fluctuations, and the tSZ e↵ect.
Moreover, the Planck signal-to-noise ratio decreases rapidly
above ` = 2000, where the kSZ signal is maximal. This is
why we cannot constrain the kSZ amplitude using Planck data

alone. Combining with additional data at higher multipoles helps
to disentangle the di↵erent foregrounds. We explicitly use the
band powers from SPT (George et al. 2015) and ACT (Das et al.
2014), covering the multipole range up to ` = 13 000.

Despite our best e↵orts to account for the details, the kSZ
amplitude is weak and there are large uncertainties in the mod-
els (both homogeneous and patchy). Moreover, there are cor-
relations between the di↵erent foreground components, coming
both from the astrophysics (we use the same halo model to de-
rive the power spectra for the CIB and for CIB⇥tSZ as the one
used for the kSZ e↵ect) and from the adjustments in the data.
We carried out several tests to check the robustness of the con-
straints on AkSZ with respect to the template used for the CIB,
CIB⇥tSZ, and kSZ contributions. In particular, the CIB⇥tSZ
power spectrum amplitude is strongly anti-correlated with the
kSZ amplitude and poorly constrained by the CMB data. As a
consequence, if we neglect the CIB⇥tSZ contribution, the kSZ
amplitude measured in CMB data is substantially reduced, lead-
ing to an upper limit much lower than the one derived when in-
cluding the CIB⇥tSZ correlation. In the following discussion we
consider only the more realistic case (and thus more conservative
in terms of constraints on AkSZ) where the CIB⇥tSZ correlation
contributes to the high-` signal.

Fig. 8. 68 % and 95 % confidence intervals on the reionization
optical depth, ⌧, and the amplitude of the kinetic SZ e↵ect, AkSZ,
from the CMB (lollipop+PlanckTT+VHL).

We combine the Planck likelihoods in TT (PlanckTT) and
from low-` EE polarization (lollipop) with the very high-`
data from ACT and SPT (VHL), assuming a redshift-symmetric
parameterization of the reionization. Figure 8 shows the 2D pos-
terior distribution for ⌧ and AkSZ after marginalization over the
other cosmological and nuisance parameters.

Figure 9 compares the constraints on the kSZ power at
` = 3000, AkSZ, obtained for three di↵erent kSZ templates: the
“homogeneous” reionization template from Trac et al. (2011),
which neglects contributions from inhomogeneous reionization;
a more complex model “CSF & patchy,” including both homo-
geneous and patchy contributions; and a pure “patchy” template
from Battaglia et al. (2013). We find very similar upper limits on
AkSZ, even in the case of pure patchy reionization.

Using the “CSF & patchy” model, the upper limit is

AkSZ < 2.6 µK2 (95 % CL) . (12)
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Studying reionisation with the kSZ effect

2. kSZ power spectrum

• Two types of signal: homogeneous & patchy
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Studying reionisation with the kSZ effect

To evaluate equation (18), we break up the halos into those
within the same bubble at the point rb and those outside it. If
rh resides inside the same bubble of massm as rb, then we know
from x 3.1 that !bh; in ¼ nh(mhjm)/nh(mh)" 1. The conditional
mass function nh(mh|m) can be computed using the extended
Press-Schechter formalism (Furlanetto et al. 2004a). Thus, the
contribution to equation (18) is

Pin(r) ¼
Z

dm n(m)V0(m; r)

Z
dmh

mh

"
nh(mhjm)

¼
Z

dm n(m)V0(m; r) 1þ #Bð Þ: ð19Þ

In the last line, we use the fact that the inner integral is simply
1þ #B, the mean overdensity of the bubble.

If rh is outside the bubble containing rb, then we again use the
trick !bh & bh(mh)b̄x!##(r) (with the mean bias inserted for sim-
plicity). Thus, the contribution to the integral in equation (18)
from outside the bubble is

Pout(r) ¼ x̄i "
Z

dm n(m)V0(m; r)

þ
Z

dm n(m)

Z
d 3rb ½b̄x!##(reA)(; ð20Þ

where the rb integration is over all bubbles that ionize rb but
not rh and, for simplicity, we evaluate !## at separation reA ¼
max ½R(m); r( rather than at r" rb. Note that the second term in
Pout cancels the first term in Pin. As before, the last term becomes
problematic as Q ! 1; here these difficulties arise primarily
from our adoption of linear bias, which tends to overestimate the
clustering in this limit. Fortunately, the term Pout is unimportant
at large Q, because the effective bubble radius is quite large. So
external clustering can be ignored, and the one-bubble term
dominates. We again break our calculation into two parts:

hxi#bi(r) ¼
Pin " P1; Q > $ 0;

Pin þ Pout " Q; otherwise;

!
ð21Þ

where P1 is given by equation (16). The solution Pin " P1 is an
Ansatz for when correlations with the density field inside the
bubbles dominate hxi# 0bi, which happens when the bubbles
become large. We tune $ 0 to get the best agreement with the
‘‘exact’’ hxi# 0bi; this turns out to be when $ 0 ) 0:5. Figure 2
compares our expression for hxi# 0bi with the ‘‘exact’’ result. We
see that we are in good agreement. Because we smooth the den-
sity field on the scale of the bubbles and do not include the effects
of nonsphericity, we should underpredict some of the small-scale
power. This underestimate appears to be very minor, affecting
smaller scales than are relevant to our kSZ calculation.

4. THE kSZ EFFECT FROM REIONIZATION

4.1. Single-Reionization Episodes

In the simplest scenario for reionization, a single generation
of sources, such as Population II stars, ionizes the universe. At
each redshift, the ionized fraction equals the collapsed fraction
times % (x 3). We calculate the kSZ power spectrum for models
with % ¼ 12, 40, and 500, which produce total optical depths
of & ¼ 0:085, 0.117, and 0.184, respectively (assuming that
helium is singly ionized along with hydrogen during reioniza-
tion and is fully ionized by z ¼ 3; cf. Sokasian et al. 2002). In
addition, to investigate the effect of a longer reionization epoch
on the kSZ signal, we calculate the power spectrum for a model
in which % increases linearly with redshift from % ¼ 40 when
reionization is complete (z ) 11) to % ¼ 300 at the start of re-
ionization (z ) 22). This model yields an optical depth of
& ¼ 0:138. Physically, a monotonically increasing %(z) could
happen if lower mass halos have larger escape fractions. The
optical depths produced by all four models are within 2 ' of the
WMAP best-fit value of & ¼ 0:17 * :04 (Kogut et al. 2003).
Figure 3 plots Q(z) for the four single-reionization models.
Figure 4 shows the various contributions to the high-l kSZ

power spectrum for the % ¼ 40 model. The medium-width solid
line is the total l2Cl /2( from patchy reionization—the sum of

Fig. 3.—Evolution of the global ionized fraction for single-reionization
models with % ¼ 12, 40, and 500 (dashed, solid, and dot-dashed curves, re-
spectively). The dotted curve assumes that % evolves linearly with redshift
from % ¼ 40 at z ) 11 to % ¼ 300 at the start of reionization (z ) 22). [See the
electronic edition of the Journal for a color version of this figure.]

Fig. 4.—Contributions to the power spectrum for % ¼ 40. The three curves
with the smallest amplitude are the patchy contributions from P#x#b (dot-dashed
curve), P#x#x (dashed curve), and their total (solid curve). At larger amplitudes
are the OV signal (dotted curve), the signal from the lensed primordial aniso-
tropies (thin dashed curve), and the total power (thick solid curve). In addition,
we show the total signal for a uniformly ionized medium (thin solid curve) and
the patchy signal for the Gruzinov & Hu (1998) toy model with effective bubble
size R ¼ 10 Mpc (solid curve with triangles). Both have the same Q(z) as in the
% ¼ 40 model. [See the electronic edition of the Journal for a color version of
this figure.]

McQUINN ET AL.648 Vol. 630

the contributions in equation (6) that depend on P!x!x (dashed
curve) and P!x!b (dot-dashed curve).7 The contribution from
P!x!x is larger than the cross-correlationP!x!b at all scales, but the
latter is never negligible. The dotted curve is the OV power
spectrum, which is larger than the patchy signal. The bulk of the
OV effect comes from scattering off halos at times well after
reionization and is therefore not optimal for studying the re-
ionization epoch. In addition, we show the total high-l CMB
power spectrum, comprised of both the lensed primordial an-
isotropies and the kSZ contributions (thick solid curve). Patchy
reionization produces a larger kSZ signal than a uniform re-
ionization scenario [xi(x; z) ¼ x̄i(z)] with the same global re-
ionization history; for comparison, we plot in Figure 4 the
power spectrum for uniform reionization with the same x̄i as
" ¼ 40 (thin solid curve).

Gruzinov&Hu (1998) calculated the patchy signal for a simple
and popular toy model where hxi(x)xi(x0)i ¼ e"(x"x 0) 2/2R2

(x̄i "
x̄2i )þ x̄2i and where the cross-correlation contribution is ignored.
The discussion in x 3 shows that the assumption of a Gaussian
correlation function with constant standard deviation R (the ef-
fective bubble size) throughout reionization is unrealistic. In our
model, hxix0ii(r) is functionally closer to a decaying exponential
than a Gaussian because of the distribution of bubble sizes, and
the shape of hxix0ii(r) evolves considerably during reionization
as the bubbles grow and merge. Assuming a constant size results
in a larger peak l2Cl /2# with the signal more concentrated at the
specific scale. To illustrate this point, we plot the Gruzinov & Hu
(1998) results for R ¼ 10 Mpc and the same ionization history as
our " ¼ 40 model in Figure 4 (solid curve with triangles).

Figure 5 shows the patchy signal for the four single-reionization
models. Interestingly, this power differs by less than a factor of
2 between the curves. The slight differences in the amplitude are
mainly due to the increase in density with redshift. [The proba-
bility for scattering goes as 1þ zð Þ3/2.] This effect is partially

cancelled because the universe ionizes over a somewhat shorter
redshift interval as " increases. Of the four patchy curves in Fig-
ure 5, the evolving-" model has the largest amplitude, which re-
flects a general theme in our results: the amplitude of the patchy
signal depends strongly on the duration of reionization. Finally,
note that the OV contribution to the total power is larger than that
of the patchy terms (see Figs. 5 and 6). However, the relative dif-
ferences between the OV contributions are comparable to the rel-
ative differences between the patchy contributions. Furthermore,
most of the differences between the OV signals stem from these
models fully ionizing at different times and not from differences in
the duration of the reionization epoch.

At the bottom of Figure 5, we compare the patchy signal
predicted by our analytic model to the kSZ power computed
from a 100 h"1 Mpc simulation of Zahn et al. (2005) (their
model B). That paper uses the samemodel for the patchy epoch,
as outlined in x 3, imposed on an smoothed particle hydrody-
namics simulation by directly applying the excursion-set for-
malism to the density field of the box. The advantages to this
approach are that it can allow for nonspherical bubbles and
includes fully nonlinear bias for the bubbles. In addition, the
simulation should more accurately account for nonlinearities in
the density field. The disadvantages are that simulations en-
counter sample variance issues at large scales and offer less direct
physical insight into the results. The patchy signal from the sim-
ulation agrees well with our analytic prediction for a comparable
Q(z), further justifying our simplifications in xx 2 and 3.

The ionization histories for the L20 and S5 simulations of
Salvaterra et al. (2005) are similar to the single-reionization
histories discussed in this section. The authors find that the
functional form and amplitude of the patchy signal for both
models is similar, despite reionization ending earlier in the L20
model. This conclusion mirrors what we find here: the patchy
signal is mostly affected by the duration of reionization and not
by when reionization happens. In addition, the peak amplitude
of their patchy signal (& 1:6 ; 10"13 for both models) is com-
parable to what we find. Despite these similarities, Salvaterra
et al. (2005) note that their 20 h"1 Mpc simulation box may

7 Note that P!x!x (k) $ hxx 0i(r) through a Fourier transform and similarly for
the cross-correlation.

Fig. 6.—OV contribution to the signal for three of the single-reionization
models: " ¼ 12 (thick dashed curve), 40 (thick solid curve), and 500 (dot-
dashed curve). We also plot the OV signal for " ¼ 40 in the extreme cases in
which the gas traces the dark matter distribution at all redshifts (thin solid curve)
and with the linear theory density field (thin dashed curve). [See the electronic
edition of the Journal for a color version of this figure.]

Fig. 5.—Makeup of the high-l signal after removal of the tSZ anisotropies. We
plot the patchy signal (thick curve) and total signal (thin curve) for " ¼ 12 (dashed
curve), 40 (solid curve), and 500 (dot-dashed curve), as well as a model with
variable " (dotted curve). We include the 1 $ error bars for ACT, assuming perfect
removal of point sources and the tSZ signal. We also plot the kSZ power from the
simulation of Zahn et al. (2005) (circles) and compare this to our analytic model for
a comparable Q(z) (thin solid curve). We do not expect perfect agreement with the
simulation because the bubble size distribution is slightly different. [See the elec-
tronic edition of the Journal for a color version of this figure.]
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2. kSZ power spectrum
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Planck Collaboration: Planck constraints on reionization history

Fig. 7. Power spectrum templates for the kSZ e↵ect. The dif-
ferent lines correspond to: homogeneous reionization as used in
Planck Collaboration XI (2016) (dark blue), based on Trac et al.
(2011); “CSF” (light blue), which is a homogeneous reionization
model from Shaw et al. (2012); Patchy (green dashed) based on
patchy reionization model from Battaglia et al. (2013); and the
sum of CSF and patchy (red).

In the range ` = 1000–7000, the shape of the kSZ power
spectrum is relatively flat and does not vary much with the de-
tailed reionization history. The relative contributions (specifi-
cally “CSF” and “patchy”) to the kSZ power spectrum are shown
in Fig 7 and compared to the “homogeneous” template used in
Planck Collaboration XI (2016), rescaled to unity at ` = 3000.

The kSZ power spectrum amplitude does depend on the cos-
mological parameters (Shaw et al. 2012; Zahn et al. 2012). To
deal with this, we adopt the scalings from Shaw et al. (2012),
which gives the amplitude at ` = 3000, AkSZ ⌘ DkSZ

`=3000:

AkSZ /
 

h
0.7

!1.7 ✓ �8

0.8

◆4.5
 
⌦b

0.045

!2.1  
0.27
⌦m

!0.44  
0.96
ns

!0.19

. (9)

The amplitude of the kSZ power spectrum at ` = 3000 for
the fiducial cosmology, AkSZ is another observable of the reion-
ization history that can be probed by CMB data. Its scalings
with the reionization redshift and the duration of the EoR can
be extracted from simulations. We assume for the patchy and
homogeneous kSZ e↵ect, the scalings of Battaglia et al. (2013)
and Shaw et al. (2012), respectively. For the Planck base⇤CDM
cosmology given in Sect. 2.2, we find (in µK2):

Ah
kSZ = 2.02 ⇥

✓ ⌧

0.076

◆0.44
; (10)

Ap
kSZ = 2.03 ⇥

" 
1 + zre

11

!
� 0.12

# ✓ z25 % � z75 %

1.05

◆0.51
. (11)

For the measured value ⌧ = 0.058 ± 0.012, Eqs. (10) and
(11) give amplitudes for the homogeneous and patchy reioniza-
tion contributions of Ah

kSZ = 1.79 µK2 and Ap
kSZ = 1.01 µK2,

respectively.
For the multipole range of Planck, the amplitude of the

kSZ spectrum is dominated by other foregrounds, including
Galactic dust, point sources, CIB fluctuations, and the tSZ e↵ect.
Moreover, the Planck signal-to-noise ratio decreases rapidly
above ` = 2000, where the kSZ signal is maximal. This is
why we cannot constrain the kSZ amplitude using Planck data

alone. Combining with additional data at higher multipoles helps
to disentangle the di↵erent foregrounds. We explicitly use the
band powers from SPT (George et al. 2015) and ACT (Das et al.
2014), covering the multipole range up to ` = 13 000.

Despite our best e↵orts to account for the details, the kSZ
amplitude is weak and there are large uncertainties in the mod-
els (both homogeneous and patchy). Moreover, there are cor-
relations between the di↵erent foreground components, coming
both from the astrophysics (we use the same halo model to de-
rive the power spectra for the CIB and for CIB⇥tSZ as the one
used for the kSZ e↵ect) and from the adjustments in the data.
We carried out several tests to check the robustness of the con-
straints on AkSZ with respect to the template used for the CIB,
CIB⇥tSZ, and kSZ contributions. In particular, the CIB⇥tSZ
power spectrum amplitude is strongly anti-correlated with the
kSZ amplitude and poorly constrained by the CMB data. As a
consequence, if we neglect the CIB⇥tSZ contribution, the kSZ
amplitude measured in CMB data is substantially reduced, lead-
ing to an upper limit much lower than the one derived when in-
cluding the CIB⇥tSZ correlation. In the following discussion we
consider only the more realistic case (and thus more conservative
in terms of constraints on AkSZ) where the CIB⇥tSZ correlation
contributes to the high-` signal.

Fig. 8. 68 % and 95 % confidence intervals on the reionization
optical depth, ⌧, and the amplitude of the kinetic SZ e↵ect, AkSZ,
from the CMB (lollipop+PlanckTT+VHL).

We combine the Planck likelihoods in TT (PlanckTT) and
from low-` EE polarization (lollipop) with the very high-`
data from ACT and SPT (VHL), assuming a redshift-symmetric
parameterization of the reionization. Figure 8 shows the 2D pos-
terior distribution for ⌧ and AkSZ after marginalization over the
other cosmological and nuisance parameters.

Figure 9 compares the constraints on the kSZ power at
` = 3000, AkSZ, obtained for three di↵erent kSZ templates: the
“homogeneous” reionization template from Trac et al. (2011),
which neglects contributions from inhomogeneous reionization;
a more complex model “CSF & patchy,” including both homo-
geneous and patchy contributions; and a pure “patchy” template
from Battaglia et al. (2013). We find very similar upper limits on
AkSZ, even in the case of pure patchy reionization.

Using the “CSF & patchy” model, the upper limit is

AkSZ < 2.6 µK2 (95 % CL) . (12)
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Studying reionisation with the kSZ effect

To evaluate equation (18), we break up the halos into those
within the same bubble at the point rb and those outside it. If
rh resides inside the same bubble of massm as rb, then we know
from x 3.1 that !bh; in ¼ nh(mhjm)/nh(mh)" 1. The conditional
mass function nh(mh|m) can be computed using the extended
Press-Schechter formalism (Furlanetto et al. 2004a). Thus, the
contribution to equation (18) is

Pin(r) ¼
Z

dm n(m)V0(m; r)

Z
dmh

mh

"
nh(mhjm)

¼
Z

dm n(m)V0(m; r) 1þ #Bð Þ: ð19Þ

In the last line, we use the fact that the inner integral is simply
1þ #B, the mean overdensity of the bubble.

If rh is outside the bubble containing rb, then we again use the
trick !bh & bh(mh)b̄x!##(r) (with the mean bias inserted for sim-
plicity). Thus, the contribution to the integral in equation (18)
from outside the bubble is

Pout(r) ¼ x̄i "
Z

dm n(m)V0(m; r)

þ
Z

dm n(m)

Z
d 3rb ½b̄x!##(reA)(; ð20Þ

where the rb integration is over all bubbles that ionize rb but
not rh and, for simplicity, we evaluate !## at separation reA ¼
max ½R(m); r( rather than at r" rb. Note that the second term in
Pout cancels the first term in Pin. As before, the last term becomes
problematic as Q ! 1; here these difficulties arise primarily
from our adoption of linear bias, which tends to overestimate the
clustering in this limit. Fortunately, the term Pout is unimportant
at large Q, because the effective bubble radius is quite large. So
external clustering can be ignored, and the one-bubble term
dominates. We again break our calculation into two parts:

hxi#bi(r) ¼
Pin " P1; Q > $ 0;

Pin þ Pout " Q; otherwise;

!
ð21Þ

where P1 is given by equation (16). The solution Pin " P1 is an
Ansatz for when correlations with the density field inside the
bubbles dominate hxi# 0bi, which happens when the bubbles
become large. We tune $ 0 to get the best agreement with the
‘‘exact’’ hxi# 0bi; this turns out to be when $ 0 ) 0:5. Figure 2
compares our expression for hxi# 0bi with the ‘‘exact’’ result. We
see that we are in good agreement. Because we smooth the den-
sity field on the scale of the bubbles and do not include the effects
of nonsphericity, we should underpredict some of the small-scale
power. This underestimate appears to be very minor, affecting
smaller scales than are relevant to our kSZ calculation.

4. THE kSZ EFFECT FROM REIONIZATION

4.1. Single-Reionization Episodes

In the simplest scenario for reionization, a single generation
of sources, such as Population II stars, ionizes the universe. At
each redshift, the ionized fraction equals the collapsed fraction
times % (x 3). We calculate the kSZ power spectrum for models
with % ¼ 12, 40, and 500, which produce total optical depths
of & ¼ 0:085, 0.117, and 0.184, respectively (assuming that
helium is singly ionized along with hydrogen during reioniza-
tion and is fully ionized by z ¼ 3; cf. Sokasian et al. 2002). In
addition, to investigate the effect of a longer reionization epoch
on the kSZ signal, we calculate the power spectrum for a model
in which % increases linearly with redshift from % ¼ 40 when
reionization is complete (z ) 11) to % ¼ 300 at the start of re-
ionization (z ) 22). This model yields an optical depth of
& ¼ 0:138. Physically, a monotonically increasing %(z) could
happen if lower mass halos have larger escape fractions. The
optical depths produced by all four models are within 2 ' of the
WMAP best-fit value of & ¼ 0:17 * :04 (Kogut et al. 2003).
Figure 3 plots Q(z) for the four single-reionization models.
Figure 4 shows the various contributions to the high-l kSZ

power spectrum for the % ¼ 40 model. The medium-width solid
line is the total l2Cl /2( from patchy reionization—the sum of

Fig. 3.—Evolution of the global ionized fraction for single-reionization
models with % ¼ 12, 40, and 500 (dashed, solid, and dot-dashed curves, re-
spectively). The dotted curve assumes that % evolves linearly with redshift
from % ¼ 40 at z ) 11 to % ¼ 300 at the start of reionization (z ) 22). [See the
electronic edition of the Journal for a color version of this figure.]

Fig. 4.—Contributions to the power spectrum for % ¼ 40. The three curves
with the smallest amplitude are the patchy contributions from P#x#b (dot-dashed
curve), P#x#x (dashed curve), and their total (solid curve). At larger amplitudes
are the OV signal (dotted curve), the signal from the lensed primordial aniso-
tropies (thin dashed curve), and the total power (thick solid curve). In addition,
we show the total signal for a uniformly ionized medium (thin solid curve) and
the patchy signal for the Gruzinov & Hu (1998) toy model with effective bubble
size R ¼ 10 Mpc (solid curve with triangles). Both have the same Q(z) as in the
% ¼ 40 model. [See the electronic edition of the Journal for a color version of
this figure.]
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the contributions in equation (6) that depend on P!x!x (dashed
curve) and P!x!b (dot-dashed curve).7 The contribution from
P!x!x is larger than the cross-correlationP!x!b at all scales, but the
latter is never negligible. The dotted curve is the OV power
spectrum, which is larger than the patchy signal. The bulk of the
OV effect comes from scattering off halos at times well after
reionization and is therefore not optimal for studying the re-
ionization epoch. In addition, we show the total high-l CMB
power spectrum, comprised of both the lensed primordial an-
isotropies and the kSZ contributions (thick solid curve). Patchy
reionization produces a larger kSZ signal than a uniform re-
ionization scenario [xi(x; z) ¼ x̄i(z)] with the same global re-
ionization history; for comparison, we plot in Figure 4 the
power spectrum for uniform reionization with the same x̄i as
" ¼ 40 (thin solid curve).

Gruzinov&Hu (1998) calculated the patchy signal for a simple
and popular toy model where hxi(x)xi(x0)i ¼ e"(x"x 0) 2/2R2

(x̄i "
x̄2i )þ x̄2i and where the cross-correlation contribution is ignored.
The discussion in x 3 shows that the assumption of a Gaussian
correlation function with constant standard deviation R (the ef-
fective bubble size) throughout reionization is unrealistic. In our
model, hxix0ii(r) is functionally closer to a decaying exponential
than a Gaussian because of the distribution of bubble sizes, and
the shape of hxix0ii(r) evolves considerably during reionization
as the bubbles grow and merge. Assuming a constant size results
in a larger peak l2Cl /2# with the signal more concentrated at the
specific scale. To illustrate this point, we plot the Gruzinov & Hu
(1998) results for R ¼ 10 Mpc and the same ionization history as
our " ¼ 40 model in Figure 4 (solid curve with triangles).

Figure 5 shows the patchy signal for the four single-reionization
models. Interestingly, this power differs by less than a factor of
2 between the curves. The slight differences in the amplitude are
mainly due to the increase in density with redshift. [The proba-
bility for scattering goes as 1þ zð Þ3/2.] This effect is partially

cancelled because the universe ionizes over a somewhat shorter
redshift interval as " increases. Of the four patchy curves in Fig-
ure 5, the evolving-" model has the largest amplitude, which re-
flects a general theme in our results: the amplitude of the patchy
signal depends strongly on the duration of reionization. Finally,
note that the OV contribution to the total power is larger than that
of the patchy terms (see Figs. 5 and 6). However, the relative dif-
ferences between the OV contributions are comparable to the rel-
ative differences between the patchy contributions. Furthermore,
most of the differences between the OV signals stem from these
models fully ionizing at different times and not from differences in
the duration of the reionization epoch.

At the bottom of Figure 5, we compare the patchy signal
predicted by our analytic model to the kSZ power computed
from a 100 h"1 Mpc simulation of Zahn et al. (2005) (their
model B). That paper uses the samemodel for the patchy epoch,
as outlined in x 3, imposed on an smoothed particle hydrody-
namics simulation by directly applying the excursion-set for-
malism to the density field of the box. The advantages to this
approach are that it can allow for nonspherical bubbles and
includes fully nonlinear bias for the bubbles. In addition, the
simulation should more accurately account for nonlinearities in
the density field. The disadvantages are that simulations en-
counter sample variance issues at large scales and offer less direct
physical insight into the results. The patchy signal from the sim-
ulation agrees well with our analytic prediction for a comparable
Q(z), further justifying our simplifications in xx 2 and 3.

The ionization histories for the L20 and S5 simulations of
Salvaterra et al. (2005) are similar to the single-reionization
histories discussed in this section. The authors find that the
functional form and amplitude of the patchy signal for both
models is similar, despite reionization ending earlier in the L20
model. This conclusion mirrors what we find here: the patchy
signal is mostly affected by the duration of reionization and not
by when reionization happens. In addition, the peak amplitude
of their patchy signal (& 1:6 ; 10"13 for both models) is com-
parable to what we find. Despite these similarities, Salvaterra
et al. (2005) note that their 20 h"1 Mpc simulation box may

7 Note that P!x!x (k) $ hxx 0i(r) through a Fourier transform and similarly for
the cross-correlation.

Fig. 6.—OV contribution to the signal for three of the single-reionization
models: " ¼ 12 (thick dashed curve), 40 (thick solid curve), and 500 (dot-
dashed curve). We also plot the OV signal for " ¼ 40 in the extreme cases in
which the gas traces the dark matter distribution at all redshifts (thin solid curve)
and with the linear theory density field (thin dashed curve). [See the electronic
edition of the Journal for a color version of this figure.]

Fig. 5.—Makeup of the high-l signal after removal of the tSZ anisotropies. We
plot the patchy signal (thick curve) and total signal (thin curve) for " ¼ 12 (dashed
curve), 40 (solid curve), and 500 (dot-dashed curve), as well as a model with
variable " (dotted curve). We include the 1 $ error bars for ACT, assuming perfect
removal of point sources and the tSZ signal. We also plot the kSZ power from the
simulation of Zahn et al. (2005) (circles) and compare this to our analytic model for
a comparable Q(z) (thin solid curve). We do not expect perfect agreement with the
simulation because the bubble size distribution is slightly different. [See the elec-
tronic edition of the Journal for a color version of this figure.]
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Planck Collaboration: Planck constraints on reionization history

Fig. 7. Power spectrum templates for the kSZ e↵ect. The dif-
ferent lines correspond to: homogeneous reionization as used in
Planck Collaboration XI (2016) (dark blue), based on Trac et al.
(2011); “CSF” (light blue), which is a homogeneous reionization
model from Shaw et al. (2012); Patchy (green dashed) based on
patchy reionization model from Battaglia et al. (2013); and the
sum of CSF and patchy (red).

In the range ` = 1000–7000, the shape of the kSZ power
spectrum is relatively flat and does not vary much with the de-
tailed reionization history. The relative contributions (specifi-
cally “CSF” and “patchy”) to the kSZ power spectrum are shown
in Fig 7 and compared to the “homogeneous” template used in
Planck Collaboration XI (2016), rescaled to unity at ` = 3000.

The kSZ power spectrum amplitude does depend on the cos-
mological parameters (Shaw et al. 2012; Zahn et al. 2012). To
deal with this, we adopt the scalings from Shaw et al. (2012),
which gives the amplitude at ` = 3000, AkSZ ⌘ DkSZ

`=3000:

AkSZ /
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The amplitude of the kSZ power spectrum at ` = 3000 for
the fiducial cosmology, AkSZ is another observable of the reion-
ization history that can be probed by CMB data. Its scalings
with the reionization redshift and the duration of the EoR can
be extracted from simulations. We assume for the patchy and
homogeneous kSZ e↵ect, the scalings of Battaglia et al. (2013)
and Shaw et al. (2012), respectively. For the Planck base⇤CDM
cosmology given in Sect. 2.2, we find (in µK2):

Ah
kSZ = 2.02 ⇥

✓ ⌧

0.076

◆0.44
; (10)

Ap
kSZ = 2.03 ⇥

" 
1 + zre

11

!
� 0.12

# ✓ z25 % � z75 %

1.05

◆0.51
. (11)

For the measured value ⌧ = 0.058 ± 0.012, Eqs. (10) and
(11) give amplitudes for the homogeneous and patchy reioniza-
tion contributions of Ah

kSZ = 1.79 µK2 and Ap
kSZ = 1.01 µK2,

respectively.
For the multipole range of Planck, the amplitude of the

kSZ spectrum is dominated by other foregrounds, including
Galactic dust, point sources, CIB fluctuations, and the tSZ e↵ect.
Moreover, the Planck signal-to-noise ratio decreases rapidly
above ` = 2000, where the kSZ signal is maximal. This is
why we cannot constrain the kSZ amplitude using Planck data

alone. Combining with additional data at higher multipoles helps
to disentangle the di↵erent foregrounds. We explicitly use the
band powers from SPT (George et al. 2015) and ACT (Das et al.
2014), covering the multipole range up to ` = 13 000.

Despite our best e↵orts to account for the details, the kSZ
amplitude is weak and there are large uncertainties in the mod-
els (both homogeneous and patchy). Moreover, there are cor-
relations between the di↵erent foreground components, coming
both from the astrophysics (we use the same halo model to de-
rive the power spectra for the CIB and for CIB⇥tSZ as the one
used for the kSZ e↵ect) and from the adjustments in the data.
We carried out several tests to check the robustness of the con-
straints on AkSZ with respect to the template used for the CIB,
CIB⇥tSZ, and kSZ contributions. In particular, the CIB⇥tSZ
power spectrum amplitude is strongly anti-correlated with the
kSZ amplitude and poorly constrained by the CMB data. As a
consequence, if we neglect the CIB⇥tSZ contribution, the kSZ
amplitude measured in CMB data is substantially reduced, lead-
ing to an upper limit much lower than the one derived when in-
cluding the CIB⇥tSZ correlation. In the following discussion we
consider only the more realistic case (and thus more conservative
in terms of constraints on AkSZ) where the CIB⇥tSZ correlation
contributes to the high-` signal.

Fig. 8. 68 % and 95 % confidence intervals on the reionization
optical depth, ⌧, and the amplitude of the kinetic SZ e↵ect, AkSZ,
from the CMB (lollipop+PlanckTT+VHL).

We combine the Planck likelihoods in TT (PlanckTT) and
from low-` EE polarization (lollipop) with the very high-`
data from ACT and SPT (VHL), assuming a redshift-symmetric
parameterization of the reionization. Figure 8 shows the 2D pos-
terior distribution for ⌧ and AkSZ after marginalization over the
other cosmological and nuisance parameters.

Figure 9 compares the constraints on the kSZ power at
` = 3000, AkSZ, obtained for three di↵erent kSZ templates: the
“homogeneous” reionization template from Trac et al. (2011),
which neglects contributions from inhomogeneous reionization;
a more complex model “CSF & patchy,” including both homo-
geneous and patchy contributions; and a pure “patchy” template
from Battaglia et al. (2013). We find very similar upper limits on
AkSZ, even in the case of pure patchy reionization.

Using the “CSF & patchy” model, the upper limit is

AkSZ < 2.6 µK2 (95 % CL) . (12)
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Planck Collaboration: The cosmological legacy of Planck

Fig. 9. Planck CMB power spectra. These are foreground-subtracted, frequency-averaged, cross-half-mission angular power spectra
for temperature (top), the temperature-polarization cross-spectrum (middle), the E mode of polarization (bottom left) and the lensing
potential (bottom right). Within ⇤CDM these spectra contain the majority of the cosmological information available from Planck,
and the blue lines show the best-fitting model. The uncertainties of the TT spectrum are dominated by sampling variance, rather than
by noise or foreground residuals, at all scales below about ` = 1800 – a scale at which the CMB information is essentially exhausted
within the framework of the ⇤CDM model. The T E spectrum is about as constraining as the TT one, while the EE spectrum still
has a sizeable contribution from noise. The lensing spectrum represents the highest signal-to-noise ratio detection of CMB lensing
to date, exceeding 40�. The anisotropy power spectra use a standard binning scheme (which changes abruptly at ` = 30), but are
plotted here with a multipole axis that goes smoothly from logarithmic at low ` to linear at high `.
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(Planck+2018)
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Studying reionisation with the kSZ effect

To evaluate equation (18), we break up the halos into those
within the same bubble at the point rb and those outside it. If
rh resides inside the same bubble of massm as rb, then we know
from x 3.1 that !bh; in ¼ nh(mhjm)/nh(mh)" 1. The conditional
mass function nh(mh|m) can be computed using the extended
Press-Schechter formalism (Furlanetto et al. 2004a). Thus, the
contribution to equation (18) is

Pin(r) ¼
Z

dm n(m)V0(m; r)

Z
dmh

mh

"
nh(mhjm)

¼
Z

dm n(m)V0(m; r) 1þ #Bð Þ: ð19Þ

In the last line, we use the fact that the inner integral is simply
1þ #B, the mean overdensity of the bubble.

If rh is outside the bubble containing rb, then we again use the
trick !bh & bh(mh)b̄x!##(r) (with the mean bias inserted for sim-
plicity). Thus, the contribution to the integral in equation (18)
from outside the bubble is

Pout(r) ¼ x̄i "
Z

dm n(m)V0(m; r)

þ
Z

dm n(m)

Z
d 3rb ½b̄x!##(reA)(; ð20Þ

where the rb integration is over all bubbles that ionize rb but
not rh and, for simplicity, we evaluate !## at separation reA ¼
max ½R(m); r( rather than at r" rb. Note that the second term in
Pout cancels the first term in Pin. As before, the last term becomes
problematic as Q ! 1; here these difficulties arise primarily
from our adoption of linear bias, which tends to overestimate the
clustering in this limit. Fortunately, the term Pout is unimportant
at large Q, because the effective bubble radius is quite large. So
external clustering can be ignored, and the one-bubble term
dominates. We again break our calculation into two parts:

hxi#bi(r) ¼
Pin " P1; Q > $ 0;

Pin þ Pout " Q; otherwise;

!
ð21Þ

where P1 is given by equation (16). The solution Pin " P1 is an
Ansatz for when correlations with the density field inside the
bubbles dominate hxi# 0bi, which happens when the bubbles
become large. We tune $ 0 to get the best agreement with the
‘‘exact’’ hxi# 0bi; this turns out to be when $ 0 ) 0:5. Figure 2
compares our expression for hxi# 0bi with the ‘‘exact’’ result. We
see that we are in good agreement. Because we smooth the den-
sity field on the scale of the bubbles and do not include the effects
of nonsphericity, we should underpredict some of the small-scale
power. This underestimate appears to be very minor, affecting
smaller scales than are relevant to our kSZ calculation.

4. THE kSZ EFFECT FROM REIONIZATION

4.1. Single-Reionization Episodes

In the simplest scenario for reionization, a single generation
of sources, such as Population II stars, ionizes the universe. At
each redshift, the ionized fraction equals the collapsed fraction
times % (x 3). We calculate the kSZ power spectrum for models
with % ¼ 12, 40, and 500, which produce total optical depths
of & ¼ 0:085, 0.117, and 0.184, respectively (assuming that
helium is singly ionized along with hydrogen during reioniza-
tion and is fully ionized by z ¼ 3; cf. Sokasian et al. 2002). In
addition, to investigate the effect of a longer reionization epoch
on the kSZ signal, we calculate the power spectrum for a model
in which % increases linearly with redshift from % ¼ 40 when
reionization is complete (z ) 11) to % ¼ 300 at the start of re-
ionization (z ) 22). This model yields an optical depth of
& ¼ 0:138. Physically, a monotonically increasing %(z) could
happen if lower mass halos have larger escape fractions. The
optical depths produced by all four models are within 2 ' of the
WMAP best-fit value of & ¼ 0:17 * :04 (Kogut et al. 2003).
Figure 3 plots Q(z) for the four single-reionization models.
Figure 4 shows the various contributions to the high-l kSZ

power spectrum for the % ¼ 40 model. The medium-width solid
line is the total l2Cl /2( from patchy reionization—the sum of

Fig. 3.—Evolution of the global ionized fraction for single-reionization
models with % ¼ 12, 40, and 500 (dashed, solid, and dot-dashed curves, re-
spectively). The dotted curve assumes that % evolves linearly with redshift
from % ¼ 40 at z ) 11 to % ¼ 300 at the start of reionization (z ) 22). [See the
electronic edition of the Journal for a color version of this figure.]

Fig. 4.—Contributions to the power spectrum for % ¼ 40. The three curves
with the smallest amplitude are the patchy contributions from P#x#b (dot-dashed
curve), P#x#x (dashed curve), and their total (solid curve). At larger amplitudes
are the OV signal (dotted curve), the signal from the lensed primordial aniso-
tropies (thin dashed curve), and the total power (thick solid curve). In addition,
we show the total signal for a uniformly ionized medium (thin solid curve) and
the patchy signal for the Gruzinov & Hu (1998) toy model with effective bubble
size R ¼ 10 Mpc (solid curve with triangles). Both have the same Q(z) as in the
% ¼ 40 model. [See the electronic edition of the Journal for a color version of
this figure.]
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the contributions in equation (6) that depend on P!x!x (dashed
curve) and P!x!b (dot-dashed curve).7 The contribution from
P!x!x is larger than the cross-correlationP!x!b at all scales, but the
latter is never negligible. The dotted curve is the OV power
spectrum, which is larger than the patchy signal. The bulk of the
OV effect comes from scattering off halos at times well after
reionization and is therefore not optimal for studying the re-
ionization epoch. In addition, we show the total high-l CMB
power spectrum, comprised of both the lensed primordial an-
isotropies and the kSZ contributions (thick solid curve). Patchy
reionization produces a larger kSZ signal than a uniform re-
ionization scenario [xi(x; z) ¼ x̄i(z)] with the same global re-
ionization history; for comparison, we plot in Figure 4 the
power spectrum for uniform reionization with the same x̄i as
" ¼ 40 (thin solid curve).

Gruzinov&Hu (1998) calculated the patchy signal for a simple
and popular toy model where hxi(x)xi(x0)i ¼ e"(x"x 0) 2/2R2

(x̄i "
x̄2i )þ x̄2i and where the cross-correlation contribution is ignored.
The discussion in x 3 shows that the assumption of a Gaussian
correlation function with constant standard deviation R (the ef-
fective bubble size) throughout reionization is unrealistic. In our
model, hxix0ii(r) is functionally closer to a decaying exponential
than a Gaussian because of the distribution of bubble sizes, and
the shape of hxix0ii(r) evolves considerably during reionization
as the bubbles grow and merge. Assuming a constant size results
in a larger peak l2Cl /2# with the signal more concentrated at the
specific scale. To illustrate this point, we plot the Gruzinov & Hu
(1998) results for R ¼ 10 Mpc and the same ionization history as
our " ¼ 40 model in Figure 4 (solid curve with triangles).

Figure 5 shows the patchy signal for the four single-reionization
models. Interestingly, this power differs by less than a factor of
2 between the curves. The slight differences in the amplitude are
mainly due to the increase in density with redshift. [The proba-
bility for scattering goes as 1þ zð Þ3/2.] This effect is partially

cancelled because the universe ionizes over a somewhat shorter
redshift interval as " increases. Of the four patchy curves in Fig-
ure 5, the evolving-" model has the largest amplitude, which re-
flects a general theme in our results: the amplitude of the patchy
signal depends strongly on the duration of reionization. Finally,
note that the OV contribution to the total power is larger than that
of the patchy terms (see Figs. 5 and 6). However, the relative dif-
ferences between the OV contributions are comparable to the rel-
ative differences between the patchy contributions. Furthermore,
most of the differences between the OV signals stem from these
models fully ionizing at different times and not from differences in
the duration of the reionization epoch.

At the bottom of Figure 5, we compare the patchy signal
predicted by our analytic model to the kSZ power computed
from a 100 h"1 Mpc simulation of Zahn et al. (2005) (their
model B). That paper uses the samemodel for the patchy epoch,
as outlined in x 3, imposed on an smoothed particle hydrody-
namics simulation by directly applying the excursion-set for-
malism to the density field of the box. The advantages to this
approach are that it can allow for nonspherical bubbles and
includes fully nonlinear bias for the bubbles. In addition, the
simulation should more accurately account for nonlinearities in
the density field. The disadvantages are that simulations en-
counter sample variance issues at large scales and offer less direct
physical insight into the results. The patchy signal from the sim-
ulation agrees well with our analytic prediction for a comparable
Q(z), further justifying our simplifications in xx 2 and 3.

The ionization histories for the L20 and S5 simulations of
Salvaterra et al. (2005) are similar to the single-reionization
histories discussed in this section. The authors find that the
functional form and amplitude of the patchy signal for both
models is similar, despite reionization ending earlier in the L20
model. This conclusion mirrors what we find here: the patchy
signal is mostly affected by the duration of reionization and not
by when reionization happens. In addition, the peak amplitude
of their patchy signal (& 1:6 ; 10"13 for both models) is com-
parable to what we find. Despite these similarities, Salvaterra
et al. (2005) note that their 20 h"1 Mpc simulation box may

7 Note that P!x!x (k) $ hxx 0i(r) through a Fourier transform and similarly for
the cross-correlation.

Fig. 6.—OV contribution to the signal for three of the single-reionization
models: " ¼ 12 (thick dashed curve), 40 (thick solid curve), and 500 (dot-
dashed curve). We also plot the OV signal for " ¼ 40 in the extreme cases in
which the gas traces the dark matter distribution at all redshifts (thin solid curve)
and with the linear theory density field (thin dashed curve). [See the electronic
edition of the Journal for a color version of this figure.]

Fig. 5.—Makeup of the high-l signal after removal of the tSZ anisotropies. We
plot the patchy signal (thick curve) and total signal (thin curve) for " ¼ 12 (dashed
curve), 40 (solid curve), and 500 (dot-dashed curve), as well as a model with
variable " (dotted curve). We include the 1 $ error bars for ACT, assuming perfect
removal of point sources and the tSZ signal. We also plot the kSZ power from the
simulation of Zahn et al. (2005) (circles) and compare this to our analytic model for
a comparable Q(z) (thin solid curve). We do not expect perfect agreement with the
simulation because the bubble size distribution is slightly different. [See the elec-
tronic edition of the Journal for a color version of this figure.]
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Fig. 7. Power spectrum templates for the kSZ e↵ect. The dif-
ferent lines correspond to: homogeneous reionization as used in
Planck Collaboration XI (2016) (dark blue), based on Trac et al.
(2011); “CSF” (light blue), which is a homogeneous reionization
model from Shaw et al. (2012); Patchy (green dashed) based on
patchy reionization model from Battaglia et al. (2013); and the
sum of CSF and patchy (red).

In the range ` = 1000–7000, the shape of the kSZ power
spectrum is relatively flat and does not vary much with the de-
tailed reionization history. The relative contributions (specifi-
cally “CSF” and “patchy”) to the kSZ power spectrum are shown
in Fig 7 and compared to the “homogeneous” template used in
Planck Collaboration XI (2016), rescaled to unity at ` = 3000.

The kSZ power spectrum amplitude does depend on the cos-
mological parameters (Shaw et al. 2012; Zahn et al. 2012). To
deal with this, we adopt the scalings from Shaw et al. (2012),
which gives the amplitude at ` = 3000, AkSZ ⌘ DkSZ

`=3000:
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The amplitude of the kSZ power spectrum at ` = 3000 for
the fiducial cosmology, AkSZ is another observable of the reion-
ization history that can be probed by CMB data. Its scalings
with the reionization redshift and the duration of the EoR can
be extracted from simulations. We assume for the patchy and
homogeneous kSZ e↵ect, the scalings of Battaglia et al. (2013)
and Shaw et al. (2012), respectively. For the Planck base⇤CDM
cosmology given in Sect. 2.2, we find (in µK2):
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For the measured value ⌧ = 0.058 ± 0.012, Eqs. (10) and
(11) give amplitudes for the homogeneous and patchy reioniza-
tion contributions of Ah

kSZ = 1.79 µK2 and Ap
kSZ = 1.01 µK2,

respectively.
For the multipole range of Planck, the amplitude of the

kSZ spectrum is dominated by other foregrounds, including
Galactic dust, point sources, CIB fluctuations, and the tSZ e↵ect.
Moreover, the Planck signal-to-noise ratio decreases rapidly
above ` = 2000, where the kSZ signal is maximal. This is
why we cannot constrain the kSZ amplitude using Planck data

alone. Combining with additional data at higher multipoles helps
to disentangle the di↵erent foregrounds. We explicitly use the
band powers from SPT (George et al. 2015) and ACT (Das et al.
2014), covering the multipole range up to ` = 13 000.

Despite our best e↵orts to account for the details, the kSZ
amplitude is weak and there are large uncertainties in the mod-
els (both homogeneous and patchy). Moreover, there are cor-
relations between the di↵erent foreground components, coming
both from the astrophysics (we use the same halo model to de-
rive the power spectra for the CIB and for CIB⇥tSZ as the one
used for the kSZ e↵ect) and from the adjustments in the data.
We carried out several tests to check the robustness of the con-
straints on AkSZ with respect to the template used for the CIB,
CIB⇥tSZ, and kSZ contributions. In particular, the CIB⇥tSZ
power spectrum amplitude is strongly anti-correlated with the
kSZ amplitude and poorly constrained by the CMB data. As a
consequence, if we neglect the CIB⇥tSZ contribution, the kSZ
amplitude measured in CMB data is substantially reduced, lead-
ing to an upper limit much lower than the one derived when in-
cluding the CIB⇥tSZ correlation. In the following discussion we
consider only the more realistic case (and thus more conservative
in terms of constraints on AkSZ) where the CIB⇥tSZ correlation
contributes to the high-` signal.

Fig. 8. 68 % and 95 % confidence intervals on the reionization
optical depth, ⌧, and the amplitude of the kinetic SZ e↵ect, AkSZ,
from the CMB (lollipop+PlanckTT+VHL).

We combine the Planck likelihoods in TT (PlanckTT) and
from low-` EE polarization (lollipop) with the very high-`
data from ACT and SPT (VHL), assuming a redshift-symmetric
parameterization of the reionization. Figure 8 shows the 2D pos-
terior distribution for ⌧ and AkSZ after marginalization over the
other cosmological and nuisance parameters.

Figure 9 compares the constraints on the kSZ power at
` = 3000, AkSZ, obtained for three di↵erent kSZ templates: the
“homogeneous” reionization template from Trac et al. (2011),
which neglects contributions from inhomogeneous reionization;
a more complex model “CSF & patchy,” including both homo-
geneous and patchy contributions; and a pure “patchy” template
from Battaglia et al. (2013). We find very similar upper limits on
AkSZ, even in the case of pure patchy reionization.

Using the “CSF & patchy” model, the upper limit is

AkSZ < 2.6 µK2 (95 % CL) . (12)
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Fig. 7. Power spectrum templates for the kSZ e↵ect. The dif-
ferent lines correspond to: homogeneous reionization as used in
Planck Collaboration XI (2016) (dark blue), based on Trac et al.
(2011); “CSF” (light blue), which is a homogeneous reionization
model from Shaw et al. (2012); Patchy (green dashed) based on
patchy reionization model from Battaglia et al. (2013); and the
sum of CSF and patchy (red).

In the range ` = 1000–7000, the shape of the kSZ power
spectrum is relatively flat and does not vary much with the de-
tailed reionization history. The relative contributions (specifi-
cally “CSF” and “patchy”) to the kSZ power spectrum are shown
in Fig 7 and compared to the “homogeneous” template used in
Planck Collaboration XI (2016), rescaled to unity at ` = 3000.

The kSZ power spectrum amplitude does depend on the cos-
mological parameters (Shaw et al. 2012; Zahn et al. 2012). To
deal with this, we adopt the scalings from Shaw et al. (2012),
which gives the amplitude at ` = 3000, AkSZ ⌘ DkSZ

`=3000:
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The amplitude of the kSZ power spectrum at ` = 3000 for
the fiducial cosmology, AkSZ is another observable of the reion-
ization history that can be probed by CMB data. Its scalings
with the reionization redshift and the duration of the EoR can
be extracted from simulations. We assume for the patchy and
homogeneous kSZ e↵ect, the scalings of Battaglia et al. (2013)
and Shaw et al. (2012), respectively. For the Planck base⇤CDM
cosmology given in Sect. 2.2, we find (in µK2):
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For the measured value ⌧ = 0.058 ± 0.012, Eqs. (10) and
(11) give amplitudes for the homogeneous and patchy reioniza-
tion contributions of Ah

kSZ = 1.79 µK2 and Ap
kSZ = 1.01 µK2,

respectively.
For the multipole range of Planck, the amplitude of the

kSZ spectrum is dominated by other foregrounds, including
Galactic dust, point sources, CIB fluctuations, and the tSZ e↵ect.
Moreover, the Planck signal-to-noise ratio decreases rapidly
above ` = 2000, where the kSZ signal is maximal. This is
why we cannot constrain the kSZ amplitude using Planck data

alone. Combining with additional data at higher multipoles helps
to disentangle the di↵erent foregrounds. We explicitly use the
band powers from SPT (George et al. 2015) and ACT (Das et al.
2014), covering the multipole range up to ` = 13 000.

Despite our best e↵orts to account for the details, the kSZ
amplitude is weak and there are large uncertainties in the mod-
els (both homogeneous and patchy). Moreover, there are cor-
relations between the di↵erent foreground components, coming
both from the astrophysics (we use the same halo model to de-
rive the power spectra for the CIB and for CIB⇥tSZ as the one
used for the kSZ e↵ect) and from the adjustments in the data.
We carried out several tests to check the robustness of the con-
straints on AkSZ with respect to the template used for the CIB,
CIB⇥tSZ, and kSZ contributions. In particular, the CIB⇥tSZ
power spectrum amplitude is strongly anti-correlated with the
kSZ amplitude and poorly constrained by the CMB data. As a
consequence, if we neglect the CIB⇥tSZ contribution, the kSZ
amplitude measured in CMB data is substantially reduced, lead-
ing to an upper limit much lower than the one derived when in-
cluding the CIB⇥tSZ correlation. In the following discussion we
consider only the more realistic case (and thus more conservative
in terms of constraints on AkSZ) where the CIB⇥tSZ correlation
contributes to the high-` signal.

Fig. 8. 68 % and 95 % confidence intervals on the reionization
optical depth, ⌧, and the amplitude of the kinetic SZ e↵ect, AkSZ,
from the CMB (lollipop+PlanckTT+VHL).

We combine the Planck likelihoods in TT (PlanckTT) and
from low-` EE polarization (lollipop) with the very high-`
data from ACT and SPT (VHL), assuming a redshift-symmetric
parameterization of the reionization. Figure 8 shows the 2D pos-
terior distribution for ⌧ and AkSZ after marginalization over the
other cosmological and nuisance parameters.

Figure 9 compares the constraints on the kSZ power at
` = 3000, AkSZ, obtained for three di↵erent kSZ templates: the
“homogeneous” reionization template from Trac et al. (2011),
which neglects contributions from inhomogeneous reionization;
a more complex model “CSF & patchy,” including both homo-
geneous and patchy contributions; and a pure “patchy” template
from Battaglia et al. (2013). We find very similar upper limits on
AkSZ, even in the case of pure patchy reionization.

Using the “CSF & patchy” model, the upper limit is

AkSZ < 2.6 µK2 (95 % CL) . (12)
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Fig. 7. Power spectrum templates for the kSZ e↵ect. The dif-
ferent lines correspond to: homogeneous reionization as used in
Planck Collaboration XI (2016) (dark blue), based on Trac et al.
(2011); “CSF” (light blue), which is a homogeneous reionization
model from Shaw et al. (2012); Patchy (green dashed) based on
patchy reionization model from Battaglia et al. (2013); and the
sum of CSF and patchy (red).

In the range ` = 1000–7000, the shape of the kSZ power
spectrum is relatively flat and does not vary much with the de-
tailed reionization history. The relative contributions (specifi-
cally “CSF” and “patchy”) to the kSZ power spectrum are shown
in Fig 7 and compared to the “homogeneous” template used in
Planck Collaboration XI (2016), rescaled to unity at ` = 3000.

The kSZ power spectrum amplitude does depend on the cos-
mological parameters (Shaw et al. 2012; Zahn et al. 2012). To
deal with this, we adopt the scalings from Shaw et al. (2012),
which gives the amplitude at ` = 3000, AkSZ ⌘ DkSZ
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The amplitude of the kSZ power spectrum at ` = 3000 for
the fiducial cosmology, AkSZ is another observable of the reion-
ization history that can be probed by CMB data. Its scalings
with the reionization redshift and the duration of the EoR can
be extracted from simulations. We assume for the patchy and
homogeneous kSZ e↵ect, the scalings of Battaglia et al. (2013)
and Shaw et al. (2012), respectively. For the Planck base⇤CDM
cosmology given in Sect. 2.2, we find (in µK2):
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For the measured value ⌧ = 0.058 ± 0.012, Eqs. (10) and
(11) give amplitudes for the homogeneous and patchy reioniza-
tion contributions of Ah

kSZ = 1.79 µK2 and Ap
kSZ = 1.01 µK2,

respectively.
For the multipole range of Planck, the amplitude of the

kSZ spectrum is dominated by other foregrounds, including
Galactic dust, point sources, CIB fluctuations, and the tSZ e↵ect.
Moreover, the Planck signal-to-noise ratio decreases rapidly
above ` = 2000, where the kSZ signal is maximal. This is
why we cannot constrain the kSZ amplitude using Planck data

alone. Combining with additional data at higher multipoles helps
to disentangle the di↵erent foregrounds. We explicitly use the
band powers from SPT (George et al. 2015) and ACT (Das et al.
2014), covering the multipole range up to ` = 13 000.

Despite our best e↵orts to account for the details, the kSZ
amplitude is weak and there are large uncertainties in the mod-
els (both homogeneous and patchy). Moreover, there are cor-
relations between the di↵erent foreground components, coming
both from the astrophysics (we use the same halo model to de-
rive the power spectra for the CIB and for CIB⇥tSZ as the one
used for the kSZ e↵ect) and from the adjustments in the data.
We carried out several tests to check the robustness of the con-
straints on AkSZ with respect to the template used for the CIB,
CIB⇥tSZ, and kSZ contributions. In particular, the CIB⇥tSZ
power spectrum amplitude is strongly anti-correlated with the
kSZ amplitude and poorly constrained by the CMB data. As a
consequence, if we neglect the CIB⇥tSZ contribution, the kSZ
amplitude measured in CMB data is substantially reduced, lead-
ing to an upper limit much lower than the one derived when in-
cluding the CIB⇥tSZ correlation. In the following discussion we
consider only the more realistic case (and thus more conservative
in terms of constraints on AkSZ) where the CIB⇥tSZ correlation
contributes to the high-` signal.

Fig. 8. 68 % and 95 % confidence intervals on the reionization
optical depth, ⌧, and the amplitude of the kinetic SZ e↵ect, AkSZ,
from the CMB (lollipop+PlanckTT+VHL).

We combine the Planck likelihoods in TT (PlanckTT) and
from low-` EE polarization (lollipop) with the very high-`
data from ACT and SPT (VHL), assuming a redshift-symmetric
parameterization of the reionization. Figure 8 shows the 2D pos-
terior distribution for ⌧ and AkSZ after marginalization over the
other cosmological and nuisance parameters.

Figure 9 compares the constraints on the kSZ power at
` = 3000, AkSZ, obtained for three di↵erent kSZ templates: the
“homogeneous” reionization template from Trac et al. (2011),
which neglects contributions from inhomogeneous reionization;
a more complex model “CSF & patchy,” including both homo-
geneous and patchy contributions; and a pure “patchy” template
from Battaglia et al. (2013). We find very similar upper limits on
AkSZ, even in the case of pure patchy reionization.

Using the “CSF & patchy” model, the upper limit is

AkSZ < 2.6 µK2 (95 % CL) . (12)
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Studying reionisation with the kSZ effect

To evaluate equation (18), we break up the halos into those
within the same bubble at the point rb and those outside it. If
rh resides inside the same bubble of massm as rb, then we know
from x 3.1 that !bh; in ¼ nh(mhjm)/nh(mh)" 1. The conditional
mass function nh(mh|m) can be computed using the extended
Press-Schechter formalism (Furlanetto et al. 2004a). Thus, the
contribution to equation (18) is

Pin(r) ¼
Z

dm n(m)V0(m; r)

Z
dmh

mh

"
nh(mhjm)

¼
Z

dm n(m)V0(m; r) 1þ #Bð Þ: ð19Þ

In the last line, we use the fact that the inner integral is simply
1þ #B, the mean overdensity of the bubble.

If rh is outside the bubble containing rb, then we again use the
trick !bh & bh(mh)b̄x!##(r) (with the mean bias inserted for sim-
plicity). Thus, the contribution to the integral in equation (18)
from outside the bubble is

Pout(r) ¼ x̄i "
Z

dm n(m)V0(m; r)

þ
Z

dm n(m)

Z
d 3rb ½b̄x!##(reA)(; ð20Þ

where the rb integration is over all bubbles that ionize rb but
not rh and, for simplicity, we evaluate !## at separation reA ¼
max ½R(m); r( rather than at r" rb. Note that the second term in
Pout cancels the first term in Pin. As before, the last term becomes
problematic as Q ! 1; here these difficulties arise primarily
from our adoption of linear bias, which tends to overestimate the
clustering in this limit. Fortunately, the term Pout is unimportant
at large Q, because the effective bubble radius is quite large. So
external clustering can be ignored, and the one-bubble term
dominates. We again break our calculation into two parts:

hxi#bi(r) ¼
Pin " P1; Q > $ 0;

Pin þ Pout " Q; otherwise;

!
ð21Þ

where P1 is given by equation (16). The solution Pin " P1 is an
Ansatz for when correlations with the density field inside the
bubbles dominate hxi# 0bi, which happens when the bubbles
become large. We tune $ 0 to get the best agreement with the
‘‘exact’’ hxi# 0bi; this turns out to be when $ 0 ) 0:5. Figure 2
compares our expression for hxi# 0bi with the ‘‘exact’’ result. We
see that we are in good agreement. Because we smooth the den-
sity field on the scale of the bubbles and do not include the effects
of nonsphericity, we should underpredict some of the small-scale
power. This underestimate appears to be very minor, affecting
smaller scales than are relevant to our kSZ calculation.

4. THE kSZ EFFECT FROM REIONIZATION

4.1. Single-Reionization Episodes

In the simplest scenario for reionization, a single generation
of sources, such as Population II stars, ionizes the universe. At
each redshift, the ionized fraction equals the collapsed fraction
times % (x 3). We calculate the kSZ power spectrum for models
with % ¼ 12, 40, and 500, which produce total optical depths
of & ¼ 0:085, 0.117, and 0.184, respectively (assuming that
helium is singly ionized along with hydrogen during reioniza-
tion and is fully ionized by z ¼ 3; cf. Sokasian et al. 2002). In
addition, to investigate the effect of a longer reionization epoch
on the kSZ signal, we calculate the power spectrum for a model
in which % increases linearly with redshift from % ¼ 40 when
reionization is complete (z ) 11) to % ¼ 300 at the start of re-
ionization (z ) 22). This model yields an optical depth of
& ¼ 0:138. Physically, a monotonically increasing %(z) could
happen if lower mass halos have larger escape fractions. The
optical depths produced by all four models are within 2 ' of the
WMAP best-fit value of & ¼ 0:17 * :04 (Kogut et al. 2003).
Figure 3 plots Q(z) for the four single-reionization models.
Figure 4 shows the various contributions to the high-l kSZ

power spectrum for the % ¼ 40 model. The medium-width solid
line is the total l2Cl /2( from patchy reionization—the sum of

Fig. 3.—Evolution of the global ionized fraction for single-reionization
models with % ¼ 12, 40, and 500 (dashed, solid, and dot-dashed curves, re-
spectively). The dotted curve assumes that % evolves linearly with redshift
from % ¼ 40 at z ) 11 to % ¼ 300 at the start of reionization (z ) 22). [See the
electronic edition of the Journal for a color version of this figure.]

Fig. 4.—Contributions to the power spectrum for % ¼ 40. The three curves
with the smallest amplitude are the patchy contributions from P#x#b (dot-dashed
curve), P#x#x (dashed curve), and their total (solid curve). At larger amplitudes
are the OV signal (dotted curve), the signal from the lensed primordial aniso-
tropies (thin dashed curve), and the total power (thick solid curve). In addition,
we show the total signal for a uniformly ionized medium (thin solid curve) and
the patchy signal for the Gruzinov & Hu (1998) toy model with effective bubble
size R ¼ 10 Mpc (solid curve with triangles). Both have the same Q(z) as in the
% ¼ 40 model. [See the electronic edition of the Journal for a color version of
this figure.]
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the contributions in equation (6) that depend on P!x!x (dashed
curve) and P!x!b (dot-dashed curve).7 The contribution from
P!x!x is larger than the cross-correlationP!x!b at all scales, but the
latter is never negligible. The dotted curve is the OV power
spectrum, which is larger than the patchy signal. The bulk of the
OV effect comes from scattering off halos at times well after
reionization and is therefore not optimal for studying the re-
ionization epoch. In addition, we show the total high-l CMB
power spectrum, comprised of both the lensed primordial an-
isotropies and the kSZ contributions (thick solid curve). Patchy
reionization produces a larger kSZ signal than a uniform re-
ionization scenario [xi(x; z) ¼ x̄i(z)] with the same global re-
ionization history; for comparison, we plot in Figure 4 the
power spectrum for uniform reionization with the same x̄i as
" ¼ 40 (thin solid curve).

Gruzinov&Hu (1998) calculated the patchy signal for a simple
and popular toy model where hxi(x)xi(x0)i ¼ e"(x"x 0) 2/2R2

(x̄i "
x̄2i )þ x̄2i and where the cross-correlation contribution is ignored.
The discussion in x 3 shows that the assumption of a Gaussian
correlation function with constant standard deviation R (the ef-
fective bubble size) throughout reionization is unrealistic. In our
model, hxix0ii(r) is functionally closer to a decaying exponential
than a Gaussian because of the distribution of bubble sizes, and
the shape of hxix0ii(r) evolves considerably during reionization
as the bubbles grow and merge. Assuming a constant size results
in a larger peak l2Cl /2# with the signal more concentrated at the
specific scale. To illustrate this point, we plot the Gruzinov & Hu
(1998) results for R ¼ 10 Mpc and the same ionization history as
our " ¼ 40 model in Figure 4 (solid curve with triangles).

Figure 5 shows the patchy signal for the four single-reionization
models. Interestingly, this power differs by less than a factor of
2 between the curves. The slight differences in the amplitude are
mainly due to the increase in density with redshift. [The proba-
bility for scattering goes as 1þ zð Þ3/2.] This effect is partially

cancelled because the universe ionizes over a somewhat shorter
redshift interval as " increases. Of the four patchy curves in Fig-
ure 5, the evolving-" model has the largest amplitude, which re-
flects a general theme in our results: the amplitude of the patchy
signal depends strongly on the duration of reionization. Finally,
note that the OV contribution to the total power is larger than that
of the patchy terms (see Figs. 5 and 6). However, the relative dif-
ferences between the OV contributions are comparable to the rel-
ative differences between the patchy contributions. Furthermore,
most of the differences between the OV signals stem from these
models fully ionizing at different times and not from differences in
the duration of the reionization epoch.

At the bottom of Figure 5, we compare the patchy signal
predicted by our analytic model to the kSZ power computed
from a 100 h"1 Mpc simulation of Zahn et al. (2005) (their
model B). That paper uses the samemodel for the patchy epoch,
as outlined in x 3, imposed on an smoothed particle hydrody-
namics simulation by directly applying the excursion-set for-
malism to the density field of the box. The advantages to this
approach are that it can allow for nonspherical bubbles and
includes fully nonlinear bias for the bubbles. In addition, the
simulation should more accurately account for nonlinearities in
the density field. The disadvantages are that simulations en-
counter sample variance issues at large scales and offer less direct
physical insight into the results. The patchy signal from the sim-
ulation agrees well with our analytic prediction for a comparable
Q(z), further justifying our simplifications in xx 2 and 3.

The ionization histories for the L20 and S5 simulations of
Salvaterra et al. (2005) are similar to the single-reionization
histories discussed in this section. The authors find that the
functional form and amplitude of the patchy signal for both
models is similar, despite reionization ending earlier in the L20
model. This conclusion mirrors what we find here: the patchy
signal is mostly affected by the duration of reionization and not
by when reionization happens. In addition, the peak amplitude
of their patchy signal (& 1:6 ; 10"13 for both models) is com-
parable to what we find. Despite these similarities, Salvaterra
et al. (2005) note that their 20 h"1 Mpc simulation box may

7 Note that P!x!x (k) $ hxx 0i(r) through a Fourier transform and similarly for
the cross-correlation.

Fig. 6.—OV contribution to the signal for three of the single-reionization
models: " ¼ 12 (thick dashed curve), 40 (thick solid curve), and 500 (dot-
dashed curve). We also plot the OV signal for " ¼ 40 in the extreme cases in
which the gas traces the dark matter distribution at all redshifts (thin solid curve)
and with the linear theory density field (thin dashed curve). [See the electronic
edition of the Journal for a color version of this figure.]

Fig. 5.—Makeup of the high-l signal after removal of the tSZ anisotropies. We
plot the patchy signal (thick curve) and total signal (thin curve) for " ¼ 12 (dashed
curve), 40 (solid curve), and 500 (dot-dashed curve), as well as a model with
variable " (dotted curve). We include the 1 $ error bars for ACT, assuming perfect
removal of point sources and the tSZ signal. We also plot the kSZ power from the
simulation of Zahn et al. (2005) (circles) and compare this to our analytic model for
a comparable Q(z) (thin solid curve). We do not expect perfect agreement with the
simulation because the bubble size distribution is slightly different. [See the elec-
tronic edition of the Journal for a color version of this figure.]
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Fig. 7. Power spectrum templates for the kSZ e↵ect. The dif-
ferent lines correspond to: homogeneous reionization as used in
Planck Collaboration XI (2016) (dark blue), based on Trac et al.
(2011); “CSF” (light blue), which is a homogeneous reionization
model from Shaw et al. (2012); Patchy (green dashed) based on
patchy reionization model from Battaglia et al. (2013); and the
sum of CSF and patchy (red).

In the range ` = 1000–7000, the shape of the kSZ power
spectrum is relatively flat and does not vary much with the de-
tailed reionization history. The relative contributions (specifi-
cally “CSF” and “patchy”) to the kSZ power spectrum are shown
in Fig 7 and compared to the “homogeneous” template used in
Planck Collaboration XI (2016), rescaled to unity at ` = 3000.

The kSZ power spectrum amplitude does depend on the cos-
mological parameters (Shaw et al. 2012; Zahn et al. 2012). To
deal with this, we adopt the scalings from Shaw et al. (2012),
which gives the amplitude at ` = 3000, AkSZ ⌘ DkSZ

`=3000:
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The amplitude of the kSZ power spectrum at ` = 3000 for
the fiducial cosmology, AkSZ is another observable of the reion-
ization history that can be probed by CMB data. Its scalings
with the reionization redshift and the duration of the EoR can
be extracted from simulations. We assume for the patchy and
homogeneous kSZ e↵ect, the scalings of Battaglia et al. (2013)
and Shaw et al. (2012), respectively. For the Planck base⇤CDM
cosmology given in Sect. 2.2, we find (in µK2):
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1.05

◆0.51
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For the measured value ⌧ = 0.058 ± 0.012, Eqs. (10) and
(11) give amplitudes for the homogeneous and patchy reioniza-
tion contributions of Ah

kSZ = 1.79 µK2 and Ap
kSZ = 1.01 µK2,

respectively.
For the multipole range of Planck, the amplitude of the

kSZ spectrum is dominated by other foregrounds, including
Galactic dust, point sources, CIB fluctuations, and the tSZ e↵ect.
Moreover, the Planck signal-to-noise ratio decreases rapidly
above ` = 2000, where the kSZ signal is maximal. This is
why we cannot constrain the kSZ amplitude using Planck data

alone. Combining with additional data at higher multipoles helps
to disentangle the di↵erent foregrounds. We explicitly use the
band powers from SPT (George et al. 2015) and ACT (Das et al.
2014), covering the multipole range up to ` = 13 000.

Despite our best e↵orts to account for the details, the kSZ
amplitude is weak and there are large uncertainties in the mod-
els (both homogeneous and patchy). Moreover, there are cor-
relations between the di↵erent foreground components, coming
both from the astrophysics (we use the same halo model to de-
rive the power spectra for the CIB and for CIB⇥tSZ as the one
used for the kSZ e↵ect) and from the adjustments in the data.
We carried out several tests to check the robustness of the con-
straints on AkSZ with respect to the template used for the CIB,
CIB⇥tSZ, and kSZ contributions. In particular, the CIB⇥tSZ
power spectrum amplitude is strongly anti-correlated with the
kSZ amplitude and poorly constrained by the CMB data. As a
consequence, if we neglect the CIB⇥tSZ contribution, the kSZ
amplitude measured in CMB data is substantially reduced, lead-
ing to an upper limit much lower than the one derived when in-
cluding the CIB⇥tSZ correlation. In the following discussion we
consider only the more realistic case (and thus more conservative
in terms of constraints on AkSZ) where the CIB⇥tSZ correlation
contributes to the high-` signal.

Fig. 8. 68 % and 95 % confidence intervals on the reionization
optical depth, ⌧, and the amplitude of the kinetic SZ e↵ect, AkSZ,
from the CMB (lollipop+PlanckTT+VHL).

We combine the Planck likelihoods in TT (PlanckTT) and
from low-` EE polarization (lollipop) with the very high-`
data from ACT and SPT (VHL), assuming a redshift-symmetric
parameterization of the reionization. Figure 8 shows the 2D pos-
terior distribution for ⌧ and AkSZ after marginalization over the
other cosmological and nuisance parameters.

Figure 9 compares the constraints on the kSZ power at
` = 3000, AkSZ, obtained for three di↵erent kSZ templates: the
“homogeneous” reionization template from Trac et al. (2011),
which neglects contributions from inhomogeneous reionization;
a more complex model “CSF & patchy,” including both homo-
geneous and patchy contributions; and a pure “patchy” template
from Battaglia et al. (2013). We find very similar upper limits on
AkSZ, even in the case of pure patchy reionization.

Using the “CSF & patchy” model, the upper limit is

AkSZ < 2.6 µK2 (95 % CL) . (12)
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its power spectrum. The authors find the simple scalings DkSZ

`=3000
/ z̄ and DkSZ

`=3000
/ �z

0.51 where z̄ is
approximately the midpoint of reionisation and here �z ⌘ zxe=0.25 � zxe=0.75. However, very large box
sizes are necessary to capture the large-scale velocity flows contributing to the kSZ power spectrum at
high-` and results based on too small simulations will largely underestimate the power at these scales.
Shaw et al. (2012) estimate that a simulation box of side length 100 h

�1
Mpc would miss 30% of the

kSZ power at ` = 3000. For their own work, Shaw et al. (2012) therefore choose a completely different
approach: they use hydrodynamical simulations to map the gas density to the dark matter power spectrum
through a bias and later include this bias in the computation of the kSZ power spectrum. Because the non-
linear dark matter power spectrum can be computed using the HALOFIT procedure (Smith et al. 2003) and
because the velocity modes can be estimated fully from linear theory, they avoid the simulation resolution
and size issues mentioned above. Note that in this work, we choose to follow a similar approach. With
this method, Shaw et al. (2012) find a power-law dependence on both the reionisation midpoint zrei

and the optical depth ⌧ for the homogeneous signal. For their most elaborate simulation, dubbed CSF,
the scalings write DkSZ

`=3000
/ ⌧

0.44 and DkSZ

`=3000
/ z

0.64

rei

4. The authors note, however, that the current
uncertainties on cosmological parameters such as �8 will wash out any potential constraint on zrei and ⌧

obtained from the measurement of the kSZ spectrum.
In this work, we will use advanced radiative hydrodynamics simulations to derive an analytic formula

for the kSZ angular power spectrum, depending on various reionisation parameters such as zre or �z.

2 Modelling the kSZ power spectrum

2.1 Basics
The CMB temperature anisotropy coming from the scattering of CMB photons off clouds of free

electrons with a non-zero bulk velocity v relative to the CMB rest-frame along the line-of-sight n̂ writes
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with �T the Thomson cross-section, c the speed of light, ⌘ the comoving distance to redshift z and v · n̂
the component of the peculiar velocity of the electrons along the line-of-sight. As mentioned before, ⌧ is
the Thomson optical depth, ⌧(z) = c�T
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)/H(z
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0. Finally, ne is the mean free electron
number density at redshift z such that we can define the free electron overdensity �e via ne = n̄e(1+ �e).
Depending on the type of signal we want to look at, the limits of the integral change: for homogeneous
kSZ, we integrate from 0 to zend, the redshift when reionisation ends; for patchy kSZ, we integrate from
zend to the highest redshift considered in the simulation. We define q ⌘ v(1 + �e) = v + v�e ⌘ v + qe

the density-weighted peculiar velocity. It can be decomposed into a divergence-free qB and a curl-free
qE components. In the Fourier domain, q̃ = q̃E + q̃B . According to Jaffe & Kamionkowski (1998), when
projected along the line-of-sight, q̃E will cancel and only the component of q̃ perpendicular to k, i.e. q̃,
will contribute to the kSZ signal.

We want an expression for the kSZ angular power spectrum C
kSZ

`
⌘ T

2
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|�̃T kSZ(k)|2 where k = `/⌘.

In the small angle limit, the kSZ angular power spectrum can be calculated from Eq. 1 using Limber’s
approximation:
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(k0
)i where �D is the Dirac function and the

tilda denotes a Fourier transform. Note that the simulations used in this work only includes Hydrogen
atoms, therefore Helium reionisation is not considered. According to Eq. 2, the kSZ signal is proportional
to the square of the density of free electrons ne, therefore it would be increased by a factor 1.162 or 1.332
once Helium is respectively singly or doubly ionised.

We need to fully develop hq̃B,eq̃⇤
B,e

i. We have:

q̃B,e(k) =

Z
d
3k0

(2⇡)3
(k̂0 � µk̂) ṽ(k0) �̃e (|k� k0|) (3)

4Note that the scalings are independent as the authors fix one parameter when varying the other.
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Fig. 7. Power spectrum templates for the kSZ e↵ect. The dif-
ferent lines correspond to: homogeneous reionization as used in
Planck Collaboration XI (2016) (dark blue), based on Trac et al.
(2011); “CSF” (light blue), which is a homogeneous reionization
model from Shaw et al. (2012); Patchy (green dashed) based on
patchy reionization model from Battaglia et al. (2013); and the
sum of CSF and patchy (red).

In the range ` = 1000–7000, the shape of the kSZ power
spectrum is relatively flat and does not vary much with the de-
tailed reionization history. The relative contributions (specifi-
cally “CSF” and “patchy”) to the kSZ power spectrum are shown
in Fig 7 and compared to the “homogeneous” template used in
Planck Collaboration XI (2016), rescaled to unity at ` = 3000.

The kSZ power spectrum amplitude does depend on the cos-
mological parameters (Shaw et al. 2012; Zahn et al. 2012). To
deal with this, we adopt the scalings from Shaw et al. (2012),
which gives the amplitude at ` = 3000, AkSZ ⌘ DkSZ

`=3000:
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The amplitude of the kSZ power spectrum at ` = 3000 for
the fiducial cosmology, AkSZ is another observable of the reion-
ization history that can be probed by CMB data. Its scalings
with the reionization redshift and the duration of the EoR can
be extracted from simulations. We assume for the patchy and
homogeneous kSZ e↵ect, the scalings of Battaglia et al. (2013)
and Shaw et al. (2012), respectively. For the Planck base⇤CDM
cosmology given in Sect. 2.2, we find (in µK2):
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◆0.51
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For the measured value ⌧ = 0.058 ± 0.012, Eqs. (10) and
(11) give amplitudes for the homogeneous and patchy reioniza-
tion contributions of Ah

kSZ = 1.79 µK2 and Ap
kSZ = 1.01 µK2,

respectively.
For the multipole range of Planck, the amplitude of the

kSZ spectrum is dominated by other foregrounds, including
Galactic dust, point sources, CIB fluctuations, and the tSZ e↵ect.
Moreover, the Planck signal-to-noise ratio decreases rapidly
above ` = 2000, where the kSZ signal is maximal. This is
why we cannot constrain the kSZ amplitude using Planck data

alone. Combining with additional data at higher multipoles helps
to disentangle the di↵erent foregrounds. We explicitly use the
band powers from SPT (George et al. 2015) and ACT (Das et al.
2014), covering the multipole range up to ` = 13 000.

Despite our best e↵orts to account for the details, the kSZ
amplitude is weak and there are large uncertainties in the mod-
els (both homogeneous and patchy). Moreover, there are cor-
relations between the di↵erent foreground components, coming
both from the astrophysics (we use the same halo model to de-
rive the power spectra for the CIB and for CIB⇥tSZ as the one
used for the kSZ e↵ect) and from the adjustments in the data.
We carried out several tests to check the robustness of the con-
straints on AkSZ with respect to the template used for the CIB,
CIB⇥tSZ, and kSZ contributions. In particular, the CIB⇥tSZ
power spectrum amplitude is strongly anti-correlated with the
kSZ amplitude and poorly constrained by the CMB data. As a
consequence, if we neglect the CIB⇥tSZ contribution, the kSZ
amplitude measured in CMB data is substantially reduced, lead-
ing to an upper limit much lower than the one derived when in-
cluding the CIB⇥tSZ correlation. In the following discussion we
consider only the more realistic case (and thus more conservative
in terms of constraints on AkSZ) where the CIB⇥tSZ correlation
contributes to the high-` signal.

Fig. 8. 68 % and 95 % confidence intervals on the reionization
optical depth, ⌧, and the amplitude of the kinetic SZ e↵ect, AkSZ,
from the CMB (lollipop+PlanckTT+VHL).

We combine the Planck likelihoods in TT (PlanckTT) and
from low-` EE polarization (lollipop) with the very high-`
data from ACT and SPT (VHL), assuming a redshift-symmetric
parameterization of the reionization. Figure 8 shows the 2D pos-
terior distribution for ⌧ and AkSZ after marginalization over the
other cosmological and nuisance parameters.

Figure 9 compares the constraints on the kSZ power at
` = 3000, AkSZ, obtained for three di↵erent kSZ templates: the
“homogeneous” reionization template from Trac et al. (2011),
which neglects contributions from inhomogeneous reionization;
a more complex model “CSF & patchy,” including both homo-
geneous and patchy contributions; and a pure “patchy” template
from Battaglia et al. (2013). We find very similar upper limits on
AkSZ, even in the case of pure patchy reionization.

Using the “CSF & patchy” model, the upper limit is

AkSZ < 2.6 µK2 (95 % CL) . (12)
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Fig. 3.— The six auto- and cross-spectra measured with the 95, 150, and 220GHz SPT data. Overplotted on the bandpowers is
the best-fit model for the fiducial set of model parameters. The bandpowers have not been corrected by the best-fit calibration or beam
uncertainties.

gas physics. These modifications included adding compo-
nents that suppress the tSZ power such as AGN feedback
and non-thermal pressure support (see also Battaglia
et al. 2012b; Trac et al. 2011). For the fiducial cosmo-
logical parameters given above, the baseline model from
Shaw et al. (2010, hereafter the Shaw model) predicts
D

tSZ

3000
= 5.5µK2 at ` = 3000 and 143GHz. We use this

tSZ template in all Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC)
chains where another model is not explicitly specified.
Shaw et al. (2010) also describe how the tSZ power

scales with cosmological parameters. Around the fiducial
cosmological model listed above, the tSZ power scales as

D
tSZ /

✓
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✓
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0.044

◆2.8

. (9)

In chains in which we measure the fit quality to fixed tSZ
templates, this equation is used to rescale the tSZ model
templates as a function of cosmological parameters at
each chain step, as described in S11. We assume all tSZ
models follow this cosmological scaling.
The Bhattacharya et al. (2012) (Bhattacharya) model

is identical to the Shaw model, except with di↵erent fidu-
cial values for the astrophysical parameters. In partic-
ular, the energy feedback is lower and the non-thermal
pressure support is higher. Taken together, this reduces
the predicted tSZ power with the fiducial cosmological
parameter values to D

tSZ

3000
= 5.0µK2 at 143GHz.

5.3. Kinematic Sunyaev-Zel’dovich anisotropy

The kSZ power spectrum is naturally split into two
model components. The “homogeneous kSZ” compo-
nent arises after reionization from the correlation of den-
sity fluctuations with the velocity field in the completely
ionized universe. The second “patchy kSZ” component
comes from the motion of partially ionized gas during the
epoch of reionization. The patchy kSZ power depends
primarily on the duration of the reionization epoch. If
reionization were instantaneous or isotropic, the patchy
kSZ signal would be zero, and the only detectable kSZ
signal would be the homogeneous kSZ signal from the
post-reionization era.
We discuss our models for each component next. The

baseline template used to fit the kSZ signal in the chains
is an equally weighted sum of the homogeneous and
patchy kSZ templates.

5.3.1. Homogeneous Kinematic Sunyaev-Zel’dovich

anisotropy

We rely upon the analytic model of Shaw et al.
(2012) that includes cooling + star formation (CSF) for
the homogeneous kSZ power spectrum. The model is
calibrated to a hydrodynamical simulation, which in-
cludes metallicity-dependent radiative cooling and star-
formation. The kSZ power spectrum was calculated
through measurements of the power spectrum of gas fluc-
tuations over a range of redshifts in each simulation. For
the assumed fiducial cosmology (detailed in Section 5.2),
the CSF simulation predicts 1.6 µK2 at ` = 3000. In this
model, reionization occurs instantaneously at zend = 8.
Shaw et al. (2012) argue that the CSF model is a ro-

Studying the timeline of reionisation

2. kSZ power spectrum
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by the shape of the degeneracy surface. Allowing for larger du-
ration when keeping the same value of ⌧ pushes towards higher
reionization redshifts; marginalizing over �z thus shifts the pos-
terior distribution to slightly larger zre values.

Fig. 11. Posterior distributions on the end and beginning of
reionization, i.e., zend and zbeg, using the redshift-symmetric pa-
rameterization without (blue) and with (green) the prior zend > 6.

In addition to the posteriors for zre and �z using the redshift-
symmetric parameterization, the distributions of the end and
beginning of reionization, zend (i.e., z99 %) and zbeg (i.e., z10 %),
are plotted in Fig. 11. In such a model, the end of reionization
strongly depends on the constraint at low redshift. On the other
hand, the constraints on zbeg depend only slightly on the low-
redshift prior. These results show that the Universe is ionized at
less than the 10 % level above z = 9.4 ± 1.2.

5.2. Redshift-asymmetric parameterization

We now explore more complex reionization histories using
the redshift-asymmetric parameterization of xe(z) described in
Sect. 3. In the same manner as in Sect. 5.1, also examine the
e↵ect of imposing the additional constraint from the Gunn-
Peterson e↵ect.

The distributions of the two parameters, zend and zbeg, are
plotted in Fig. 12. With the redshift-asymmetric parameteriza-
tion, we obtain zbeg = 10.4+1.9

�1.6 (imposing the prior on zend),
which disfavours any major contribution to the ionized fraction
from sources that could form as early as z >⇠ 15.

Fig. 12. Posterior distributions of zend and zbeg using the redshift-
asymmetric parameterization without (blue) and with (green) the
prior zend > 6.

In Fig. 13, we interpret the results in terms of reionization
redshift and duration of the EoR, finding

zre = 8.0+0.9
�1.1 (uniform prior) , (16)

zre = 8.5+0.9
�0.9 (prior zend > 6) . (17)

These values are within 0.4� of the results for the redshift-
symmetric model. For the duration of the EoR, the upper limits
on �z are

�z < 10.2 (95 % CL, unform prior) , (18)
�z < 6.8 (95 % CL, prior zend > 6) . (19)

Fig. 13. Posterior distributions for zre and �z using the redshift-
asymmetric parameterization without (blue) and with (green) the
prior zend > 6.

5.3. Combination with the kSZ effect

In order to try to obtain better constraints on the reionization
width, we now make use of the additional information coming
from the amplitude of the kinetic SZ e↵ect. Since Planck alone
is not able to provide accurate limits on the kSZ amplitude, we
combine the Planck likelihoods in temperature and polarization
with the measurements of the CMB TT power spectrum at high-
resolution from the ACT and SPT experiments, “VHL.”

Using the redshift-symmetric model, when adding the VHL
data, we recover essentially the same results as in Sect. 5.1. The
reionization redshift is slightly lower, as suggested by the results
on ⌧ (see Eq. 7 and the discussion in Sect. 4.1). We also see the
same degeneracy along the �z direction.

With the addition of kSZ information, we are able to break
the degeneracy with �z. This might allow us to determine how
much kSZ power originated during reionization (i.e., patchy
kSZ) and how much at later times, when the Universe became
fully ionized (i.e., homogeneous kSZ). We use the templates
from Shaw et al. (2012) and Battaglia et al. (2013) for the ho-
mogeneous and patchy kSZ contributions, respectively, with the
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dependency on ⇤CDM cosmological parameters as described in
Sect. 4.2. Those specific relations rely on a redshift-symmetric
model for the description of the EoR. Note, however, that the
results presented here are derived from specific simulations of
the reionization process, and so explicit scalings need to be
assumed, as discussed by Zahn et al. (2012) and George et al.
(2015).

As described in Sect. 4.2, the amplitude of the kSZ power
primarily depends on the duration of reionization, while the
epoch is essentially constrained by the optical depth. Using the
2D distribution for ⌧ and AkSZ, as measured by Planck in combi-
nation with very high-` temperature data (Fig. 8), we derive a 2D
likelihood function for zre and �z. We can then sample the reion-
ization parameters (the epoch zre and duration �z of the EoR),
compute the associated optical depth and kSZ power and derive
constraints based on the 2D likelihood. The allowed models in
terms of zre and �z are shown in Fig. 14 (in blue). We also plot
(in green) the same constraints with the additional prior zend > 6.

Fig. 14. Posterior distributions on the duration �z and the red-
shift zre of reionization from the combination of CMB polariza-
tion and kSZ e↵ect constraints using the redshift-symmetric pa-
rameterization without (blue) and with (green) the prior zend > 6.

As discussed in Sect. 4.2, the measurement of the total kSZ
power constrains the amplitude of patchy reionization, resulting
in an upper limit of

�z < 4.8 (95 % CL, uniform prior) , (20)
�z < 2.8 (95 % CL, prior zend > 6) . (21)

This is compatible with the constraints from George et al.
(2015), where an upper limit was quoted of z20 % � z99 % < 5.4
at 95 % CL. Our 95 % CL upper limits on this same quantity are
4.3 and 2.5 without and with the prior on zend, respectively.

For the reionization redshift, we find

zre = 7.2+1.2
�1.2 (uniform prior) , (22)

zre = 7.8+1.0
�0.8 (prior zend > 6) , (23)

which is compatible within 1� with the results from CMB
Planck data alone without the kSZ constraint (Sect. 5.1).

The distributions of zend and zbeg are plotted in Fig. 15.
Within the redshift-symmetric parameterization, we obtain
zbeg = 8.1+1.1

�0.9 (with the prior on zend).

Fig. 15. Posterior distributions of zend and zbeg using the redshift-
symmetric parameterization, combining Planck and VHL data,
and using information from the kSZ amplitude, without (blue)
and with (green) the prior zend > 6.

Adding information from the kSZ amplitude allows for
somewhat tighter constraints to be placed on the reionization du-
ration �z and the beginning of reionization (corresponding to the
10 % ionization limit) zbeg. However, as discussed in Sect. 4.2,
those results are very sensitive to details of the simulations used
to predict both the shape and the parameter dependences of the
kSZ template in the di↵erent reionization scenarios (patchy or
homogeneous).

6. Discussion

The CMB has long held the promise of measuring the Thomson
optical depth in order to derive constraints on the reionization
history of the Universe. Despite its importance, this constraint is
fundamentally limited by cosmic variance in polarization and is
further challenged by foregrounds and systematic e↵ects. The
first results, from WMAP, gave ⌧ = 0.17 ± 0.04, suggesting
a reionization redshift between 11 and 30 (Kogut et al. 2003).
This was revised in the final 9-year WMAP results to a cen-
tral value of ⌧ = 0.084 (Hinshaw et al. 2013), which, in the in-
stantaneous reionization model, implies zre = 10.4. However,
with the context of the same model, the Planck 2015 results
(Planck Collaboration XIII 2016), either alone (zre = 9.9+1.8

�1.6)
or in combination with other data sets (zre = 8.8+1.3

�1.2), showed
that the reionization redshift was smaller. The main result we
present here, zre = 8.2+1.0

�1.2, further confirms that reionization oc-
curred rather late, leaving little room for any significant ioniza-
tion at z >⇠ 15. This is consistent with what is suggested by other
reionization probes, which we now discuss (for reviews, see e.g.,
Becker et al. 2015; McQuinn 2015).

The transition from neutral to ionized gas is constrained by
absorption spectra of very distant quasars and gamma ray bursts
(GRBs), revealing neutral hydrogen in intergalactic clouds. They
show, through the Gunn-Peterson e↵ect, that the di↵use gas
in the Universe is mostly ionized up to a redshift of about
6 (Fan et al. 2006a). Given the decline in their abundance be-
yond redshift z ' 6, quasars and other active galactic nu-
clei (AGN) cannot be major contributors to the early stages
of reionization (e.g., Willott et al. 2010; Fontanot et al. 2012,
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Fig. 7. Power spectrum templates for the kSZ e↵ect. The dif-
ferent lines correspond to: homogeneous reionization as used in
Planck Collaboration XI (2016) (dark blue), based on Trac et al.
(2011); “CSF” (light blue), which is a homogeneous reionization
model from Shaw et al. (2012); Patchy (green dashed) based on
patchy reionization model from Battaglia et al. (2013); and the
sum of CSF and patchy (red).

In the range ` = 1000–7000, the shape of the kSZ power
spectrum is relatively flat and does not vary much with the de-
tailed reionization history. The relative contributions (specifi-
cally “CSF” and “patchy”) to the kSZ power spectrum are shown
in Fig 7 and compared to the “homogeneous” template used in
Planck Collaboration XI (2016), rescaled to unity at ` = 3000.

The kSZ power spectrum amplitude does depend on the cos-
mological parameters (Shaw et al. 2012; Zahn et al. 2012). To
deal with this, we adopt the scalings from Shaw et al. (2012),
which gives the amplitude at ` = 3000, AkSZ ⌘ DkSZ

`=3000:
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The amplitude of the kSZ power spectrum at ` = 3000 for
the fiducial cosmology, AkSZ is another observable of the reion-
ization history that can be probed by CMB data. Its scalings
with the reionization redshift and the duration of the EoR can
be extracted from simulations. We assume for the patchy and
homogeneous kSZ e↵ect, the scalings of Battaglia et al. (2013)
and Shaw et al. (2012), respectively. For the Planck base⇤CDM
cosmology given in Sect. 2.2, we find (in µK2):
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For the measured value ⌧ = 0.058 ± 0.012, Eqs. (10) and
(11) give amplitudes for the homogeneous and patchy reioniza-
tion contributions of Ah

kSZ = 1.79 µK2 and Ap
kSZ = 1.01 µK2,

respectively.
For the multipole range of Planck, the amplitude of the

kSZ spectrum is dominated by other foregrounds, including
Galactic dust, point sources, CIB fluctuations, and the tSZ e↵ect.
Moreover, the Planck signal-to-noise ratio decreases rapidly
above ` = 2000, where the kSZ signal is maximal. This is
why we cannot constrain the kSZ amplitude using Planck data

alone. Combining with additional data at higher multipoles helps
to disentangle the di↵erent foregrounds. We explicitly use the
band powers from SPT (George et al. 2015) and ACT (Das et al.
2014), covering the multipole range up to ` = 13 000.

Despite our best e↵orts to account for the details, the kSZ
amplitude is weak and there are large uncertainties in the mod-
els (both homogeneous and patchy). Moreover, there are cor-
relations between the di↵erent foreground components, coming
both from the astrophysics (we use the same halo model to de-
rive the power spectra for the CIB and for CIB⇥tSZ as the one
used for the kSZ e↵ect) and from the adjustments in the data.
We carried out several tests to check the robustness of the con-
straints on AkSZ with respect to the template used for the CIB,
CIB⇥tSZ, and kSZ contributions. In particular, the CIB⇥tSZ
power spectrum amplitude is strongly anti-correlated with the
kSZ amplitude and poorly constrained by the CMB data. As a
consequence, if we neglect the CIB⇥tSZ contribution, the kSZ
amplitude measured in CMB data is substantially reduced, lead-
ing to an upper limit much lower than the one derived when in-
cluding the CIB⇥tSZ correlation. In the following discussion we
consider only the more realistic case (and thus more conservative
in terms of constraints on AkSZ) where the CIB⇥tSZ correlation
contributes to the high-` signal.

Fig. 8. 68 % and 95 % confidence intervals on the reionization
optical depth, ⌧, and the amplitude of the kinetic SZ e↵ect, AkSZ,
from the CMB (lollipop+PlanckTT+VHL).

We combine the Planck likelihoods in TT (PlanckTT) and
from low-` EE polarization (lollipop) with the very high-`
data from ACT and SPT (VHL), assuming a redshift-symmetric
parameterization of the reionization. Figure 8 shows the 2D pos-
terior distribution for ⌧ and AkSZ after marginalization over the
other cosmological and nuisance parameters.

Figure 9 compares the constraints on the kSZ power at
` = 3000, AkSZ, obtained for three di↵erent kSZ templates: the
“homogeneous” reionization template from Trac et al. (2011),
which neglects contributions from inhomogeneous reionization;
a more complex model “CSF & patchy,” including both homo-
geneous and patchy contributions; and a pure “patchy” template
from Battaglia et al. (2013). We find very similar upper limits on
AkSZ, even in the case of pure patchy reionization.

Using the “CSF & patchy” model, the upper limit is

AkSZ < 2.6 µK2 (95 % CL) . (12)
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Fig. 7. Power spectrum templates for the kSZ e↵ect. The dif-
ferent lines correspond to: homogeneous reionization as used in
Planck Collaboration XI (2016) (dark blue), based on Trac et al.
(2011); “CSF” (light blue), which is a homogeneous reionization
model from Shaw et al. (2012); Patchy (green dashed) based on
patchy reionization model from Battaglia et al. (2013); and the
sum of CSF and patchy (red).

In the range ` = 1000–7000, the shape of the kSZ power
spectrum is relatively flat and does not vary much with the de-
tailed reionization history. The relative contributions (specifi-
cally “CSF” and “patchy”) to the kSZ power spectrum are shown
in Fig 7 and compared to the “homogeneous” template used in
Planck Collaboration XI (2016), rescaled to unity at ` = 3000.

The kSZ power spectrum amplitude does depend on the cos-
mological parameters (Shaw et al. 2012; Zahn et al. 2012). To
deal with this, we adopt the scalings from Shaw et al. (2012),
which gives the amplitude at ` = 3000, AkSZ ⌘ DkSZ

`=3000:
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The amplitude of the kSZ power spectrum at ` = 3000 for
the fiducial cosmology, AkSZ is another observable of the reion-
ization history that can be probed by CMB data. Its scalings
with the reionization redshift and the duration of the EoR can
be extracted from simulations. We assume for the patchy and
homogeneous kSZ e↵ect, the scalings of Battaglia et al. (2013)
and Shaw et al. (2012), respectively. For the Planck base⇤CDM
cosmology given in Sect. 2.2, we find (in µK2):
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For the measured value ⌧ = 0.058 ± 0.012, Eqs. (10) and
(11) give amplitudes for the homogeneous and patchy reioniza-
tion contributions of Ah

kSZ = 1.79 µK2 and Ap
kSZ = 1.01 µK2,

respectively.
For the multipole range of Planck, the amplitude of the

kSZ spectrum is dominated by other foregrounds, including
Galactic dust, point sources, CIB fluctuations, and the tSZ e↵ect.
Moreover, the Planck signal-to-noise ratio decreases rapidly
above ` = 2000, where the kSZ signal is maximal. This is
why we cannot constrain the kSZ amplitude using Planck data

alone. Combining with additional data at higher multipoles helps
to disentangle the di↵erent foregrounds. We explicitly use the
band powers from SPT (George et al. 2015) and ACT (Das et al.
2014), covering the multipole range up to ` = 13 000.

Despite our best e↵orts to account for the details, the kSZ
amplitude is weak and there are large uncertainties in the mod-
els (both homogeneous and patchy). Moreover, there are cor-
relations between the di↵erent foreground components, coming
both from the astrophysics (we use the same halo model to de-
rive the power spectra for the CIB and for CIB⇥tSZ as the one
used for the kSZ e↵ect) and from the adjustments in the data.
We carried out several tests to check the robustness of the con-
straints on AkSZ with respect to the template used for the CIB,
CIB⇥tSZ, and kSZ contributions. In particular, the CIB⇥tSZ
power spectrum amplitude is strongly anti-correlated with the
kSZ amplitude and poorly constrained by the CMB data. As a
consequence, if we neglect the CIB⇥tSZ contribution, the kSZ
amplitude measured in CMB data is substantially reduced, lead-
ing to an upper limit much lower than the one derived when in-
cluding the CIB⇥tSZ correlation. In the following discussion we
consider only the more realistic case (and thus more conservative
in terms of constraints on AkSZ) where the CIB⇥tSZ correlation
contributes to the high-` signal.

Fig. 8. 68 % and 95 % confidence intervals on the reionization
optical depth, ⌧, and the amplitude of the kinetic SZ e↵ect, AkSZ,
from the CMB (lollipop+PlanckTT+VHL).

We combine the Planck likelihoods in TT (PlanckTT) and
from low-` EE polarization (lollipop) with the very high-`
data from ACT and SPT (VHL), assuming a redshift-symmetric
parameterization of the reionization. Figure 8 shows the 2D pos-
terior distribution for ⌧ and AkSZ after marginalization over the
other cosmological and nuisance parameters.

Figure 9 compares the constraints on the kSZ power at
` = 3000, AkSZ, obtained for three di↵erent kSZ templates: the
“homogeneous” reionization template from Trac et al. (2011),
which neglects contributions from inhomogeneous reionization;
a more complex model “CSF & patchy,” including both homo-
geneous and patchy contributions; and a pure “patchy” template
from Battaglia et al. (2013). We find very similar upper limits on
AkSZ, even in the case of pure patchy reionization.

Using the “CSF & patchy” model, the upper limit is

AkSZ < 2.6 µK2 (95 % CL) . (12)
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ferent lines correspond to: homogeneous reionization as used in
Planck Collaboration XI (2016) (dark blue), based on Trac et al.
(2011); “CSF” (light blue), which is a homogeneous reionization
model from Shaw et al. (2012); Patchy (green dashed) based on
patchy reionization model from Battaglia et al. (2013); and the
sum of CSF and patchy (red).

In the range ` = 1000–7000, the shape of the kSZ power
spectrum is relatively flat and does not vary much with the de-
tailed reionization history. The relative contributions (specifi-
cally “CSF” and “patchy”) to the kSZ power spectrum are shown
in Fig 7 and compared to the “homogeneous” template used in
Planck Collaboration XI (2016), rescaled to unity at ` = 3000.

The kSZ power spectrum amplitude does depend on the cos-
mological parameters (Shaw et al. 2012; Zahn et al. 2012). To
deal with this, we adopt the scalings from Shaw et al. (2012),
which gives the amplitude at ` = 3000, AkSZ ⌘ DkSZ
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The amplitude of the kSZ power spectrum at ` = 3000 for
the fiducial cosmology, AkSZ is another observable of the reion-
ization history that can be probed by CMB data. Its scalings
with the reionization redshift and the duration of the EoR can
be extracted from simulations. We assume for the patchy and
homogeneous kSZ e↵ect, the scalings of Battaglia et al. (2013)
and Shaw et al. (2012), respectively. For the Planck base⇤CDM
cosmology given in Sect. 2.2, we find (in µK2):
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For the measured value ⌧ = 0.058 ± 0.012, Eqs. (10) and
(11) give amplitudes for the homogeneous and patchy reioniza-
tion contributions of Ah

kSZ = 1.79 µK2 and Ap
kSZ = 1.01 µK2,

respectively.
For the multipole range of Planck, the amplitude of the

kSZ spectrum is dominated by other foregrounds, including
Galactic dust, point sources, CIB fluctuations, and the tSZ e↵ect.
Moreover, the Planck signal-to-noise ratio decreases rapidly
above ` = 2000, where the kSZ signal is maximal. This is
why we cannot constrain the kSZ amplitude using Planck data

alone. Combining with additional data at higher multipoles helps
to disentangle the di↵erent foregrounds. We explicitly use the
band powers from SPT (George et al. 2015) and ACT (Das et al.
2014), covering the multipole range up to ` = 13 000.

Despite our best e↵orts to account for the details, the kSZ
amplitude is weak and there are large uncertainties in the mod-
els (both homogeneous and patchy). Moreover, there are cor-
relations between the di↵erent foreground components, coming
both from the astrophysics (we use the same halo model to de-
rive the power spectra for the CIB and for CIB⇥tSZ as the one
used for the kSZ e↵ect) and from the adjustments in the data.
We carried out several tests to check the robustness of the con-
straints on AkSZ with respect to the template used for the CIB,
CIB⇥tSZ, and kSZ contributions. In particular, the CIB⇥tSZ
power spectrum amplitude is strongly anti-correlated with the
kSZ amplitude and poorly constrained by the CMB data. As a
consequence, if we neglect the CIB⇥tSZ contribution, the kSZ
amplitude measured in CMB data is substantially reduced, lead-
ing to an upper limit much lower than the one derived when in-
cluding the CIB⇥tSZ correlation. In the following discussion we
consider only the more realistic case (and thus more conservative
in terms of constraints on AkSZ) where the CIB⇥tSZ correlation
contributes to the high-` signal.

Fig. 8. 68 % and 95 % confidence intervals on the reionization
optical depth, ⌧, and the amplitude of the kinetic SZ e↵ect, AkSZ,
from the CMB (lollipop+PlanckTT+VHL).

We combine the Planck likelihoods in TT (PlanckTT) and
from low-` EE polarization (lollipop) with the very high-`
data from ACT and SPT (VHL), assuming a redshift-symmetric
parameterization of the reionization. Figure 8 shows the 2D pos-
terior distribution for ⌧ and AkSZ after marginalization over the
other cosmological and nuisance parameters.

Figure 9 compares the constraints on the kSZ power at
` = 3000, AkSZ, obtained for three di↵erent kSZ templates: the
“homogeneous” reionization template from Trac et al. (2011),
which neglects contributions from inhomogeneous reionization;
a more complex model “CSF & patchy,” including both homo-
geneous and patchy contributions; and a pure “patchy” template
from Battaglia et al. (2013). We find very similar upper limits on
AkSZ, even in the case of pure patchy reionization.

Using the “CSF & patchy” model, the upper limit is

AkSZ < 2.6 µK2 (95 % CL) . (12)
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Planck Collaboration XI (2016) (dark blue), based on Trac et al.
(2011); “CSF” (light blue), which is a homogeneous reionization
model from Shaw et al. (2012); Patchy (green dashed) based on
patchy reionization model from Battaglia et al. (2013); and the
sum of CSF and patchy (red).

In the range ` = 1000–7000, the shape of the kSZ power
spectrum is relatively flat and does not vary much with the de-
tailed reionization history. The relative contributions (specifi-
cally “CSF” and “patchy”) to the kSZ power spectrum are shown
in Fig 7 and compared to the “homogeneous” template used in
Planck Collaboration XI (2016), rescaled to unity at ` = 3000.

The kSZ power spectrum amplitude does depend on the cos-
mological parameters (Shaw et al. 2012; Zahn et al. 2012). To
deal with this, we adopt the scalings from Shaw et al. (2012),
which gives the amplitude at ` = 3000, AkSZ ⌘ DkSZ
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The amplitude of the kSZ power spectrum at ` = 3000 for
the fiducial cosmology, AkSZ is another observable of the reion-
ization history that can be probed by CMB data. Its scalings
with the reionization redshift and the duration of the EoR can
be extracted from simulations. We assume for the patchy and
homogeneous kSZ e↵ect, the scalings of Battaglia et al. (2013)
and Shaw et al. (2012), respectively. For the Planck base⇤CDM
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For the measured value ⌧ = 0.058 ± 0.012, Eqs. (10) and
(11) give amplitudes for the homogeneous and patchy reioniza-
tion contributions of Ah

kSZ = 1.79 µK2 and Ap
kSZ = 1.01 µK2,

respectively.
For the multipole range of Planck, the amplitude of the

kSZ spectrum is dominated by other foregrounds, including
Galactic dust, point sources, CIB fluctuations, and the tSZ e↵ect.
Moreover, the Planck signal-to-noise ratio decreases rapidly
above ` = 2000, where the kSZ signal is maximal. This is
why we cannot constrain the kSZ amplitude using Planck data

alone. Combining with additional data at higher multipoles helps
to disentangle the di↵erent foregrounds. We explicitly use the
band powers from SPT (George et al. 2015) and ACT (Das et al.
2014), covering the multipole range up to ` = 13 000.

Despite our best e↵orts to account for the details, the kSZ
amplitude is weak and there are large uncertainties in the mod-
els (both homogeneous and patchy). Moreover, there are cor-
relations between the di↵erent foreground components, coming
both from the astrophysics (we use the same halo model to de-
rive the power spectra for the CIB and for CIB⇥tSZ as the one
used for the kSZ e↵ect) and from the adjustments in the data.
We carried out several tests to check the robustness of the con-
straints on AkSZ with respect to the template used for the CIB,
CIB⇥tSZ, and kSZ contributions. In particular, the CIB⇥tSZ
power spectrum amplitude is strongly anti-correlated with the
kSZ amplitude and poorly constrained by the CMB data. As a
consequence, if we neglect the CIB⇥tSZ contribution, the kSZ
amplitude measured in CMB data is substantially reduced, lead-
ing to an upper limit much lower than the one derived when in-
cluding the CIB⇥tSZ correlation. In the following discussion we
consider only the more realistic case (and thus more conservative
in terms of constraints on AkSZ) where the CIB⇥tSZ correlation
contributes to the high-` signal.

Fig. 8. 68 % and 95 % confidence intervals on the reionization
optical depth, ⌧, and the amplitude of the kinetic SZ e↵ect, AkSZ,
from the CMB (lollipop+PlanckTT+VHL).

We combine the Planck likelihoods in TT (PlanckTT) and
from low-` EE polarization (lollipop) with the very high-`
data from ACT and SPT (VHL), assuming a redshift-symmetric
parameterization of the reionization. Figure 8 shows the 2D pos-
terior distribution for ⌧ and AkSZ after marginalization over the
other cosmological and nuisance parameters.

Figure 9 compares the constraints on the kSZ power at
` = 3000, AkSZ, obtained for three di↵erent kSZ templates: the
“homogeneous” reionization template from Trac et al. (2011),
which neglects contributions from inhomogeneous reionization;
a more complex model “CSF & patchy,” including both homo-
geneous and patchy contributions; and a pure “patchy” template
from Battaglia et al. (2013). We find very similar upper limits on
AkSZ, even in the case of pure patchy reionization.

Using the “CSF & patchy” model, the upper limit is

AkSZ < 2.6 µK2 (95 % CL) . (12)
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Constraining reionisation with astrophysics
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Ly⍺ photons from high-z quasars and galaxies 
are absorbed by HI patches along the way: Ly⍺
breaks can trace EoR and global xH

• Quasars
• Galaxies
• Gamma-ray bursts afterglows
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1. Measurements of the IGM global ionised fraction
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Constraining reionisation with astrophysics

But Lyα forest saturates at z > 5, when the Universe becomes too dense.
Even trace amounts of HI (xHI = 10-5) result in no flux being detected in the forest.

Rather use the damping wing of the 
line, damped with exp(-τ)

1. Measurements of the IGM global ionised fraction
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Figure 2. The reconstructed maximum likelihood Ly↵ emission line profile (red curve; shown for visualisation purposes only) recovered
from our covariance matrix method including an additional prior on the flux amplitude within the wavelength range 1230 < � < 1275Å.
The thin grey curves denote a subsample of 300 Ly↵ line profiles extracted from the reconstructed six-dimensional Ly↵ likelihood function
(note, we sample 105 profiles in our full analysis). These curves are selected to be within 68 per cent of the maximum likelihood profile,
and highlight the relative scale of the errors on the reconstructed Ly↵ line profile and fully encapsulate the intrinsic object-to-object
variation of the QSO sample. The black curve denotes the observed spectrum of ULASJ1120, which has been resampled onto 0.1Å bins
purely for the purposes of this figure (the full analysis pipeline uses the unaltered spectrum as shown in Figure 1). Lower panel: The
corresponding unaltered error spectrum of ULASJ1120 averaged onto 0.1Å bins. Inset: A zoom-in around Ly↵ highlighting the recovered
imprint of the IGM damping wing profile (Section 2.3). The yellow (blue) shaded region denotes the 1� (2�) span of total (intrinsic
+ damping wing absorption) flux over the fitted region. For reference, the red curve is the maximum likelihood intrinsic profile (same
as main figure). The stretch between 1222 – 1227 Å is especially di�cult to match without the aid of the IGM damping wing from an
incomplete reionisation.

and not the maximum-likelihood reconstructed profile (red
curve).

Qualitatively, the reconstructed Ly↵ line profile is sim-
ilar to the composite QSO spectrum presented in Mortlock
et al. (2011) and in Simcoe et al. (2012), albeit with a slightly
higher amplitude at the Ly↵ line centre. A notable advan-
tage of our approach is the statistical characterisation of
the Ly↵ line o↵set, using the covariance matrix. As shown
in Bosman & Becker (2015), the location of the Ly↵ line
centre of the reconstructed profile is crucial for the analy-
sis of the IGM damping wing. Unfortunately, the blue shifts

observed in ULASJ1120 exceed those found in all of the
1673 QSOs from which we construct the covariance ma-
trix. The mean blue shift of the C IV ionisation line profile
of ULASJ1120 (obtained from combining the narrow and
broad components), �v ⇠ 2 500 km/s, is a ⇠ 4� outlier
from our QSO sample. Thus in the reconstruction proce-
dure for ULASJ1120, we have to extrapolate the Gaussian
covariances.

We can test this extrapolation in two ways: (i) by test-
ing our reconstruction approach against the most heavily
blue shifted QSOs within the sample used to construct the
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xHI = 0.40 + 0.41 −0.32 (2σ )

(Greig+ 2017)
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Constraining reionisation with astrophysics

1. Measurements of the IGM global ionised fraction

J1342+0928 at z = 7.5
xHI > 0.11 (2σ )

(Bañados+2018)

J1120+0641 at z = 7.09
xHI = 0.48 +/- 0.26 (1σ )

J1342+0928 at z = 7.54
xHI = 0.60 +/- 0.23 (1σ )

(Davies+2018)
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Figure 3. Continuum emission and Lya damping wing modeling in the spectrum of J1342+0928 (in units
of 10�18 erg s�1 cm�2 Å�1). a, Same quasar spectrum shown in Figure. 1. The continuum model in red is
constructed by averaging the SDSS DR12 quasars25 not flagged as broad-absorption line quasars in the redshift
interval 2.1 < zMg II < 2.4, and with a median S/N> 5 in the C IV region. The subsample was further refined
considering only SDSS quasars with a C IV blueshift with respect to Mg II within 1000kms�1 of that observed in
J1342+0928 (6090±275kms�1) and with rest-frame C IV equivalent widths consistent at the 3s -level with the
C IV equivalent width of J1342+0928 (EW = 11.3±0.8Å). This yielded 46 ‘analog’ quasars. Their continua were
individually fit by a slow-varying spline to remove strong absorption systems, noisy regions, and interpolate
between high transmission peaks blueward of Lya . We then normalized each spectrum at 1290Å and averaged
them. This composite spectrum is shown in red, and reproduces fairly well the spectral features of J1342+0928.
Assuming the systemic redshift derived from [C II], the proximity zone of J1342+0928, which is defined26, 27 as the
physical radius at which the transmission drops to 10%, is 1.3 Mpc. b, Zoom-in to the Lya region showing a strong
absorption profile that can be modeled as a Lya damping wing caused by a significantly neutral IGM. The black and
gray curves are the FIRE spectrum and 1s error binned by a factor of two. The pale gray lines show regions masked
out due to intervening absorption systems. The thick red line is the SDSS matched composite spectrum (see panel a)
while the thin red lines are used as intrinsic emission models (100 out of 3000 shown). To take into account the error
in the prediction for any given quasar, these models consist of bootstrapped mean composite spectra plus a relative
error vector (SDSS quasar - mean)/mean randomly chosen among the 46 possible error vectors. The blue lines
represent the expected IGM damping wing following the prescription of Miralda-Escudé (1998)18 assuming a fully
ionized proximity zone (region between the vertical dashed lines), a constant neutral fraction xHI between the end of
the quasar’s proximity zone and z = 7.0, and a fully ionized IGM at z < 7. The exact choice of the transition redshift
does not significantly affect the results. The green dotted line is the absorption that would be caused by a single
absorber with NHI = 1020.5 cm�2 at z = 7.49. c, The derived xHI probability density function (PDF), with a preferred
value of xHI = 0.56+0.21

�0.18. In the Methods section we present one additional model of the quasar’s intrinsic emission
and two additional models of the IGM damping wing. All our analyses require a significantly neutral IGM to
reproduce the damping wing profile in the spectrum of J1342+0928 (see Extended Data Table 2).
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Figure 5. Top: VLT/FORS2 + Gemini/GNIRS spectrum of ULAS J1120+0641 (Mortlock et al. 2011, black) and its noise
vector (red). The red-side PCA fit and blue-side prediction are shown as the orange and blue curves, respectively. Bottom:
Zoom in of the Ly↵ region of the spectrum, where the vertical dashed line shows rest-frame Ly↵ (�rest = 1215.67 Å). The
transparent curves show 100 draws from the covariant blue-side prediction error calibrated from the 1% most similar quasars in
the training set. This quasar shows modest evidence for a damping wing and has a relatively small proximity zone.

Figure 6. Continuum-divided spectrum of ULAS
J1120+0641 (grey) and its noise vector (red). The black
histogram shows the spectrum rebinned to ⇠ 500 km/s in
the region we use for model comparison. The blue solid
curve shows the median ⇠ 500 km/s-binned transmission
spectrum of mock spectra with the ML̃E parameter values
✓
ML̃E

= (hxHIi = 0.65, log tq = 6.5), while the associated
blue shaded region shows the 16th–84th percentile range for
mock spectra with ✓ = ✓

ML̃E

(Rp = 1.20 pMpc). The damping wing signal is clearly
stronger and the proximity zone is even smaller than
ULAS J1120+0641, despite the slightly higher lumi-

Figure 7. 2D posterior PDF of hxHIi and log tq result-
ing from the ML̃E parameter values ✓

ML̃E
= (hxHIi =

0.65, log tq = 6.5) derived from the ULAS J1120+0641 spec-
trum. The contours enclose 68% and 95% of the total prob-
ability.

nosity of ULAS J1342+0928. Both of these properties
point towards a substantially neutral IGM surrounding
ULAS J1342+0928.



Constraining reionisation with astrophysics

But Lyα forest saturates at z > 5, when the Universe becomes too dense.
Even trace amounts of HI (xHI = 10-5) result in no flux being detected in the forest.

Rather use the damping wing of the 
line, damped with exp(-τ)

For Lyman-break galaxies
Much fainter so need statistical sample

Model ISM properties and reionisation 
to model line

1. Measurements of the IGM global ionised fraction
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z = 7
xHI = 0.59 + 0.11 −0.15

(Mason+ 2018)

function was z=6.9 (see Figure 1 in Grazian et al. 2012). For
literature targets not directly observed by the Pentericci et al.
(2014) group, but included in the sample, they only included
z-dropouts with colors consistent with the color selection
criteria. As noted by Pentericci et al. (2014), the probability of
galaxies being outside of the observable range for their setup
(z∼7.3) is negligible, except for the 10 objects in the Bullet
Cluster (Bradač et al. 2012), where ∼48% of objects could be
above this redshift due to the broad J filter used for selection of
that sample (Hall et al. 2012). To test the impact of these few
objects potentially being at higher redshifts, we ran the
inference excluding the Bullet Cluster and found it does not
significantly impact the results.

For each galaxy in this sample, we compute the likelihoods for
obtaining the observed equivalent width or upper limit using
Equations (10) and (11) for every value of the neutral fraction in
our simulations. We exclude the brightest objects (MUV<−22, 1
object) due to the insufficient sampling of very massive halos in the
simulations (see Section 2.2) and the uncertainty in their intrinsic
EW evolution (Stark et al. 2017), but note this does not affect the
inferred neutral fraction for our sample because the UV bright
objects are so rare. We use an MCMC sampler (Foreman-Mackey
et al. 2013) to infer the posterior distribution of xH I from these
data, which is shown in Figure 11. We infer a neutral fraction of

= -
+x 0.59H 0.15

0.11
I (16–84%).
This constraint is much tighter than previous measurements of

the neutral fraction from Lyα observations (e.g., Pentericci et al.
2014; Mesinger et al. 2015) because we use the full distribution
of equivalent widths, ( ∣ )p W MUV , in our inference. Previous
analyses used only the fraction of galaxies emitting Lyα with
W>25Å, fLyα, to constrain the neutral fraction. In Figure 11 we
also plot the posterior distribution obtained if we had used only
fLyα, that is, the posterior is a( ∣ )p x fH LyI , where we compare the
simulation fLyα(xH I) derived from Equation (13) with the fraction
obtained in Pentericci et al. (2014): =a -

+f 0.29Ly 0.15
0.20 (for their

faint sample, 20.25<MUV<18.75). With just the Lyα fraction,
we infer a neutral fraction of xH I=0.46±0.29. Clearly, using
the full distribution of EW enables us to constrain the neutral
fraction much more accurately, and now that large samples of
LBGs with spectroscopic follow-up are available, it should
become the statistic of choice for Lyα reionization inferences.
Where does this constraint sit in our consensus picture of

reionization? In Figure 12 we plot constraints derived from
observations of Lyα emission from galaxies(Mesinger
et al. 2015); the clustering of Lyα emitting galaxies(Ouchi

Figure 9. UV magnitude distributions for the z∼7 sample used for the
inference. We plot the median UV magnitude of the sample as a dashed
line (MUV=−20.4).

Figure 10. EW distribution for the z∼7 sample used for the inference. We
show both the Lyα EW measurements (filled blue) and 5σ upper limits for the
non-detections (orange line).

Figure 11. Posterior distribution for xH I from the data set of 68 galaxies at
z∼7 (including 12 with detected Lyα emission) from Pentericci et al. (2014).
In red we plot the posterior distribution obtained from the full sample of {W,
MUV} measurements as described in Section 3, and infer a neutral fraction of

= -
+x 0.59H 0.15

0.11
I (16%–84%). The dashed line shows the median value, and the

shaded region shows the (16th and 84th) percentile bounds. For comparison, in
blue we plot the posterior for xH I obtained if we used only the fraction of
galaxies emitting Lyα with W>25 Å, fLyα. In this case, we infer
xH I=0.46±0.29. Using the full distribution of EW provides much more
information about the evolving IGM compared to fLyα and allows for tighter
constraints on the neutral fraction.
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Constraining reionisation with astrophysics
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Constraining reionisation with astrophysics

ṅion = fesc⇠ion

Z Mlim

�1
�(MUV ) dM

1

2. Star formation history

Assume star-forming galaxies drive the reionisation process.

Escape fraction
20%

Averaged

Lyc photons produced per 
second per unit SFR
1053.14 s-1 M☉

-1 yr-1

ṅion = fesc⇠ion

Z Mlim

�1
�(MUV ) dM

⇢SFR

1
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Constraining reionisation with astrophysics

ṅion = fesc⇠ion

Z Mlim

�1
�(MUV ) dM

1

2. Star formation history

ṅion = fesc⇠ion

Z Mlim

�1
�(MUV ) dM

⇢SFR

1
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Studying the global process

𝜌&'( + 𝑄+,, + 𝜏
𝜌&'( only
𝑄+,, + 𝜏

Combine three sets of observational data to constrain reionisation history
• IGM global ionisation level
• Star formation history
• CMB optical depth

fesc = 0.2
Mlim = - 13

Three observational data sets compatible
Reionisation from z ∼ 15, ended by z = 5
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Escape fraction of ionising photons

See Mitra+2015, Price+2016

• Data (esp. QHII data points) strongly constrains fesc = 0.2
• Not favourable to a redshift-evolution, lower fesc at low z leads to the EoR ending later 

ṅion = fesc⇠ion

Z Mlim

�1
�(MUV ) dM

1

ṅion = fesc⇠ion

Z Mlim

�1
�(MUV ) dM

⇢SFR

1

Redshift-evolution allowed

fesc = 0.19 +/- 0.04

0 < fesc < 1
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IGM clumping factor

CHII = 4.86 ± 1.64

A. Gorce et al.: Observational constraints on key-parameters of cosmic reionisation history

1
trec
= CH ii ↵B(T )

 
1 +

Yp

4Xp

!
hnHi (1 + z)3. (5)

In Eq. 5, Xp and Yp are the primordial mass fraction of Hydro-
gen and Helium respectively. ↵B(T ) is the case B recombination
coe�cient at a fiducial IGM temperature of T = 20 000 K, of-
ten considered as the mean temperature around a newly ionised
atom. This value is consistent with measurements at z ⇠ 2 � 4
(Lidz et al. 2010) but has been estimated to T . 104 K at z ⇠ 5�6
(Becker et al. 2011; Bolton et al. 2012). It fluctuates by a fac-
tor of between one and two, depending on the spectrum of the
sources and on the time passed since reionisation (Hui & Haiman
2003). Yet, ↵B is expressed as ↵B(T ) ⇡ 2.6⇥10�13

T
�0.76
4 cm3 s�1

with T4 = T/104 K (Osterbrock 1989), in other words, it is a
weak function of T so that its variations do not a↵ect our results
significantly. We note that, rather than case A, we considered
case B recombinations in order to exclude recombinations to the
ground state and because we consider that ionisations and re-
combinations are distributed uniformly throughout the IGM, so
that each regenerated photon soon encounters another atom to
ionise (Loeb & Furlanetto 2013, Sect. 9.2.1). The clumping fac-
tor CH ii expresses how ionised hydrogen nuclei are distributed
throughout the IGM. CH ii and trec are inversly proportional: the
more the matter is aggregated in clumps, the easier for ionised
atoms to recombine in these very same clumps.
To compare with the evolution derived from Eq. 4, we consid-
ered two parametrisations of the time evolution of the filling fac-
tor QH ii, that we will then use to calculate the integrated Thom-
son optical depth from data. The first depicts the reionisation
process as a step-like and instantaneous transition with a hyper-
bolic tangent shape (Eq. 6). The second is a redshift-asymmetric
parametrisation, described in Eq. 7, inspired by Douspis et al.
(2015). It uses a power-law defined by two parameters i.e. the
redshift at which reionisation ends zend and the exponent ↵:

QH ii(z) =
fe

2

"
1 + tanh

 
y � yre

�y

!#
, (6)

QH ii(z) =

8>><
>>:

fe for z < zend,

fe

✓
zearly�z

zearly�zend

◆↵
for z > zend.

(7)

where y (z) = (1 + z)
3
2 , yre = y (z = zre) for zre the redshift

of instantaneous reionisation and �y = 3
2 (1 + z)

1
2 �z. zearly

corresponds to the redshift around which the first emitting
sources form, and at which QH ii (z) is matched to the residual
ionised fraction (x = 10�4). To be consistent with observations,
which give QH ii (z  6.1) ' 1 with very low uncertainty
(McGreer et al. 2015), we choose zend = 6.1. Furthermore, when
comparing our findings with the Planck results we set zre at
equal to 8.8, zearly = 20, and also ↵ = 6.6 (Planck Collaboration
et al. 2016b).

Observations of CMB satellites allow us to estimate the
Thomson optical depth ⌧, integrated over the electron column
density to the last scattering surface. It expresses the fraction of
photons scattered along the line of sight by free electrons and
thus is a direct indicator of the global ionisation rate of the IGM.
It is related to the two previously described observables QH ii
and ⇢SFR via Eq. 8, where c is the speed of light in vacuum, �T
the Thomson scattering cross-section, H(z) the Hubble constant
and fe the number of free electrons per Hydrogen nucleus. We

have assumed that Helium is doubly ionised at z  4 (Kuhlen
& Faucher-Giguère 2012) and thus have fe = 1 + ⌘Yp/4Xp with
⌘ = 2 for z  4 and ⌘ = 1 for z > 4.

⌧(z) = c hnHi �T

Z
z

0
fe

QH ii(z0)
H(z0)

(1 + z
0)2 dz

0 (8)

2.2. Configuring the key-parameters of reionisation

Among the various parameters cited in Sect. 2.1, two key-
parameters of the reionisation history are still under a lot of
investigations: the escape fraction and the clumping factor. As
mentioned before, fesc expresses the fraction of the ionising ra-
diation produced by stellar populations which is not absorbed
by dust and neutral hydrogen within its host galaxy, and thus
contributes to the ionisation of the IGM. In our approach, it is
an e↵ective value, averaged over stochasticity, halo mass depen-
dencies in the source populations and, most importantly, over
all sources considered in the Universe. This averaged value is
hard to compare with observations of lone galaxies or haloes,
which usually give much lower values. For instance, Steidel et al.
(2001) and Iwata et al. (2009) estimate the escape fraction of
some z ⇠ 3 galaxies to be & 1%. On the contrary, overall val-
ues of fesc can be derived from simulations but are still highly
uncertain. According to Finkelstein et al. (2015) and to agree
with Ly-↵ forests measurements (Bolton & Haehnelt 2007), it
should not be higher than 0.13; Fernandez et al. (2013) use a
value of 0.1 from a simulation; Robertson et al. (2015) deduce
from their analysis that, in order to have star-forming galaxies
driving the reionisation process at high redshift, fesc must equal
at least 0.2; Inoue et al. (2006) find that, if recent values of the
escape fraction can be as low as fesc = 0.01 at z ⇠ 1, fesc in-
creases quickly with redshift to reach 10% at z & 4. Finally,
Dunlop et al. (2013) assure that, considering the spectral energy
distributions observed from high-redshift galaxies, it should be
⇡ 0.1 � 0.2. Yoshiura et al. (2017) summarise results on fesc by
saying that if it is generally acknowledged that, among all de-
pendencies, the escape fraction decreases with the mass of the
galaxy, there is a variance within one or two orders of magni-
tude among simulations results. For instance, a simulation from
Yajima et al. (2014), on which assumptions of Robertson et al.
(2015) are based, shows that, amidst all types of photons pro-
duced in star-forming galaxies (Ly-↵, UV-continuum and ionis-
ing photons), the escape fraction of ionising photons is the only
one which seems to depend neither on the redshift nor on the
galaxy properties: it keeps a constant value of 0.2 with time, that
we use for our first analysis.

However, photons from di↵erent ranges of energy are sub-
ject to di↵erent physical phenomena and thus escape more or less
easily from their host galaxy. For instance, dust extinguishes ion-
ising, Ly-↵ and UV continuum photons similarly, but only ionis-
ing photons are also absorbed by neutral hydrogen clumps. Thus,
at high redshifts, when there is little dust around the galaxy, pho-
tons of all energy ranges escape as easily; on the contrary, at low
redshift, ionising photons experience more di�culties to escape
than others (Yajima et al. 2014). We can then infer an increase of
fesc with redshift that we parametrise in Eq. 9, defined for z � 4
and inspired by Kuhlen & Faucher-Giguère (2012); Chisholm
et al. (2018). This evolution corresponds to either an evolution
of the SFR of galaxies themselves and its associated feedback, or
by a redshift evolution in the make up of the galaxy population.
Here, owing to the UV spectral slope constraints, we set a max-
imum of 1 for the fesc value, corresponding to a situation where
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ters such as halo mass or star formation rate (Wise et al. 2014;
Paardekooper et al. 2015), but these models are rarely combined
with observational constraints, aiming to deduce a certain his-
tory of reionisation. The situation is similar for the clumping fac-
tor: its evolution with redshift can be considered in simulations
through various models (e.g. Mellema et al. 2006; Pawlik et al.
2009; Sobacchi & Mesinger 2014), but these are rarely compared
with observations. We must, however, refer to Price et al. (2016)
who constrain parametrised models of the escape fraction fesc (z)
with Thomson optical depth and low multipole E-mode polari-
sation measurements from Planck Collaboration et al. (2016b),
SDSS BAO data and galaxy observations for 3 . z . 10.
We first describe in Sect. 2 the observables of the reionisation
process we will use throughout the analysis: the cosmic star
formation rate density, the ionised fraction of the IGM and the
Thomson optical depth, for which observational data is available
– described in Sect. 3; as well as the two key-parameters of this
study, the escape fraction of ionising photons and the clumping
factor of IGM ionised hydrogen. Then we look in Sect. 4 for
the redshift-evolution we will further consider for the star for-
mation rate (SFR) density, extrapolating luminosity functions at
z & 10. Doing this, we study the impact of our observational
constraints on ⇢SFR. Investigations are then made on the escape
fraction value and on how observations can constrain it: we try
several parametrisations out – a redshift-independent one, where
fesc is free to vary in [0.1, 0.4], and a power-law function of z.
We proceed the same for CH ii, but this time considering several
possible parametrisations of its evolution with redshift, mainly
from Iliev et al. (2007) and Pawlik et al. (2009). We conclude
with a discussion of our results in Sect. 5, including a test of dif-
ferent values for the magnitude limit, and a summary in Sect. 6.
Throughout this paper, all cosmological calculations assume
the flatness of the Universe and use the Planck cosmological
parameters (Planck Collaboration et al. 2016a): h = 0.6774,
⌦m = 0.309, ⌦bh

2 = 0.02230 and Yp = 0.2453. Unless oth-
erwise stated, all distances are comoving.

2. Observables of reionisation

2.1. Drawing the history of reionisation

Clues about the reionisation process can be derived from var-
ious observables. Under the assumption that star-forming galax-
ies provided the majority of the photons which ionised the IGM,
the star formation rate density, ⇢SFR, can logically give precious
information about the EoR. Values of SFR density with red-
shift are deduced from luminosity functions (LF) of star-forming
galaxies. LF can be observed down to a certain magnitude, but
needs to be extrapolated to consider the contribution of unob-
served fainter galaxies. Equation 1 shows how the comoving ion-
isation rate ṅion is computed from the LF.

ṅion =

Z 1

Mlim

�(MUV) fesc(MUV) ⇠ion(MUV) dMUV

' h fesc ⇠ioni
Z 1

Mlim

�(MUV) dMUV

' fesc ⇠ion ⇢SFR. (1)

The final expression directly relates ⇢SFR to the cosmic reioni-
sation rate ṅion, in units of photons per unit time per unit vol-
ume, and is the version we will use in our models. We see
that the choice of Mlim is fundamental as it directly impacts the
value of ⇢SFR. Bouwens et al. (2015a) state that faint galaxies

must contribute to the total UV radiation from galaxies but, as-
suming they do not form e�ciently for lower luminosities (see
Rees & Ostriker 1977; Mac Low & Ferrara 1999; Dijkstra et al.
2004), Robertson et al. choose to use Mlim = �13 rather than
Mlim = �17, a choice we will discuss in this paper.

Two important parameters are used in Eq. 1: fesc and ⇠ion.
They describe the fact that only a limited amount of the pho-
tons produced by star-forming galaxies eventually end up ionis-
ing the IGM: first, they need to have su�cient energy – above the
Ly-↵ limit, and second, they must escape their host galaxy and
reach the IGM. The first condition is conveyed by ⇠ion, the quan-
tity of Lyman continuum photons produced per second and per
unit SFR for a typical stellar population. According to Robert-
son et al. (2015), we take ⇠ion = 1053.14 Lyc photons s�1 M�1

� yr.
The second condition is conveyed by fesc, the fraction of ionising
radiation coming from stellar populations which is not absorbed
by dust and neutral hydrogen within the host galaxy and so does
contribute to the process. We note that in Eq. 1 we chose to con-
sider values of fesc and ⇠ion averaged over magnitude, i.e. the
e↵ective values.

Aiming to reproduce observations on the star formation his-
tory from z ⇠ 30 to z ⇠ 1, we choose the four-parameter model
suggested by Robertson et al. (2015), updated from Madau &
Dickinson (2014, Sect. 5, Eq. 15) and described in Eq. 2 be-
low. According to data, ⇢SFR(z) follows a first rising phase, over
3 . z . 15, which is expressed in our parametrisation by an evo-
lution ⇢SFR(z) / (1 + z)b�d, up to a peaking point around z ⇠ 1.8
, that is, when the Universe was around 3.6 Gyr old. It then de-
clines as ⇢SFR (z) / (1 + z)b until z = 0. To stay consistent with
observations, we set b > 0 and b � d < 0.

⇢SFR(z) = a
(1 + z)b

1 +
⇣

1+z

c

⌘d . (2)

In order to put our results in perspective, we consider di↵er-
ent values of the magnitude limit for our study and therefore use
another parametrisation of the star formation history, suggested
by Ishigaki et al. (2015) and designed to reproduce the rapid de-
crease of ⇢UV(z) from z ⇠ 8 towards higher redshifts and but not
the bump on luminosity density observed around z ⇠ 2

⇢UV(z) =
2 ⇢UV(z = 8)

10a(z�8) + 10b(z�8) . (3)

Here, ⇢UV(z = 8) is a normalisation factor, and a and b char-
acterise the slope of ⇢UV(z). This model is more adapted to the
study of reionisation in itself, as the process is known to end
before z = 4 and so before the star formation bump. However
we cannot limit our analysis to this late-redshift model since the
former carries more information about the reionisation history
and is therefore more interesting when considering a large
amount of free parameters. We note that for Mlim = �10 and
Mlim = �17, we use ⇠ion = 1025.2 erg�1 Hz, following Ishigaki
et al. (2015).

Other observations can lead to estimations of the fraction of
ionised IGM QH ii, also called filling factor, which relates to the
SFR density via Eq. 4. In this equation, the time-related evolu-
tion of QH ii depends on two contributions: an ionisation source
term, proportional to ṅion, and a sink term due to the competition
of recombination. trec is the IGM recombination time defined in
Eq. 5 and hnHi is the mean hydrogen number density, defined by
hnHi = Xp⌦b⇢c

mH
, with ⇢c the critical density of the Universe.

Q̇HII
=

ṅion

hnHi
� QH ii

trec
, (4)
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Characteristic recombination time

0 < CHII < 10

See Haardt & Madau 2012, Mellema+2006, Iliev+2007

• Large variance in CHII
values for similar 
reionisation histories

à Will not be 
constrained by EoR 
much

• No redshift-evolution 
required: high-z value 
most significant
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Influence of the magnitude limit

(Based on observations by Bouwens+2015, see Ishigaki+2018, Price+2016) 

ṅion = fesc⇠ion

Z Mlim

�1
�(MUV ) dM

1

ṅion = fesc⇠ion

Z Mlim

�1
�(MUV ) dM

⇢SFR

1
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Influence of the magnitude limit

Results for 3 different Mlim = -10, -13, -17
0 < fesc < 1
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ρz=8 = 26.1
ρz=8 = 26.0
ρz=8 = 25.6

• Mlim = -10 not 
needed

• If Mlim = -17, 
fesc = 70% required
• τ = 0.052 ± 0.002

fesc = 0.22
fesc = 0.25
fesc = 0.66
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Spin flip

ΔE = 10-6 eV 

λ = 21 cm
ν = 1420 MHz
Redshifted to radio waves

The triangle correlation function of phases: a new tool to study the Epoch of Reionisation 3

2 THE 21CM SIGNAL

The neutral hydrogen 21cm line corresponds to the spin-
flip transition of an electron between the two hyperfine levels
of the ground state of the atom. As a tracer of neutral hy-
drogen, it is naturally a very interesting observable to learn
about the EoR and for the last decades, many e↵orts have
been made to design experiments capable of detecting this
signal, despite its low amplitude, strong foregrounds and
huge calibration challenges. The 21cm signal is seen with re-
spect to a radio background, which we usually take to be the
CMB. When we consider the spin temperature to be coupled
to the kinetic temperature and the gas to be warmer than
the CMB, we can write the evolution of the observed dif-
ferential 21cm brightness temperature as (Pritchard & Loeb
2012):

�Tb = 27xH i (1 + �b)
⌦bh

2

0.023

s
0.15

⌦mh2

r
1 + z

10

✓
1 � TCMB

TS

◆

' T0(z) (1 + �b) xH i,

(4)

where TS is the spin temperature, which characterises the rel-
ative populations of the two spin states, and �b the baryon
overdensity. The approximation on the second line comes
from the fact that during the late stages of reionisation, the
spin temperature dominates the CMB temperature, so that
their ratio tends to zero and the last term of the equation
turns to 1. From this we can map the signal on the sky and
interpret cold spots, i.e. regions where the signal is weaker
than the average, either as ionised or underdense regions.
Because of redshift, a photon emitted with a wavelength of
21cm about 100 million years after the Big Bang will reach
us today with a frequency of 30 to 200 MHz i.e. the frequency
range of the new generation of radio interferometers, such
as the Murchison Widefield Array (MWA, Bowman et al.
2013) and the Precision Array to Probe the Epoch of Reion-
ization (Ali et al. 2015, PAPER, ), the low frequency array
(LOFAR, Yatawatta et al. 2013), and the Square Kilometer
Array (SKA, Koopmans et al. 2015).

3 CONSTRUCTION OF THE TRIANGLE
CORRELATION FUNCTION

3.1 A modified isotropic 3-PCF

For a real overdensity field �(x) of volume V in dimen-
sion D, the n-point correlation function (n-PCF) is defined
as:

⌅n(r1, ..., rn�1) =
1

V

π
d
D

x

n�1÷
j=1

�(x + r j ), (5)

where rn = 0. If we average this definition over all possible
rotations, we obtain the isotropic n-PCF ⇠n. As can be seen
on Eq. 5, the n-PCFs are convolutions. Therefore, it will
be easier to compute them in Fourier space. The Fourier
transform of the n-PCF is called the n

th poly-spectrum Pn

such that

Pn (k1, . . . kn�1) = �̂(k1) . . . �̂(kn�1) �̂
⇣
�
’

k j
⌘
,

and

⌅n (r1, . . . rn�1) =
✓

V

(2⇡)D

◆n�1 π
d
D

k1 e
ik1 ·r1 . . .

⇥
π

d
D

kn�1 e
ikn�1 ·rn�1 Pn (k1, . . . kn�1) .

For n = 2, P2 is called the power spectrum P(k) and for
n = 3, we have the bispectrum B(k, q) such that

P(k) = �̂(k) �̂(�k) = |�̂(k)|2, (6a)

B(k, q) = �̂(k) �̂(q) �̂(�k � q). (6b)

Consider the 3-point correlation function (3-PCF), i.e.
the inverse Fourier transform of the bispectrum in dimension
D, we have:

⌅3 (r, s) =
V

2

(2⇡)2D

∫
d
D

k d
D

q e
i(k ·r+q ·s) B(k, q). (7)

In order to study filamentary structures in a matter field,
Obreschkow et al. (2013) consider the 3-PCF in Eq. 7 in the
special case of two vectors r and s aligned and with same
length: r = �s. Because we look for spherical structures, we
will rather consider two vectors r and s forming an equi-
lateral triangle, as it is the three-point shape closest to a
sphere. In this case, s is just r rotated by an angle ⇡/3 so
that, in 3D:

8>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>:

sx =
1

2
rx �

p
3

2
ry

sy =

p
3

2
rx +

1

2
ry

sz = rz

where the 2D case is limited to the first two equations1. If
we define a new vector p according to

p =
©≠≠
´
kx +

1

2
qx +

p
3

2
qy

ky �
p

3

2
qx +

1

2
qy

kz + qz

™ÆÆ
¨
,

we can rewrite k · r + q · s = p · r in Eq. 7. If we choose
to consider the phase factor of the bispectrum rather than
its full form (see Eq. 3), we find the modified 3-PCF in
dimension D

⌅⇤
3
(r) = V

2

(2⇡)2D

π π
d
D

k d
D

q e
ip ·r B (k, q)

|B (k, q) | .

A rotational average of the above expression gives the
isotropic modified 3-PCF:

⇠⇤
3
(r) ⌘ V

2

(2⇡)2D

π π
d
D

k d
D

q !D (pr) B (k, q)
|B (k, q) | , (8)

where !D is the window function corresponding to the ro-
tational average of the exponential factor, such that

!D(x) =
8>><
>>:

sin (x)
x

if D = 3,

J0(x) if D = 2,

for J0(x) the Bessel function of the first kind of order 0.

1 Note that in the actual computation of the triangle correlations
function, we will consider rotations not only around the z-axis but
also around the other two axes.

MNRAS 000, 1–9 (2018)
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The 21cm signal

3 A QUICK REVIEW OF 21CM COSMOLOGY 16

Figure 6: The 21cm signal of cosmic hydrogen. Upper panel: Evolution of the 21cm brightness
temperature as a function of time. Here, reionisation happens between 100 million and 500
million years after the Big Bang. Lower panel: Theoretical prediction of the sky-average 21cm
brightness temperature as a function of redshift and frequency. Source: Pritchard & Loeb [62].

evolution of the brightness temperature with frequency (or redshift). Note that a very simple set
up is sufficient to detect this signal: a single dipole, as in the Experiment to Detect the Global
EOR Signature (EDGES) [6] mentioned above.

In order to prepare for observations, Figure 6 shows the predicted time evolution of Tb: the
dashed line corresponds to a zero differential brightness temperature, when the CMB photons
and the neutral hydrogen atoms are in thermal equilibrium. Note that on average, the intensity
of this signal varies between ⇠ �100 mK at minimum and ⇠ 30 mK at maximum [29]. According
to what has been mentioned before, this evolution can be explained in the following way:

• From recombination to z ⇠ 200, Compton scattering of CMB photons on the residual free
electrons and a collisional coupling due to the high density of the gas keeps atoms and
photons in thermal equilibrium, so that no 21cm can be detected.

• During the Dark Ages, i.e. until about z ' 200, the gas cools down adiabatically, eventually
becoming cooler that the CMB and so TS < TCMB through collisional coupling, allowing
us to potentially detect a signal in absorption. However, as the Universe keeps expanding,
collisions become rare and radiative coupling to the CMB sets TS = TCMB and the signal
vanishes.

• At cosmic dawn, when the first sources start emitting Ly↵ and X-ray photons, the spin
temperature is first expected to be coupled to the cold gas so that TS ⇠ Tgas < TCMB. How-
ever, when a significant number of stars has switched on, they heat up the gas sufficiently
to see a signal in emission, i.e. TS > TCMB.

• As heating continues, the CMB photons temperature becomes negligible compared to the
spin temperature, and the last term of equation 15 can be dropped. The subsequent
21cm analysis is therefore greatly simplified. As this time, we expect ionised regions to be
significant so that ionisation fluctuations start to dominate the 21cm signal [20].
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x̂(k) =
1

V

Z
dDr e�ik·r

x(r)

x̂(k) = |x̂(k)| e i arg[x̂(k)]

|x̂(k)|2  ! P(k)

⌅3 (r, s) =
V

2

(2⇡)2D

ZZ
dDk dDq !D(pr)

B(k, q)
|B(k, q)|
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The global 21cm signal
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The relative importance of Lyα photons from x-rays or
directly produced by stars is highly dependent upon the nature
of the sources that existed at high redshifts. Furthermore, it
can vary significantly from place to place. In general, x-rays
with their long mean free path seem likely to dominate the
Lyα flux far from sources while the contribution from stellar
sources dominates closer in [35].

3.6. Astrophysical sources and histories

In the above sections, we have outlined the mathematical
formalism for describing the 21 cm signal and have omitted
a detailed discussion of the sources. This was deliberate;
although we have a reasonable understanding of the physical
processes involved, our knowledge of the properties of early
sources of radiation is highly uncertain.

Many models of galaxy formation assume that the first
stars to form from the collapse of primordial gas are very
massive (∼10–100 M⊙) Population III stars [44]. This is
predicated on the inference that the absence of coolants
more efficient than molecular hydrogen leads to monolithic
collapse into a single massive star rather than fragmentation
into many lower mass stars. This assumption has recently
begun to be challenged by new numerical simulations that use
‘sink particles’ to better follow the collapsing gas for many
dynamical times. Such simulations show that fragmentation
into many ∼0.1–1 M⊙ stars may be the preferred channel of
star formation [76]. This would naturally explain tentative
observations of low-mass metal-free stars [77] and could lead
to a much higher fraction of early x-ray binaries [69]. Once
earlier generations of star formation have enriched the IGM
with metals low-mass Population II stars will begin to form
due to more efficient gas cooling [78]. Different predictions
for the mode of star formation will lead to quite different IGM
histories.

We have three radiation backgrounds to account for—
ionizing UV, x-ray and Lyman series photons (identified as
those photons with energy 10.2 eV ! E < 13.6 eV). For each
of these radiation fields we must specify a single parameter:
the ionization efficiency ζ , the x-ray emissivity fX and the Lyα

emissivity fα . These parameters enter our model as a factor
multiplying the SFR and are therefore individually degenerate
with the star-formation efficiency f⋆. This split provides a
natural separation between the physics of the sources and the
SFR and, in practice, one might imagine using observations of
the SFR by other means as a way of breaking the degeneracy
between them. In addition to these parameters, we must
specify the minimum mass halo in which galaxies form Mmin

and make use of the Sheth–Tormen mass function of dark
matter halos.

We now show results for the 21 cm global signal that
explore this parameter space to give a sense of how the signal
depends on these astrophysical parameters. Model A uses
(Nion,IGM, fα , fX, f∗) = (200, 1, 1, 0.1) giving zreion = 6.47
and τ = 0.063. Model B uses (Nion,IGM, fα , fX, f∗) = (600,
1, 0.1, 0.2) giving zreion = 9.76 and τ = 0.094. Model
C uses (Nion,IGM, fα , fX, f∗) = (3000, 0.46, 1, 0.15) giving
zreion = 11.76 and τ = 0.115.

Figure 4. Top panel: evolution of the CMB temperature TCMB
(dotted curve),the gas kinetic temperature TK (dashed curve) and the
spin temperature TS (solid curve). Middle panel: evolution of the gas
fraction in ionized regions xi (solid curve) and the ionized fraction
outside these regions (due to diffuse x-rays) xe (dotted curve).
Bottom panel: evolution of mean 21 cm brightness temperature Tb.
In each panel we plot curves for model A (thin curves), model B
(medium curves) and model C (thick curves). Reproduced with
permission from [79]. Copyright 2008 American Physical Society.

Figure 4 shows several examples of the global 21 cm
signal and the associated evolution in the neutral fraction
and gas temperatures. While the details of the models may
vary considerably, all show similar basic properties. At
high redshift, 10 ≫ z " 200, the gas temperature cools
adiabatically faster than the CMB (since the residual fraction
of free electrons is insufficient to couple the two temperatures).
At the same time, collisional coupling is effective at coupling
spin and gas temperatures leading to the absorption trough seen
at the right of the lower panel. The details of this trough are
fixed by cosmology and therefore may be predicted relatively
robustly. The minimum of this trough corresponds to the
point at which collisional coupling starts to become relatively
ineffective.

Once star formation begins, the spin and gas temperatures
again become tightly coupled leading to a second, potentially
deeper, absorption trough. The minimum of this trough
corresponds to the point when x-ray heating switches on
heating the gas above the CMB temperature leading to an
emission signal. The signal then reaches the curve for a
saturated signal (TS ≫ TCMB) briefly before the ionization
of neutral hydrogen diminishes it.

The ordering of these events is determined primarily by the
energetics of the processes involved and by the basic properties
of the reasonable source spectra. For example, ionization
requires at least one ionizing photon with energy E # 13.6 eV
per baryon while depositing only ∼10% of that energy per

12
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the frequency structure of the signal. This should allow
removal of the foregrounds by, for example, fitting a low order
polynomial to the foregrounds leaving the 21 cm signal in the
residuals. This methodology requires very precise calibration
of the instrumental frequency response, which could otherwise
become confused with the foregrounds.

The first experimental efforts to detect the 21 cm global
signal have been carried out by the COsmological Reionization
Experiment (CORE) [90] and the Experiment to Detect the
Reionization Step (EDGES) [91]. These have been analysed
using a tanh model of reionization that depends upon the
redshift of reionization zr and its duration !z. EDGES is
presently able to rule out the most rapid models of reionization
that occur over a redshift interval as short as !z < 0.06 [92].
These first experimental efforts should be seen as the first steps
along a road that may lead to considerably better constraints.
Other experiments using different experimental approaches
are underway. Some of these use individual dipoles, such
as the Shaped Antenna measurement of the RAdio Spectrum
(SARAS) [93] and the Broadband Instrument for the Global
HydrOgen ReionizatioN Signal (BIGHORNS) [94], while
others are exploring ways of using many dipoles as with
the Large-aperture Experiment to Detect the Dark Ages
(LEDA) [95].

Theoretical estimates for the ability of a single dipole
experiment to constrain models of the 21 cm signal can be
made via the Fisher matrix formalism [96]. For a single dipole
experiment, the Fisher matrix may be written as [97]

Fij =
Nchannel!

n=1

(2 + Btint)
d log Tsky(νn)

dpi

d log Tsky(νn)

dpj

, (35)

where tint is the total integration time (before systematics limit
the performance), and we divide the total bandwidth B into
Nchannel frequency bins {νn} running between [νmin, νmax].
For the 21 cm global signature, our observable is the antennae
temperature Tsky(ν) = Tfg(ν) + Tb(ν), where we assume the
dipole sees the full sky so that spatial variations can be ignored.
Best case errors on the parameters {pi}, which include both
foreground and signal model parameters, are then given by

σi !
"

F−1
ii .

Such estimates show that global 21 cm experiments should
be able to constrain realistic reionization models with !z " 2
[97, 98]. The results of integrating for 500 h between 100 and
200 MHz with a single dipole are shown in figure 6, where
the reionization history has been parametrized with a tanh
function.

In addition to constraining reionization, global 21 cm
experiments might be used to probe the thermal evolution of the
IGM at redshifts z > 12. Such high redshifts are very difficult
to probe via the 21 cm fluctuations (discussed later) since they
require very large collecting areas. Global experiments bypass
this requirement, but still suffer from the larger foregrounds at
lower frequencies. By going to high redshifts such experiments
could place constraints on x-ray heating and Lyα coupling
giving information about when the first black holes and
galaxies form, respectively. The absorption feature resulting
from this physics can potentially be larger (∼100 mK) making

Figure 6. 95% constraint region on a tanh reionization model
Tb(z) = T21 tanh[(z − zr)/!z] of the end of reionization for an
EDGES-like experiment assuming Npoly = 3 (solid curve), 6
(dashed curve), 9 (dotted curve) and 12 (dotted–dashed curve). Also
plotted are the 68 and 95% contours for the WMAP5 electron
scattering optical depth constraint combined with a prior that
xi(z = 6.5) > 0.95 (green and red coloured regions). Reproduced
with permission from [97]. Copyright 2010 American Physical
Society.

Figure 7. Dependence of 21 cm signal on the x-ray (top panel) and
Lyα (bottom panel) emissivity. In each case, we consider examples
with the emissivity reduced or increased by a factor of up to 100.
Note that in our model fX and fα are really the product of the
emissivity and the star-formation efficiency. Reproduced with
permission from [97]. Copyright 2010 American Physical Society.

it a good target for observations. Figure 7 shows how the
global 21 cm signal can vary with different values of fX and
fα . Measuring the global signal would offer a useful avenue for
distinguishing these models although there is some degeneracy
between the two parameters.

EDGES-type experiments at frequencies ν < 100 MHz
are underway from the ground and a lunar orbiting dipole
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Studying reionisation with the global 21cm signal

The global 21cm signal: EDGES results
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observations using restricted spectral bands yield nearly identical 
best-fitting absorption profiles, with the highest signal-to-noise ratio 
reaching 52. In Fig. 2 we show representative cases of these fits.

We performed numerous hardware and processing tests to validate 
the detection. The 21-cm absorption profile is observed in data that 
span nearly two years and can be extracted at all local solar times and 
at all local sidereal times. It is detected by two identically designed 
instruments operated at the same site and located 150 m apart, and 
even after several hardware modifications to the instruments, includ-
ing orthogonal orientations of one of the antennas. Similar results for 
the absorption profile are obtained by using two independent pro-
cessing pipelines, which we tested using simulated data. The profile is 
detected using data processed via two different calibration techniques:  
absolute calibration and an additional differencing-based post- 
calibration process that reduces some possible instrumental errors. It 
is also detected using several sets of calibration solutions derived from 
 multiple laboratory measurements of the receivers and using  multiple 
on-site measurements of the reflection coefficients of the antennas. 
We modelled the sensitivity of the detection to several possible  
calibration errors and in all cases recovered profile amplitudes that 
are within the reported confidence range, as summarized in Table 1.  
An EDGES high-band instrument operates between 90 MHz and 
200 MHz at the same site using a nearly identical receiver and a scaled 
version of the low-band antennas. It does not produce a similar  feature 
at the scaled frequencies4. Analysis of radio-frequency interference 
in the observations, including in the FM radio band, shows that  
the absorption profile is inconsistent with typical spectral contribu-
tions from these sources.

We are not aware of any alternative astronomical or atmospheric 
mechanisms that are capable of producing the observed profile. H ii 
regions in the Galaxy have increasing optical depth with wavelength, 
blocking more background emission at lower frequencies, but they 
are observed primarily along the Galactic plane and generate mono-
tonic spectral profiles at the observed frequencies. Radio-frequency 
recombination lines in the Galactic plane create a ‘picket fence’ of 
narrow absorption lines separated by approximately 0.5 MHz at the 
observed frequencies5, but these lines are easy to identify and filter 
in the EDGES observations. The Earth’s ionosphere weakly absorbs 
radio signals at the observed frequencies and emits thermal radiation 
from hot electrons, but models and observations imply a broadband 
effect that varies depending on the ionospheric conditions6,7, including 
diurnal changes in the total electron content. This effect is fitted by 
our foreground model. Molecules of the hydroxyl radical and nitric 
oxide have spectral lines in the observed band and are present in the 
atmosphere, but the densities and line strengths are too low to produce 
substantial absorption.

The 21-cm line has a rest-frame frequency of 1,420 MHz. Expansion 
of the Universe redshifts the line to the observed band according to 
ν =   1,420/(1 +  z) MHz, where z is the redshift, which maps uniquely 
to the age of the Universe. The observed absorption profile is the con-
tinuous superposition of lines from gas across the observed redshift 
range and cosmological volume; hence, the shape of the profile traces 
the history of the gas across cosmic time and is not the result of the 

properties of an individual cloud. The observed absorption profile is 
centred at z ≈  17 and spans approximately 20 >   z >   15.

The intensity of the observable 21-cm signal from the early 
Universe is given as a brightness temperature relative to the micro-
wave background8:
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where xHi is the fraction of neutral hydrogen, Ωm and Ωb are the matter 
and baryon densities, respectively, in units of the critical density for a 
flat universe, h is the Hubble constant in units of 100 km s− 1 Mpc− 1, 
TR is the temperature of the background radiation, usually assumed to 
be from the background produced by the afterglow of the Big Bang, 
TS is the 21-cm spin temperature that defines the relative population 
of the hyperfine energy levels, and the factor of 0.023 K comes from 
atomic-line physics and the average gas density. The spin temperature 
is affected by the absorption of microwave photons, which couples TS 
to TR, as well as by resonant scattering of Lyman-α  photons and atomic 
collisions, both of which couple TS to the kinetic temperature of the 
gas TG.

The temperatures of the gas and the background radiation are 
 coupled in the early Universe through Compton scattering. This 
 coupling becomes ineffective in numerical models9,10 at z ≈  150, 
after which primordial gas cools adiabatically. In the absence of 
stars or non-standard physics, the gas temperature is expected to be 
9.3 K at z =   20, falling to 5.4 K at z =   15. The radiation temperature 
decreases more slowly owing to cosmological expansion, following 
T0(1 + z) with T0 =   2.725, and so is 57.2 K and 43.6 K at the same  
redshifts,  respectively. The spin temperature is initially coupled to the 
gas temperature as the gas cools below the radiation temperature, but 
eventually the decreasing density of the gas is insufficient to main-
tain this coupling and the spin temperature returns to the radiation 
temperature.
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Figure 2 | Best-fitting 21-cm absorption profiles for each hardware case. 
Each profile for the brightness temperature T21 is added to its residuals and 
plotted against the redshift z and the corresponding age of the Universe. 
The thick black line is the model fit for the hardware and analysis 
configuration with the highest signal-to-noise ratio (equal to 52; H2;  
see Methods), processed using 60–99 MHz and a four-term polynomial 
(see equation (2) in Methods) for the foreground model. The thin solid 
lines are the best fits from each of the other hardware configurations  
(H1, H3–H6). The dash-dotted line (P8), which extends to z >   26, is 
reproduced from Fig. 1e and uses the same data as for the thick black line 
(H2), but a different foreground model and the full frequency band.

Table 1 | Sensitivity to possible calibration errors

Error source
Estimated  
uncertainty

Modelled 
error level

Recovered  
amplitude (K)

LNA S11 magnitude 0.1 dB 1.0 dB 0.51
LNA S11 phase (delay) 20 ps 100 ps 0.48
Antenna S11 magnitude 0.02 dB 0.2 dB 0.50
Antenna S11 phase (delay) 20 ps 100 ps 0.48
No loss correction N/A N/A 0.51
No beam correction N/A N/A 0.48

The estimated uncertainty for each case is based on empirical values from laboratory 
 measurements and repeatability tests. Modelled error levels were chosen conservatively to 
be five and ten times larger than the estimated uncertainties for the phases and magnitudes, 
 respectively. LNA, low-noise amplifier; S11, input reflection coefficient; N/A, not applicable.
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Extended Data Figure 2 | Low-band antennas. a, The low-1 antenna 
with the 30 m ×  30 m mesh ground plane. The darker inner square is the 
original 10 m ×  10 m mesh. The control hut is 50 m from the antenna.  
b, A close view of the low-2 antenna. The two elevated metal panels form 

the dipole-based antenna and are supported by fibreglass legs. The balun 
consists of the two vertical brass tubes in the middle of the antenna. The 
balun shield is the shoebox-sized metal shroud around the bottom of the 
balun. The receiver is under the white metal platform and is not visible.
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b, A close view of the low-2 antenna. The two elevated metal panels form 

the dipole-based antenna and are supported by fibreglass legs. The balun 
consists of the two vertical brass tubes in the middle of the antenna. The 
balun shield is the shoebox-sized metal shroud around the bottom of the 
balun. The receiver is under the white metal platform and is not visible.
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Possible explanations:
• Higher background T (DM interaction)
• Cool IGM: first stars earlier than thought
Wait for confirmation by another experiment.

Amplitude more than 2x larger 
than predictions!
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2 THE 21CM SIGNAL

The neutral hydrogen 21cm line corresponds to the spin-
flip transition of an electron between the two hyperfine levels
of the ground state of the atom. As a tracer of neutral hy-
drogen, it is naturally a very interesting observable to learn
about the EoR and for the last decades, many e↵orts have
been made to design experiments capable of detecting this
signal, despite its low amplitude, strong foregrounds and
huge calibration challenges. The 21cm signal is seen with re-
spect to a radio background, which we usually take to be the
CMB. When we consider the spin temperature to be coupled
to the kinetic temperature and the gas to be warmer than
the CMB, we can write the evolution of the observed dif-
ferential 21cm brightness temperature as (Pritchard & Loeb
2012):

�Tb = 27xH i (1 + �b)
⌦bh

2
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s
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⌦mh2

r
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✓
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' T0(z) (1 + �b) xH i,

(4)

where TS is the spin temperature, which characterises the rel-
ative populations of the two spin states, and �b the baryon
overdensity. The approximation on the second line comes
from the fact that during the late stages of reionisation, the
spin temperature dominates the CMB temperature, so that
their ratio tends to zero and the last term of the equation
turns to 1. From this we can map the signal on the sky and
interpret cold spots, i.e. regions where the signal is weaker
than the average, either as ionised or underdense regions.
Because of redshift, a photon emitted with a wavelength of
21cm about 100 million years after the Big Bang will reach
us today with a frequency of 30 to 200 MHz i.e. the frequency
range of the new generation of radio interferometers, such
as the Murchison Widefield Array (MWA, Bowman et al.
2013) and the Precision Array to Probe the Epoch of Reion-
ization (Ali et al. 2015, PAPER, ), the low frequency array
(LOFAR, Yatawatta et al. 2013), and the Square Kilometer
Array (SKA, Koopmans et al. 2015).

3 CONSTRUCTION OF THE TRIANGLE
CORRELATION FUNCTION

3.1 A modified isotropic 3-PCF

For a real overdensity field �(x) of volume V in dimen-
sion D, the n-point correlation function (n-PCF) is defined
as:

⌅n(r1, ..., rn�1) =
1
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π
d
D

x

n�1÷
j=1

�(x + r j ), (5)

where rn = 0. If we average this definition over all possible
rotations, we obtain the isotropic n-PCF ⇠n. As can be seen
on Eq. 5, the n-PCFs are convolutions. Therefore, it will
be easier to compute them in Fourier space. The Fourier
transform of the n-PCF is called the n

th poly-spectrum Pn

such that

Pn (k1, . . . kn�1) = �̂(k1) . . . �̂(kn�1) �̂
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For n = 2, P2 is called the power spectrum P(k) and for
n = 3, we have the bispectrum B(k, q) such that

P(k) = �̂(k) �̂(�k) = |�̂(k)|2, (6a)

B(k, q) = �̂(k) �̂(q) �̂(�k � q). (6b)

Consider the 3-point correlation function (3-PCF), i.e.
the inverse Fourier transform of the bispectrum in dimension
D, we have:

⌅3 (r, s) =
V

2

(2⇡)2D

∫
d
D

k d
D

q e
i(k ·r+q ·s) B(k, q). (7)

In order to study filamentary structures in a matter field,
Obreschkow et al. (2013) consider the 3-PCF in Eq. 7 in the
special case of two vectors r and s aligned and with same
length: r = �s. Because we look for spherical structures, we
will rather consider two vectors r and s forming an equi-
lateral triangle, as it is the three-point shape closest to a
sphere. In this case, s is just r rotated by an angle ⇡/3 so
that, in 3D:
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where the 2D case is limited to the first two equations1. If
we define a new vector p according to
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we can rewrite k · r + q · s = p · r in Eq. 7. If we choose
to consider the phase factor of the bispectrum rather than
its full form (see Eq. 3), we find the modified 3-PCF in
dimension D

⌅⇤
3
(r) = V

2

(2⇡)2D

π π
d
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k d
D

q e
ip ·r B (k, q)
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A rotational average of the above expression gives the
isotropic modified 3-PCF:
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3
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d
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k d
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q !D (pr) B (k, q)
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where !D is the window function corresponding to the ro-
tational average of the exponential factor, such that

!D(x) =
8>><
>>:

sin (x)
x

if D = 3,

J0(x) if D = 2,

for J0(x) the Bessel function of the first kind of order 0.

1 Note that in the actual computation of the triangle correlations
function, we will consider rotations not only around the z-axis but
also around the other two axes.
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2 THE 21CM SIGNAL

The neutral hydrogen 21cm line corresponds to the spin-
flip transition of an electron between the two hyperfine levels
of the ground state of the atom. As a tracer of neutral hy-
drogen, it is naturally a very interesting observable to learn
about the EoR and for the last decades, many e↵orts have
been made to design experiments capable of detecting this
signal, despite its low amplitude, strong foregrounds and
huge calibration challenges. The 21cm signal is seen with re-
spect to a radio background, which we usually take to be the
CMB. When we consider the spin temperature to be coupled
to the kinetic temperature and the gas to be warmer than
the CMB, we can write the evolution of the observed dif-
ferential 21cm brightness temperature as (Pritchard & Loeb
2012):
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where TS is the spin temperature, which characterises the rel-
ative populations of the two spin states, and �b the baryon
overdensity. The approximation on the second line comes
from the fact that during the late stages of reionisation, the
spin temperature dominates the CMB temperature, so that
their ratio tends to zero and the last term of the equation
turns to 1. From this we can map the signal on the sky and
interpret cold spots, i.e. regions where the signal is weaker
than the average, either as ionised or underdense regions.
Because of redshift, a photon emitted with a wavelength of
21cm about 100 million years after the Big Bang will reach
us today with a frequency of 30 to 200 MHz i.e. the frequency
range of the new generation of radio interferometers, such
as the Murchison Widefield Array (MWA, Bowman et al.
2013) and the Precision Array to Probe the Epoch of Reion-
ization (Ali et al. 2015, PAPER, ), the low frequency array
(LOFAR, Yatawatta et al. 2013), and the Square Kilometer
Array (SKA, Koopmans et al. 2015).
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For n = 2, P2 is called the power spectrum P(k) and for
n = 3, we have the bispectrum B(k, q) such that

P(k) = �̂(k) �̂(�k) = |�̂(k)|2, (6a)
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Obreschkow et al. (2013) consider the 3-PCF in Eq. 7 in the
special case of two vectors r and s aligned and with same
length: r = �s. Because we look for spherical structures, we
will rather consider two vectors r and s forming an equi-
lateral triangle, as it is the three-point shape closest to a
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that, in 3D:
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we can rewrite k · r + q · s = p · r in Eq. 7. If we choose
to consider the phase factor of the bispectrum rather than
its full form (see Eq. 3), we find the modified 3-PCF in
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flip transition of an electron between the two hyperfine levels
of the ground state of the atom. As a tracer of neutral hy-
drogen, it is naturally a very interesting observable to learn
about the EoR and for the last decades, many e↵orts have
been made to design experiments capable of detecting this
signal, despite its low amplitude, strong foregrounds and
huge calibration challenges. The 21cm signal is seen with re-
spect to a radio background, which we usually take to be the
CMB. When we consider the spin temperature to be coupled
to the kinetic temperature and the gas to be warmer than
the CMB, we can write the evolution of the observed dif-
ferential 21cm brightness temperature as (Pritchard & Loeb
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where TS is the spin temperature, which characterises the rel-
ative populations of the two spin states, and �b the baryon
overdensity. The approximation on the second line comes
from the fact that during the late stages of reionisation, the
spin temperature dominates the CMB temperature, so that
their ratio tends to zero and the last term of the equation
turns to 1. From this we can map the signal on the sky and
interpret cold spots, i.e. regions where the signal is weaker
than the average, either as ionised or underdense regions.
Because of redshift, a photon emitted with a wavelength of
21cm about 100 million years after the Big Bang will reach
us today with a frequency of 30 to 200 MHz i.e. the frequency
range of the new generation of radio interferometers, such
as the Murchison Widefield Array (MWA, Bowman et al.
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length: r = �s. Because we look for spherical structures, we
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Figure 1. Slices from our reionization simulation for z = 6.905 (xv

HII
= 0.50). Top left : The ionization fraction at the resolution of the

simulation. Bottom left : The intrinsic 21-cm signal at the resolution of the simulation. We can clearly see the features of the ionized
regions here. Top right : The observed 21-cm signal with noise at a resolution corresponding to a maximum baseline of 10.7 km (matching
the resolution of the simulation); the noise has an rms value of 393 mK, which is much higher than the rms of the 21-cm signal. Bottom

right : The observed 21-cm signal with noise smoothed with a kernel corresponding to a maximum baseline of 2 km. The features of the
ionized regions become visible at this resolution. The rms of this data set is 5.98 mK. The rms of our modelled telescope noise at this
resolution is 2.82 mK.

shorter baselines which means in practice that the noise level
will be lower if one reduces the resolution of the images. In
this paper, we choose a resolution corresponding to a max-
imum baseline of length 2 km. We obtain the image cubes
at this resolution by convolving the images in the angular
direction with a Gaussian kernel with a FWHM correspond-
ing to the maximum baseline of 2 km and in the frequency
direction with a top-hat filter of matching width. For z = 7,
the numerical values for the angular and frequency resolu-
tion are 2.9 arcmin and 0.46 MHz which both correspond to
7.6 comoving Mpc.

The bottom right panel of Fig. 1 shows a slice from
this �T

obs

b (B =2 km) image cube. The noise level has been

strongly reduced and the larger scale structures in the 21-cm
signal have become visible. It is in these �T

obs

b (B =2 km)
images that we will attempt to identify the ionized regions in
the rest of this paper. The intensity level of this image shows
both negative and positive values as an interferometer such
as SKA1-Low does not measure the absolute signal, but only
fluctuations on the sky, causing the average of each image
to be 0 mK.

Below we often consider three stages of reionization,
early, middle and late, characterised by average ionization
fractions by volume x

v

HII of 0.2, 0.5 and 0.8. The redshifts
and resolution for these three stages in our reionization sim-
ulation are listed in Table 2. The reionization history of the

MNRAS 000, 1–17 (2018)
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Figure 1. Slices from our reionization simulation for z = 6.905 (xv

HII
= 0.50). Top left : The ionization fraction at the resolution of the

simulation. Bottom left : The intrinsic 21-cm signal at the resolution of the simulation. We can clearly see the features of the ionized
regions here. Top right : The observed 21-cm signal with noise at a resolution corresponding to a maximum baseline of 10.7 km (matching
the resolution of the simulation); the noise has an rms value of 393 mK, which is much higher than the rms of the 21-cm signal. Bottom

right : The observed 21-cm signal with noise smoothed with a kernel corresponding to a maximum baseline of 2 km. The features of the
ionized regions become visible at this resolution. The rms of this data set is 5.98 mK. The rms of our modelled telescope noise at this
resolution is 2.82 mK.

shorter baselines which means in practice that the noise level
will be lower if one reduces the resolution of the images. In
this paper, we choose a resolution corresponding to a max-
imum baseline of length 2 km. We obtain the image cubes
at this resolution by convolving the images in the angular
direction with a Gaussian kernel with a FWHM correspond-
ing to the maximum baseline of 2 km and in the frequency
direction with a top-hat filter of matching width. For z = 7,
the numerical values for the angular and frequency resolu-
tion are 2.9 arcmin and 0.46 MHz which both correspond to
7.6 comoving Mpc.

The bottom right panel of Fig. 1 shows a slice from
this �T

obs

b (B =2 km) image cube. The noise level has been

strongly reduced and the larger scale structures in the 21-cm
signal have become visible. It is in these �T

obs

b (B =2 km)
images that we will attempt to identify the ionized regions in
the rest of this paper. The intensity level of this image shows
both negative and positive values as an interferometer such
as SKA1-Low does not measure the absolute signal, but only
fluctuations on the sky, causing the average of each image
to be 0 mK.

Below we often consider three stages of reionization,
early, middle and late, characterised by average ionization
fractions by volume x

v

HII of 0.2, 0.5 and 0.8. The redshifts
and resolution for these three stages in our reionization sim-
ulation are listed in Table 2. The reionization history of the
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Studying reionisation with the 21cm signal

Phase 
reshuffling

Same power spectrum: 21cm is non-Gaussian, esp. at early and late stages
à Need more than PS to learn about EoR

Lowest-order statistics sensitive to non-Gaussianity is the three-point correlation 
function, i.e. the excess probability as a function of three points in the data.
à Look at the 21cm bispectrum (FT)
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Studying reionisation with the 21cm bispectrum

21cm normalised bispectrum due to X-ray heating. 3

emission regions. In Section 5, we will consider how consistent this
qualitative evolution of the normalised bispectrum is across other
simulations. We consider a totally different type of simulation by
studying the normalised bispectrum from the semi-numerical sim-
ulation 21CMFAST as well as the HMXB + QSO and QSO sim-
ulations. We find that the qualitative evolution is the same for all
but the QSO simulation. This simulation differs in that its heated
profiles are more distinct, driven by isolated sources and so imprint
a second and stronger turnover corresponding to the typical size of
heated regions. In Section 6 we show that if foregrounds can be mit-
igated, the bispectrum should be detectable over the redshift range
that the simulations we consider predict the EoH occurred. Finally,
we conclude this work in Section 7.

2 NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS OF X-RAY HEATING

2.1 N-Body simulations

The underlying cosmic structures are obtained using a high-
resolution N -body simulation run with CUBEP3M code (Harnois-
Déraps et al. 2013). The simulation follows 40003 particles in a
(244 Mpc/h)3 volume and resolves haloes down to the Jeans mass
for HII (109

M�) For more details on this N -body simulation see
Dixon et al. (2016).

2.2 Sources

Our sources always form in dark matter haloes. Haloes above the
Jeans mass for HII (⇠ 109 M� 6 M ) are resolved, so we identify
these directly from the N-body simulation. In addition, haloes with
masses below this but greater than the minimum mass at which
atomic line cooling of primordial gas is efficient (108

M�<M
<109

M�) are added using a subgrid model (Ahn et al. 2015).
Source models are summarized below,

Stellar sources: Stellar sources are assumed to form within
dark-matter haloes with luminosities proportional to their host
halo’s mass, and have a black body spectra of 50,000 K, similar
to that of O and B stars. These softer sources do not contribute to
heating, so are only important for correctly including ionizations.

HMXBs: As they consist of binaries of stars and stellar rem-
nants, HMXBs exist in stellar populations. Hence, these sources
trace dark-matter distribution, with their luminosities proportional
to the host halo’s mass. For more details on the implementation of
these sources see Ross et al. (2017).

QSOs: We assume that QSOs are much rarer sources that
have varying luminosities uncorrelated with the mass of their host
haloes. We assign QSOs randomly to haloes with M > 109 M�.
The number of QSOs and their luminosities are calculated by using
an extrapolation of the low-redshift luminosity function from Ueda
et al. (2014), but with a shallower co-moving density evolution. In
doing so, we assume more QSOs than Ueda et al. (2014), motivated
by the uncertainty surrounding high-redshift QSO populations and
for maximal effect. (e.g. Giallongo et al. 2015; Parsa et al. 2018) To
mimic the variability of observed QSOs these sources are assigned
a new luminosity every 11.5 Myrs. QSOs live in a given halo for
34.5 Myrs, which is consistent with current estimates (e.g. Borisova
et al. 2016; Khrykin et al. 2017). The simulations analysed here use
a spectral index of �0.8 and do not include any UV contribution.
For more details on these simulations see Ross et al. (2018).

2.3 Radiative-Transfer

The Radiative-Transfer (RT) is calculated using C2-RAY code
(Mellema et al. 2006) which was updated to accommodate multi-
frequency RT in order to correctly model the effects of hard radia-
tion (Friedrich et al. 2012). Three such simulations are analysed in
this work: one with both stellar and HMXB sources (HMXB); an-
other with stellar, HMXB, and QSO sources (HMXB+QSO); and
one with stellar and QSO sources (QSO). The stellar component
and underlying cosmic structures are identical in all simulations.
The density is smoothed onto an RT grid of size 2503.

HII regions can be unresolved in our simulations, particularly
for individual weak sources. These will appear as partially ionized
cells in the simulation, with a kinetic temperature that is averaged
between the hot, ionized gas phase and the colder, neutral one. Us-
ing the average Tk of these cells yields a �Tb higher than the true
value. Such cells require special treatment for calculating the cor-
rect �Tb as discussed in Ross et al. (2017) and Ross et al. (2018).

3 INTERPRETTING THE 21-CM BISPECTRUM

The bispectrum is defined as,

(2⇡)3B(k1,k2,k3)�
D(k1 + k2 + k3) = h�(k1)�(k2)�(k3)i ,

(2)

and is the Fourier pair to the three-point correlation function, which
measures excess probability as a function of three points in real
space.

When we calculate the bispectrum, we are probing the degree
to which structure in our real map, is coherent with the three waves
defined by the three k-vectors (k1,k2,k3) that form a closed tri-
angle in Eqn. 2. Fig. 1 shows a real-space plot of (from top to
bottom) three 2D waves associated with an equilateral configura-
tion; i.e. with three different ki forming a closed triangle, each
with |ki| = 0.5 Mpc�1 (see the left black triangle illustrated in
the top panel of Fig. 2). For the purposes of visual clarity, each
waveform’s amplitude is offset in the z-axis relative to their true
mean of zero. At the very bottom we show their interference pat-
tern, i.e. what kind of structure they combine to form in real-space.
In other words, the top three waveforms are the Fourier components
of the bottom wave pattern, or dataset. This equilateral wave combi-
nation creates above-average spherically-symmetric concentrations
of signal in 2D, of radius roughly corresponding to ⇡/(2 |k|) (see
the bottom panel of Fig. 2). In 3D these concentrations of signal
extend into filaments with a circular cross section.

Lewis (2011) provides a really nice discussion of what certain
bispectrum configurations correspond to in real-space. As well as
the equilateral configuration, Lewis (2011) consider the flattened
and squeezed limits. Flattened triangles have a large angle between
k1 and k2, so that at the most extreme angles k3 ⇠ k1 + k2, i.e. k3
is much larger than k1 and k2 (see the bottom-right green triangle
illustrated in the top panel of Fig. 2). This is somewhat similar to
the equilateral in that the combination of such modes form a resul-
tant signal that is concentrated along filaments in 3D; however, for
the flattened configuration these filaments have an ellipsoidal cross
section, rather than circular as for the equilateral configuration. For
very large angles these filaments tend towards planes. At the other
extreme, squeezed triangles have a very small angle between k1

and k2, so that k3 is very small in comparison (see the top-right
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Figure 1. Visualisation of (from top to bottom) three different 2D wave-
forms in real space (whose amplitude provides a third dimension). These
correspond to a set of three k-vectors (each with |k| = 0.5 Mpc�1) that
form an equilateral triangle. Note the amplitude of these three waves is off-
set by 40, 30, and 20 (from top to bottom). The interference pattern of these
three waveforms is plotted at the bottom. Such a combination of modes
produces a regular series of circularly-symmetric above-average concen-
trations of signal separated by less concentrated below-average regions of
signal. For 3D waveforms, these condensed above-average regions of signal
will be long filaments with a circular cross section.
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k2
<latexit sha1_base64="icM+QD2SvL9iR0BE3X7t7d97QAI=">AAAB+HicbVBPS8MwHE3nvzn/VT16CQ7BU2nHQL0NvXicYN1gKyVN0y0sTUqSDkbZN/HiQcWrH8Wb38Z0q6DTByGP934/8vKijFGlXffTqq2tb2xu1bcbO7t7+wf24dGDErnExMeCCdmPkCKMcuJrqhnpZ5KgNGKkF01uSr83JVJRwe/1LCNBikacJhQjbaTQtoeRYLGapeYqJvOwFdpN12m5JaDrtL+JuyReRZqgQje0P4axwHlKuMYMKTXw3EwHBZKaYkbmjWGuSIbwBI3IwFCOUqKCYpF8Ds+MEsNESHO4hgv150aBUlWGM5Mp0mO16pXif94g18llUFCe5ZpwvHwoyRnUApY1wJhKgjWbGYKwpCYrxGMkEdamrIYpwVv98l/it5wrx7trNzvXVRt1cAJOwTnwwAXogFvQBT7AYAoewTN4sQrryXq13pajNavaOQa/YL1/AVpuk6w=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="icM+QD2SvL9iR0BE3X7t7d97QAI=">AAAB+HicbVBPS8MwHE3nvzn/VT16CQ7BU2nHQL0NvXicYN1gKyVN0y0sTUqSDkbZN/HiQcWrH8Wb38Z0q6DTByGP934/8vKijFGlXffTqq2tb2xu1bcbO7t7+wf24dGDErnExMeCCdmPkCKMcuJrqhnpZ5KgNGKkF01uSr83JVJRwe/1LCNBikacJhQjbaTQtoeRYLGapeYqJvOwFdpN12m5JaDrtL+JuyReRZqgQje0P4axwHlKuMYMKTXw3EwHBZKaYkbmjWGuSIbwBI3IwFCOUqKCYpF8Ds+MEsNESHO4hgv150aBUlWGM5Mp0mO16pXif94g18llUFCe5ZpwvHwoyRnUApY1wJhKgjWbGYKwpCYrxGMkEdamrIYpwVv98l/it5wrx7trNzvXVRt1cAJOwTnwwAXogFvQBT7AYAoewTN4sQrryXq13pajNavaOQa/YL1/AVpuk6w=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="icM+QD2SvL9iR0BE3X7t7d97QAI=">AAAB+HicbVBPS8MwHE3nvzn/VT16CQ7BU2nHQL0NvXicYN1gKyVN0y0sTUqSDkbZN/HiQcWrH8Wb38Z0q6DTByGP934/8vKijFGlXffTqq2tb2xu1bcbO7t7+wf24dGDErnExMeCCdmPkCKMcuJrqhnpZ5KgNGKkF01uSr83JVJRwe/1LCNBikacJhQjbaTQtoeRYLGapeYqJvOwFdpN12m5JaDrtL+JuyReRZqgQje0P4axwHlKuMYMKTXw3EwHBZKaYkbmjWGuSIbwBI3IwFCOUqKCYpF8Ds+MEsNESHO4hgv150aBUlWGM5Mp0mO16pXif94g18llUFCe5ZpwvHwoyRnUApY1wJhKgjWbGYKwpCYrxGMkEdamrIYpwVv98l/it5wrx7trNzvXVRt1cAJOwTnwwAXogFvQBT7AYAoewTN4sQrryXq13pajNavaOQa/YL1/AVpuk6w=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="icM+QD2SvL9iR0BE3X7t7d97QAI=">AAAB+HicbVBPS8MwHE3nvzn/VT16CQ7BU2nHQL0NvXicYN1gKyVN0y0sTUqSDkbZN/HiQcWrH8Wb38Z0q6DTByGP934/8vKijFGlXffTqq2tb2xu1bcbO7t7+wf24dGDErnExMeCCdmPkCKMcuJrqhnpZ5KgNGKkF01uSr83JVJRwe/1LCNBikacJhQjbaTQtoeRYLGapeYqJvOwFdpN12m5JaDrtL+JuyReRZqgQje0P4axwHlKuMYMKTXw3EwHBZKaYkbmjWGuSIbwBI3IwFCOUqKCYpF8Ds+MEsNESHO4hgv150aBUlWGM5Mp0mO16pXif94g18llUFCe5ZpwvHwoyRnUApY1wJhKgjWbGYKwpCYrxGMkEdamrIYpwVv98l/it5wrx7trNzvXVRt1cAJOwTnwwAXogFvQBT7AYAoewTN4sQrryXq13pajNavaOQa/YL1/AVpuk6w=</latexit>

k3
<latexit sha1_base64="MHGri+J4pfYsVFrKd/s81WoidAc=">AAAB+HicbVBPS8MwHE39O+e/qkcvwSF4Ku0cqLehF48TrBtspaRpuoWlSUnSwSj7Jl48qHj1o3jz25huFXT6IOTx3u9HXl6UMaq0635aK6tr6xubta369s7u3r59cPigRC4x8bFgQvYipAijnPiaakZ6mSQojRjpRuOb0u9OiFRU8Hs9zUiQoiGnCcVIGym07UEkWKymqbmK8Sw8D+2G6zTdEtB1Wt/EXRCvIg1QoRPaH4NY4DwlXGOGlOp7bqaDAklNMSOz+iBXJEN4jIakbyhHKVFBMU8+g6dGiWEipDlcw7n6c6NAqSrDmckU6ZFa9krxP6+f6+QyKCjPck04XjyU5AxqAcsaYEwlwZpNDUFYUpMV4hGSCGtTVt2U4C1/+S/xm86V4921Gu3rqo0aOAYn4Ax44AK0wS3oAB9gMAGP4Bm8WIX1ZL1ab4vRFavaOQK/YL1/AVvxk60=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="MHGri+J4pfYsVFrKd/s81WoidAc=">AAAB+HicbVBPS8MwHE39O+e/qkcvwSF4Ku0cqLehF48TrBtspaRpuoWlSUnSwSj7Jl48qHj1o3jz25huFXT6IOTx3u9HXl6UMaq0635aK6tr6xubta369s7u3r59cPigRC4x8bFgQvYipAijnPiaakZ6mSQojRjpRuOb0u9OiFRU8Hs9zUiQoiGnCcVIGym07UEkWKymqbmK8Sw8D+2G6zTdEtB1Wt/EXRCvIg1QoRPaH4NY4DwlXGOGlOp7bqaDAklNMSOz+iBXJEN4jIakbyhHKVFBMU8+g6dGiWEipDlcw7n6c6NAqSrDmckU6ZFa9krxP6+f6+QyKCjPck04XjyU5AxqAcsaYEwlwZpNDUFYUpMV4hGSCGtTVt2U4C1/+S/xm86V4921Gu3rqo0aOAYn4Ax44AK0wS3oAB9gMAGP4Bm8WIX1ZL1ab4vRFavaOQK/YL1/AVvxk60=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="MHGri+J4pfYsVFrKd/s81WoidAc=">AAAB+HicbVBPS8MwHE39O+e/qkcvwSF4Ku0cqLehF48TrBtspaRpuoWlSUnSwSj7Jl48qHj1o3jz25huFXT6IOTx3u9HXl6UMaq0635aK6tr6xubta369s7u3r59cPigRC4x8bFgQvYipAijnPiaakZ6mSQojRjpRuOb0u9OiFRU8Hs9zUiQoiGnCcVIGym07UEkWKymqbmK8Sw8D+2G6zTdEtB1Wt/EXRCvIg1QoRPaH4NY4DwlXGOGlOp7bqaDAklNMSOz+iBXJEN4jIakbyhHKVFBMU8+g6dGiWEipDlcw7n6c6NAqSrDmckU6ZFa9krxP6+f6+QyKCjPck04XjyU5AxqAcsaYEwlwZpNDUFYUpMV4hGSCGtTVt2U4C1/+S/xm86V4921Gu3rqo0aOAYn4Ax44AK0wS3oAB9gMAGP4Bm8WIX1ZL1ab4vRFavaOQK/YL1/AVvxk60=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="MHGri+J4pfYsVFrKd/s81WoidAc=">AAAB+HicbVBPS8MwHE39O+e/qkcvwSF4Ku0cqLehF48TrBtspaRpuoWlSUnSwSj7Jl48qHj1o3jz25huFXT6IOTx3u9HXl6UMaq0635aK6tr6xubta369s7u3r59cPigRC4x8bFgQvYipAijnPiaakZ6mSQojRjpRuOb0u9OiFRU8Hs9zUiQoiGnCcVIGym07UEkWKymqbmK8Sw8D+2G6zTdEtB1Wt/EXRCvIg1QoRPaH4NY4DwlXGOGlOp7bqaDAklNMSOz+iBXJEN4jIakbyhHKVFBMU8+g6dGiWEipDlcw7n6c6NAqSrDmckU6ZFa9krxP6+f6+QyKCjPck04XjyU5AxqAcsaYEwlwZpNDUFYUpMV4hGSCGtTVt2U4C1/+S/xm86V4921Gu3rqo0aOAYn4Ax44AK0wS3oAB9gMAGP4Bm8WIX1ZL1ab4vRFavaOQK/YL1/AVvxk60=</latexit>

k3
<latexit sha1_base64="4KWWBxv8U9ry/wfDW+mks8Wyi/o=">AAAB+HicdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3g0VwFZJafOyKblxWMLbQhjCZTNqhk5kwMymU0D9x40LFrZ/izr9x0geo6IHhHs69l3vmRBmjSrvup1VZWV1b36hu1ra2d3b37P2DByVyiYmPBROyGyFFGOXE11Qz0s0kQWnESCca3ZT9zphIRQW/15OMBCkacJpQjLSRQtvuR4LFapKaUoym4Vlo112n4ZaArtNckvM58ZxZdetggXZof/RjgfOUcI0ZUqrnuZkOCiQ1xYxMa/1ckQzhERqQnqEcpUQFxcz5FJ4YJYaJkOZxDWfq940Cpao0ZyZTpIfqd68U/+r1cp1cBgXlWa4Jx/NDSc6gFrCMAcZUEqzZxBCEJTVeIR4iibA2YdVMCMufwv+J33CuHO+uWW9dL9KogiNwDE6BBy5AC9yCNvABBmPwCJ7Bi1VYT9ar9TYfrViLnUPwA9b7F2Rzk7M=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4KWWBxv8U9ry/wfDW+mks8Wyi/o=">AAAB+HicdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3g0VwFZJafOyKblxWMLbQhjCZTNqhk5kwMymU0D9x40LFrZ/izr9x0geo6IHhHs69l3vmRBmjSrvup1VZWV1b36hu1ra2d3b37P2DByVyiYmPBROyGyFFGOXE11Qz0s0kQWnESCca3ZT9zphIRQW/15OMBCkacJpQjLSRQtvuR4LFapKaUoym4Vlo112n4ZaArtNckvM58ZxZdetggXZof/RjgfOUcI0ZUqrnuZkOCiQ1xYxMa/1ckQzhERqQnqEcpUQFxcz5FJ4YJYaJkOZxDWfq940Cpao0ZyZTpIfqd68U/+r1cp1cBgXlWa4Jx/NDSc6gFrCMAcZUEqzZxBCEJTVeIR4iibA2YdVMCMufwv+J33CuHO+uWW9dL9KogiNwDE6BBy5AC9yCNvABBmPwCJ7Bi1VYT9ar9TYfrViLnUPwA9b7F2Rzk7M=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4KWWBxv8U9ry/wfDW+mks8Wyi/o=">AAAB+HicdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3g0VwFZJafOyKblxWMLbQhjCZTNqhk5kwMymU0D9x40LFrZ/izr9x0geo6IHhHs69l3vmRBmjSrvup1VZWV1b36hu1ra2d3b37P2DByVyiYmPBROyGyFFGOXE11Qz0s0kQWnESCca3ZT9zphIRQW/15OMBCkacJpQjLSRQtvuR4LFapKaUoym4Vlo112n4ZaArtNckvM58ZxZdetggXZof/RjgfOUcI0ZUqrnuZkOCiQ1xYxMa/1ckQzhERqQnqEcpUQFxcz5FJ4YJYaJkOZxDWfq940Cpao0ZyZTpIfqd68U/+r1cp1cBgXlWa4Jx/NDSc6gFrCMAcZUEqzZxBCEJTVeIR4iibA2YdVMCMufwv+J33CuHO+uWW9dL9KogiNwDE6BBy5AC9yCNvABBmPwCJ7Bi1VYT9ar9TYfrViLnUPwA9b7F2Rzk7M=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4KWWBxv8U9ry/wfDW+mks8Wyi/o=">AAAB+HicdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3g0VwFZJafOyKblxWMLbQhjCZTNqhk5kwMymU0D9x40LFrZ/izr9x0geo6IHhHs69l3vmRBmjSrvup1VZWV1b36hu1ra2d3b37P2DByVyiYmPBROyGyFFGOXE11Qz0s0kQWnESCca3ZT9zphIRQW/15OMBCkacJpQjLSRQtvuR4LFapKaUoym4Vlo112n4ZaArtNckvM58ZxZdetggXZof/RjgfOUcI0ZUqrnuZkOCiQ1xYxMa/1ckQzhERqQnqEcpUQFxcz5FJ4YJYaJkOZxDWfq940Cpao0ZyZTpIfqd68U/+r1cp1cBgXlWa4Jx/NDSc6gFrCMAcZUEqzZxBCEJTVeIR4iibA2YdVMCMufwv+J33CuHO+uWW9dL9KogiNwDE6BBy5AC9yCNvABBmPwCJ7Bi1VYT9ar9TYfrViLnUPwA9b7F2Rzk7M=</latexit>

k2
<latexit sha1_base64="8YZJQSLm8V2iXe7KuwSosuIRX6I=">AAAB+HicdVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfUZduBovgKqSl+NgV3bisYLTQhjCZTNqhk0yYmRRK6J+4caHi1k9x59846QNU9MBwD+feyz1zwowzpV3306qsrK6tb1Q3a1vbO7t79v7BvRK5JNQjggvZDbGinKXU00xz2s0kxUnI6UM4ui77D2MqFRPpnZ5k1E/wIGUxI1gbKbDtfih4pCaJKcVoGjQDu+46TbcEcp3WkpzNScOZVbcOC3QC+6MfCZInNNWEY6V6DTfTfoGlZoTTaa2fK5phMsID2jM0xQlVfjFzPkUnRolQLKR5qUYz9ftGgRNVmjOTCdZD9btXin/1ermOL/yCpVmuaUrmh+KcIy1QGQOKmKRE84khmEhmvCIyxBITbcKqmRCWP0X/E6/pXDqN21a9fbVIowpHcAyn0IBzaMMNdMADAmN4hGd4sQrryXq13uajFWuxcwg/YL1/AWLwk7I=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="8YZJQSLm8V2iXe7KuwSosuIRX6I=">AAAB+HicdVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfUZduBovgKqSl+NgV3bisYLTQhjCZTNqhk0yYmRRK6J+4caHi1k9x59846QNU9MBwD+feyz1zwowzpV3306qsrK6tb1Q3a1vbO7t79v7BvRK5JNQjggvZDbGinKXU00xz2s0kxUnI6UM4ui77D2MqFRPpnZ5k1E/wIGUxI1gbKbDtfih4pCaJKcVoGjQDu+46TbcEcp3WkpzNScOZVbcOC3QC+6MfCZInNNWEY6V6DTfTfoGlZoTTaa2fK5phMsID2jM0xQlVfjFzPkUnRolQLKR5qUYz9ftGgRNVmjOTCdZD9btXin/1ermOL/yCpVmuaUrmh+KcIy1QGQOKmKRE84khmEhmvCIyxBITbcKqmRCWP0X/E6/pXDqN21a9fbVIowpHcAyn0IBzaMMNdMADAmN4hGd4sQrryXq13uajFWuxcwg/YL1/AWLwk7I=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="8YZJQSLm8V2iXe7KuwSosuIRX6I=">AAAB+HicdVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfUZduBovgKqSl+NgV3bisYLTQhjCZTNqhk0yYmRRK6J+4caHi1k9x59846QNU9MBwD+feyz1zwowzpV3306qsrK6tb1Q3a1vbO7t79v7BvRK5JNQjggvZDbGinKXU00xz2s0kxUnI6UM4ui77D2MqFRPpnZ5k1E/wIGUxI1gbKbDtfih4pCaJKcVoGjQDu+46TbcEcp3WkpzNScOZVbcOC3QC+6MfCZInNNWEY6V6DTfTfoGlZoTTaa2fK5phMsID2jM0xQlVfjFzPkUnRolQLKR5qUYz9ftGgRNVmjOTCdZD9btXin/1ermOL/yCpVmuaUrmh+KcIy1QGQOKmKRE84khmEhmvCIyxBITbcKqmRCWP0X/E6/pXDqN21a9fbVIowpHcAyn0IBzaMMNdMADAmN4hGd4sQrryXq13uajFWuxcwg/YL1/AWLwk7I=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="8YZJQSLm8V2iXe7KuwSosuIRX6I=">AAAB+HicdVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfUZduBovgKqSl+NgV3bisYLTQhjCZTNqhk0yYmRRK6J+4caHi1k9x59846QNU9MBwD+feyz1zwowzpV3306qsrK6tb1Q3a1vbO7t79v7BvRK5JNQjggvZDbGinKXU00xz2s0kxUnI6UM4ui77D2MqFRPpnZ5k1E/wIGUxI1gbKbDtfih4pCaJKcVoGjQDu+46TbcEcp3WkpzNScOZVbcOC3QC+6MfCZInNNWEY6V6DTfTfoGlZoTTaa2fK5phMsID2jM0xQlVfjFzPkUnRolQLKR5qUYz9ftGgRNVmjOTCdZD9btXin/1ermOL/yCpVmuaUrmh+KcIy1QGQOKmKRE84khmEhmvCIyxBITbcKqmRCWP0X/E6/pXDqN21a9fbVIowpHcAyn0IBzaMMNdMADAmN4hGd4sQrryXq13uajFWuxcwg/YL1/AWLwk7I=</latexit>

k1
<latexit sha1_base64="hLc8w0hk4ztjsyBSQ19+3nYT0tQ=">AAAB+HicdVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfUZduBovgKiSl+NgV3bisYLTQhjCZTNuhk0yYmRRK6J+4caHi1k9x59846QNU9MBwD+feyz1zoowzpV3306qsrK6tb1Q3a1vbO7t79v7BvRK5JNQnggvZibCinKXU10xz2skkxUnE6UM0ui77D2MqFRPpnZ5kNEjwIGV9RrA2UmjbvUjwWE0SU4rRNPRCu+46DbcEcp3mkpzNiefMqluHBdqh/dGLBckTmmrCsVJdz810UGCpGeF0WuvlimaYjPCAdg1NcUJVUMycT9GJUWLUF9K8VKOZ+n2jwIkqzZnJBOuh+t0rxb963Vz3L4KCpVmuaUrmh/o5R1qgMgYUM0mJ5hNDMJHMeEVkiCUm2oRVMyEsf4r+J37DuXS822a9dbVIowpHcAyn4ME5tOAG2uADgTE8wjO8WIX1ZL1ab/PRirXYOYQfsN6/AGFtk7E=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hLc8w0hk4ztjsyBSQ19+3nYT0tQ=">AAAB+HicdVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfUZduBovgKiSl+NgV3bisYLTQhjCZTNuhk0yYmRRK6J+4caHi1k9x59846QNU9MBwD+feyz1zoowzpV3306qsrK6tb1Q3a1vbO7t79v7BvRK5JNQnggvZibCinKXU10xz2skkxUnE6UM0ui77D2MqFRPpnZ5kNEjwIGV9RrA2UmjbvUjwWE0SU4rRNPRCu+46DbcEcp3mkpzNiefMqluHBdqh/dGLBckTmmrCsVJdz810UGCpGeF0WuvlimaYjPCAdg1NcUJVUMycT9GJUWLUF9K8VKOZ+n2jwIkqzZnJBOuh+t0rxb963Vz3L4KCpVmuaUrmh/o5R1qgMgYUM0mJ5hNDMJHMeEVkiCUm2oRVMyEsf4r+J37DuXS822a9dbVIowpHcAyn4ME5tOAG2uADgTE8wjO8WIX1ZL1ab/PRirXYOYQfsN6/AGFtk7E=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hLc8w0hk4ztjsyBSQ19+3nYT0tQ=">AAAB+HicdVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfUZduBovgKiSl+NgV3bisYLTQhjCZTNuhk0yYmRRK6J+4caHi1k9x59846QNU9MBwD+feyz1zoowzpV3306qsrK6tb1Q3a1vbO7t79v7BvRK5JNQnggvZibCinKXU10xz2skkxUnE6UM0ui77D2MqFRPpnZ5kNEjwIGV9RrA2UmjbvUjwWE0SU4rRNPRCu+46DbcEcp3mkpzNiefMqluHBdqh/dGLBckTmmrCsVJdz810UGCpGeF0WuvlimaYjPCAdg1NcUJVUMycT9GJUWLUF9K8VKOZ+n2jwIkqzZnJBOuh+t0rxb963Vz3L4KCpVmuaUrmh/o5R1qgMgYUM0mJ5hNDMJHMeEVkiCUm2oRVMyEsf4r+J37DuXS822a9dbVIowpHcAyn4ME5tOAG2uADgTE8wjO8WIX1ZL1ab/PRirXYOYQfsN6/AGFtk7E=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hLc8w0hk4ztjsyBSQ19+3nYT0tQ=">AAAB+HicdVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfUZduBovgKiSl+NgV3bisYLTQhjCZTNuhk0yYmRRK6J+4caHi1k9x59846QNU9MBwD+feyz1zoowzpV3306qsrK6tb1Q3a1vbO7t79v7BvRK5JNQnggvZibCinKXU10xz2skkxUnE6UM0ui77D2MqFRPpnZ5kNEjwIGV9RrA2UmjbvUjwWE0SU4rRNPRCu+46DbcEcp3mkpzNiefMqluHBdqh/dGLBckTmmrCsVJdz810UGCpGeF0WuvlimaYjPCAdg1NcUJVUMycT9GJUWLUF9K8VKOZ+n2jwIkqzZnJBOuh+t0rxb963Vz3L4KCpVmuaUrmh/o5R1qgMgYUM0mJ5hNDMJHMeEVkiCUm2oRVMyEsf4r+J37DuXS822a9dbVIowpHcAyn4ME5tOAG2uADgTE8wjO8WIX1ZL1ab/PRirXYOYQfsN6/AGFtk7E=</latexit>
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Figure 2. Top - Visualisation of three extremes of triangle configuration that
may be considered when measuring the bispectrum. Bottom - Illustration
of how the radius (R) of features and the clustering properties (via their
separation D) correspond to wavenumber k.

blue triangle illustrated in the top panel of Fig. 2). This combina-
tion results in a modulation of the larger-scale mode on the smaller
scale modes, see Lewis (2011) for an illustration of this type of
configuration.

When we calculate the bispectrum we first FFT our dataset,
in doing so we essentially convolve three such waves with our data
and average the combination to produce the three different �(ki)
corresponding to whatever triangle configuration we are probing.
We then multiply these three �(ki) together to get our bispectrum
estimate. The bispectrum is thus sensitive to whether structure in
the data is in or out of phase with the three Fourier waves associated
with the FFTs. The sign of the bispectrum is therefore sensitive to
whether the data contains above or below-average concentrations
of signal. A positive bispectrum tells us there are concentrations
of above-average signal surrounded by below-average regions. A
negative bispectrum tells us that there are concentrations of below-
average regions of signal surrounded by above-average regions of
signal (Lewis 2011).

A real 21-cm map is unlikely to exhibit such distinct structures
as discussed above, instead the topology of the map will result in
a non-zero bispectrum for a range of triangle shapes, with its sign
depending on whether the bispectrum is driven by above or below-
average concentrations of signal. It will be the relative amplitudes
of the bispectrum between different triangle configurations that will
provide some information as to the nature of structure within the
dataset. For example, the bispectrum will have greatest amplitude
for the equilateral configuration on a given scale if,

(i) the signal is concentrated in clumps that follow the filaments
of the equilateral interference pattern to some degree, and/or;

(ii) the distribution is such that the signal filaments are also sep-
arated by a similar scale to the filaments in the equilateral interfer-
ence pattern. Like the separation D of the two yellow ellipses in
the bottom plot of Fig. 2 for which k = 2⇡/D;

(iii) the bispectrum for the equilateral configuration at a given
scale will be further boosted if signal is concentrated in clumps of
similar shape and size to the circular cross-section of the filaments
corresponding to the equilateral interference pattern. Like the yel-
low ellipse in the bottom plot of Fig. 2 for which k = 2⇡/(4R).

The bispectrum will be a more noisy statistic to measure than
the power spectrum (as we will see later for Gaussian noise the bis-
pectrum covariance is connected to the triple product of the noise
power spectrum, see also Yoshiura et al. 2015), and is also challeng-
ing to visualise (given that it is a function of two k vectors rather
than just one). We therefore restrict our analysis to the spherically-
averaged bispectrum in the discussion that follows. Whenever the
bispectrum is measured from gridded data, a binwidth of at least
one pixel must be allowed on each triangle side. Therefore we never
probe the bispectrum of a perfectly defined triangle; we instead
measure the average bispectrum for a selection of different (but
very similar) triangles. We choose to further bin the bispectrum in
order to reduce sampling noise in the statistic. For all equilateral
configurations we bin over cos(✓) ± 0.05, where ✓ is the angle in
radians between k1 and k2. As well as the equilateral configuration,
we consider configurations where k2 = N k1 (for which we restrict
ourselves to integer factors of N ). The bispectra for these config-
urations are presented as a function of ✓/⇡ radians and are binned
over ✓ ± 0.1 radians. For both binning choices we have checked
that this binning choice produces a bispectrum consistent with the
unbinned calculations.

We use the FFT bispectrum algorithm described in Watkinson
et al. (2017) to measure the bispectrum, this provides a very fast
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Figure 1. Visualisation of (from top to bottom) three different 2D wave-
forms in real space (whose amplitude provides a third dimension). These
correspond to a set of three k-vectors (each with |k| = 0.5 Mpc�1) that
form an equilateral triangle. Note the amplitude of these three waves is off-
set by 40, 30, and 20 (from top to bottom). The interference pattern of these
three waveforms is plotted at the bottom. Such a combination of modes
produces a regular series of circularly-symmetric above-average concen-
trations of signal separated by less concentrated below-average regions of
signal. For 3D waveforms, these condensed above-average regions of signal
will be long filaments with a circular cross section.
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<latexit sha1_base64="+UbF0PD8NZeoDx/Q9zWD74mEVcM=">AAAB+HicbVBPS8MwHP3Vv3P+q3r0EhyCp9GqoN6GXjxOsG6wlZKm6RaWpiVJB6Psm3jxoOLVj+LNb2O69aCbD0Ie7/1+5OWFGWdKO863tbK6tr6xWduqb+/s7u3bB4dPKs0loR5JeSq7IVaUM0E9zTSn3UxSnIScdsLRXel3xlQqlopHPcmon+CBYDEjWBspsO1+mPJITRJzFaNpcBHYDafpzICWiVuRBlRoB/ZXP0pJnlChCcdK9Vwn036BpWaE02m9nyuaYTLCA9ozVOCEKr+YJZ+iU6NEKE6lOUKjmfp7o8CJKsOZyQTroVr0SvE/r5fr+NovmMhyTQWZPxTnHOkUlTWgiElKNJ8YgolkJisiQywx0aasuinBXfzyMvHOmzdN9+Gy0bqt2qjBMZzAGbhwBS24hzZ4QGAMz/AKb1ZhvVjv1sd8dMWqdo7gD6zPH1Mnk6c=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+UbF0PD8NZeoDx/Q9zWD74mEVcM=">AAAB+HicbVBPS8MwHP3Vv3P+q3r0EhyCp9GqoN6GXjxOsG6wlZKm6RaWpiVJB6Psm3jxoOLVj+LNb2O69aCbD0Ie7/1+5OWFGWdKO863tbK6tr6xWduqb+/s7u3bB4dPKs0loR5JeSq7IVaUM0E9zTSn3UxSnIScdsLRXel3xlQqlopHPcmon+CBYDEjWBspsO1+mPJITRJzFaNpcBHYDafpzICWiVuRBlRoB/ZXP0pJnlChCcdK9Vwn036BpWaE02m9nyuaYTLCA9ozVOCEKr+YJZ+iU6NEKE6lOUKjmfp7o8CJKsOZyQTroVr0SvE/r5fr+NovmMhyTQWZPxTnHOkUlTWgiElKNJ8YgolkJisiQywx0aasuinBXfzyMvHOmzdN9+Gy0bqt2qjBMZzAGbhwBS24hzZ4QGAMz/AKb1ZhvVjv1sd8dMWqdo7gD6zPH1Mnk6c=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+UbF0PD8NZeoDx/Q9zWD74mEVcM=">AAAB+HicbVBPS8MwHP3Vv3P+q3r0EhyCp9GqoN6GXjxOsG6wlZKm6RaWpiVJB6Psm3jxoOLVj+LNb2O69aCbD0Ie7/1+5OWFGWdKO863tbK6tr6xWduqb+/s7u3bB4dPKs0loR5JeSq7IVaUM0E9zTSn3UxSnIScdsLRXel3xlQqlopHPcmon+CBYDEjWBspsO1+mPJITRJzFaNpcBHYDafpzICWiVuRBlRoB/ZXP0pJnlChCcdK9Vwn036BpWaE02m9nyuaYTLCA9ozVOCEKr+YJZ+iU6NEKE6lOUKjmfp7o8CJKsOZyQTroVr0SvE/r5fr+NovmMhyTQWZPxTnHOkUlTWgiElKNJ8YgolkJisiQywx0aasuinBXfzyMvHOmzdN9+Gy0bqt2qjBMZzAGbhwBS24hzZ4QGAMz/AKb1ZhvVjv1sd8dMWqdo7gD6zPH1Mnk6c=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+UbF0PD8NZeoDx/Q9zWD74mEVcM=">AAAB+HicbVBPS8MwHP3Vv3P+q3r0EhyCp9GqoN6GXjxOsG6wlZKm6RaWpiVJB6Psm3jxoOLVj+LNb2O69aCbD0Ie7/1+5OWFGWdKO863tbK6tr6xWduqb+/s7u3bB4dPKs0loR5JeSq7IVaUM0E9zTSn3UxSnIScdsLRXel3xlQqlopHPcmon+CBYDEjWBspsO1+mPJITRJzFaNpcBHYDafpzICWiVuRBlRoB/ZXP0pJnlChCcdK9Vwn036BpWaE02m9nyuaYTLCA9ozVOCEKr+YJZ+iU6NEKE6lOUKjmfp7o8CJKsOZyQTroVr0SvE/r5fr+NovmMhyTQWZPxTnHOkUlTWgiElKNJ8YgolkJisiQywx0aasuinBXfzyMvHOmzdN9+Gy0bqt2qjBMZzAGbhwBS24hzZ4QGAMz/AKb1ZhvVjv1sd8dMWqdo7gD6zPH1Mnk6c=</latexit>

Equilateral
Squeezed

Flattened
k1

<latexit sha1_base64="+vDI33WFWedSaHVqCORYCmGOPcY=">AAAB+HicbVBPS8MwHE3nvzn/VT16CQ7BU2nHQL0NvXicYN1gKyVN0y0sTUqSDkbZN/HiQcWrH8Wb38Z0q6DTByGP934/8vKijFGlXffTqq2tb2xu1bcbO7t7+wf24dGDErnExMeCCdmPkCKMcuJrqhnpZ5KgNGKkF01uSr83JVJRwe/1LCNBikacJhQjbaTQtoeRYLGapeYqJvPQC+2m67TcEtB12t/EXRKvIk1QoRvaH8NY4DwlXGOGlBp4bqaDAklNMSPzxjBXJEN4gkZkYChHKVFBsUg+h2dGiWEipDlcw4X6c6NAqSrDmckU6bFa9UrxP2+Q6+QyKCjPck04Xj6U5AxqAcsaYEwlwZrNDEFYUpMV4jGSCGtTVsOU4K1++S/xW86V4921m53rqo06OAGn4Bx44AJ0wC3oAh9gMAWP4Bm8WIX1ZL1ab8vRmlXtHINfsN6/AFjrk6s=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+vDI33WFWedSaHVqCORYCmGOPcY=">AAAB+HicbVBPS8MwHE3nvzn/VT16CQ7BU2nHQL0NvXicYN1gKyVN0y0sTUqSDkbZN/HiQcWrH8Wb38Z0q6DTByGP934/8vKijFGlXffTqq2tb2xu1bcbO7t7+wf24dGDErnExMeCCdmPkCKMcuJrqhnpZ5KgNGKkF01uSr83JVJRwe/1LCNBikacJhQjbaTQtoeRYLGapeYqJvPQC+2m67TcEtB12t/EXRKvIk1QoRvaH8NY4DwlXGOGlBp4bqaDAklNMSPzxjBXJEN4gkZkYChHKVFBsUg+h2dGiWEipDlcw4X6c6NAqSrDmckU6bFa9UrxP2+Q6+QyKCjPck04Xj6U5AxqAcsaYEwlwZrNDEFYUpMV4jGSCGtTVsOU4K1++S/xW86V4921m53rqo06OAGn4Bx44AJ0wC3oAh9gMAWP4Bm8WIX1ZL1ab8vRmlXtHINfsN6/AFjrk6s=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+vDI33WFWedSaHVqCORYCmGOPcY=">AAAB+HicbVBPS8MwHE3nvzn/VT16CQ7BU2nHQL0NvXicYN1gKyVN0y0sTUqSDkbZN/HiQcWrH8Wb38Z0q6DTByGP934/8vKijFGlXffTqq2tb2xu1bcbO7t7+wf24dGDErnExMeCCdmPkCKMcuJrqhnpZ5KgNGKkF01uSr83JVJRwe/1LCNBikacJhQjbaTQtoeRYLGapeYqJvPQC+2m67TcEtB12t/EXRKvIk1QoRvaH8NY4DwlXGOGlBp4bqaDAklNMSPzxjBXJEN4gkZkYChHKVFBsUg+h2dGiWEipDlcw4X6c6NAqSrDmckU6bFa9UrxP2+Q6+QyKCjPck04Xj6U5AxqAcsaYEwlwZrNDEFYUpMV4jGSCGtTVsOU4K1++S/xW86V4921m53rqo06OAGn4Bx44AJ0wC3oAh9gMAWP4Bm8WIX1ZL1ab8vRmlXtHINfsN6/AFjrk6s=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+vDI33WFWedSaHVqCORYCmGOPcY=">AAAB+HicbVBPS8MwHE3nvzn/VT16CQ7BU2nHQL0NvXicYN1gKyVN0y0sTUqSDkbZN/HiQcWrH8Wb38Z0q6DTByGP934/8vKijFGlXffTqq2tb2xu1bcbO7t7+wf24dGDErnExMeCCdmPkCKMcuJrqhnpZ5KgNGKkF01uSr83JVJRwe/1LCNBikacJhQjbaTQtoeRYLGapeYqJvPQC+2m67TcEtB12t/EXRKvIk1QoRvaH8NY4DwlXGOGlBp4bqaDAklNMSPzxjBXJEN4gkZkYChHKVFBsUg+h2dGiWEipDlcw4X6c6NAqSrDmckU6bFa9UrxP2+Q6+QyKCjPck04Xj6U5AxqAcsaYEwlwZrNDEFYUpMV4jGSCGtTVsOU4K1++S/xW86V4921m53rqo06OAGn4Bx44AJ0wC3oAh9gMAWP4Bm8WIX1ZL1ab8vRmlXtHINfsN6/AFjrk6s=</latexit>

k2
<latexit sha1_base64="icM+QD2SvL9iR0BE3X7t7d97QAI=">AAAB+HicbVBPS8MwHE3nvzn/VT16CQ7BU2nHQL0NvXicYN1gKyVN0y0sTUqSDkbZN/HiQcWrH8Wb38Z0q6DTByGP934/8vKijFGlXffTqq2tb2xu1bcbO7t7+wf24dGDErnExMeCCdmPkCKMcuJrqhnpZ5KgNGKkF01uSr83JVJRwe/1LCNBikacJhQjbaTQtoeRYLGapeYqJvOwFdpN12m5JaDrtL+JuyReRZqgQje0P4axwHlKuMYMKTXw3EwHBZKaYkbmjWGuSIbwBI3IwFCOUqKCYpF8Ds+MEsNESHO4hgv150aBUlWGM5Mp0mO16pXif94g18llUFCe5ZpwvHwoyRnUApY1wJhKgjWbGYKwpCYrxGMkEdamrIYpwVv98l/it5wrx7trNzvXVRt1cAJOwTnwwAXogFvQBT7AYAoewTN4sQrryXq13pajNavaOQa/YL1/AVpuk6w=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="icM+QD2SvL9iR0BE3X7t7d97QAI=">AAAB+HicbVBPS8MwHE3nvzn/VT16CQ7BU2nHQL0NvXicYN1gKyVN0y0sTUqSDkbZN/HiQcWrH8Wb38Z0q6DTByGP934/8vKijFGlXffTqq2tb2xu1bcbO7t7+wf24dGDErnExMeCCdmPkCKMcuJrqhnpZ5KgNGKkF01uSr83JVJRwe/1LCNBikacJhQjbaTQtoeRYLGapeYqJvOwFdpN12m5JaDrtL+JuyReRZqgQje0P4axwHlKuMYMKTXw3EwHBZKaYkbmjWGuSIbwBI3IwFCOUqKCYpF8Ds+MEsNESHO4hgv150aBUlWGM5Mp0mO16pXif94g18llUFCe5ZpwvHwoyRnUApY1wJhKgjWbGYKwpCYrxGMkEdamrIYpwVv98l/it5wrx7trNzvXVRt1cAJOwTnwwAXogFvQBT7AYAoewTN4sQrryXq13pajNavaOQa/YL1/AVpuk6w=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="icM+QD2SvL9iR0BE3X7t7d97QAI=">AAAB+HicbVBPS8MwHE3nvzn/VT16CQ7BU2nHQL0NvXicYN1gKyVN0y0sTUqSDkbZN/HiQcWrH8Wb38Z0q6DTByGP934/8vKijFGlXffTqq2tb2xu1bcbO7t7+wf24dGDErnExMeCCdmPkCKMcuJrqhnpZ5KgNGKkF01uSr83JVJRwe/1LCNBikacJhQjbaTQtoeRYLGapeYqJvOwFdpN12m5JaDrtL+JuyReRZqgQje0P4axwHlKuMYMKTXw3EwHBZKaYkbmjWGuSIbwBI3IwFCOUqKCYpF8Ds+MEsNESHO4hgv150aBUlWGM5Mp0mO16pXif94g18llUFCe5ZpwvHwoyRnUApY1wJhKgjWbGYKwpCYrxGMkEdamrIYpwVv98l/it5wrx7trNzvXVRt1cAJOwTnwwAXogFvQBT7AYAoewTN4sQrryXq13pajNavaOQa/YL1/AVpuk6w=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="icM+QD2SvL9iR0BE3X7t7d97QAI=">AAAB+HicbVBPS8MwHE3nvzn/VT16CQ7BU2nHQL0NvXicYN1gKyVN0y0sTUqSDkbZN/HiQcWrH8Wb38Z0q6DTByGP934/8vKijFGlXffTqq2tb2xu1bcbO7t7+wf24dGDErnExMeCCdmPkCKMcuJrqhnpZ5KgNGKkF01uSr83JVJRwe/1LCNBikacJhQjbaTQtoeRYLGapeYqJvOwFdpN12m5JaDrtL+JuyReRZqgQje0P4axwHlKuMYMKTXw3EwHBZKaYkbmjWGuSIbwBI3IwFCOUqKCYpF8Ds+MEsNESHO4hgv150aBUlWGM5Mp0mO16pXif94g18llUFCe5ZpwvHwoyRnUApY1wJhKgjWbGYKwpCYrxGMkEdamrIYpwVv98l/it5wrx7trNzvXVRt1cAJOwTnwwAXogFvQBT7AYAoewTN4sQrryXq13pajNavaOQa/YL1/AVpuk6w=</latexit>

k3
<latexit sha1_base64="MHGri+J4pfYsVFrKd/s81WoidAc=">AAAB+HicbVBPS8MwHE39O+e/qkcvwSF4Ku0cqLehF48TrBtspaRpuoWlSUnSwSj7Jl48qHj1o3jz25huFXT6IOTx3u9HXl6UMaq0635aK6tr6xubta369s7u3r59cPigRC4x8bFgQvYipAijnPiaakZ6mSQojRjpRuOb0u9OiFRU8Hs9zUiQoiGnCcVIGym07UEkWKymqbmK8Sw8D+2G6zTdEtB1Wt/EXRCvIg1QoRPaH4NY4DwlXGOGlOp7bqaDAklNMSOz+iBXJEN4jIakbyhHKVFBMU8+g6dGiWEipDlcw7n6c6NAqSrDmckU6ZFa9krxP6+f6+QyKCjPck04XjyU5AxqAcsaYEwlwZpNDUFYUpMV4hGSCGtTVt2U4C1/+S/xm86V4921Gu3rqo0aOAYn4Ax44AK0wS3oAB9gMAGP4Bm8WIX1ZL1ab4vRFavaOQK/YL1/AVvxk60=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="MHGri+J4pfYsVFrKd/s81WoidAc=">AAAB+HicbVBPS8MwHE39O+e/qkcvwSF4Ku0cqLehF48TrBtspaRpuoWlSUnSwSj7Jl48qHj1o3jz25huFXT6IOTx3u9HXl6UMaq0635aK6tr6xubta369s7u3r59cPigRC4x8bFgQvYipAijnPiaakZ6mSQojRjpRuOb0u9OiFRU8Hs9zUiQoiGnCcVIGym07UEkWKymqbmK8Sw8D+2G6zTdEtB1Wt/EXRCvIg1QoRPaH4NY4DwlXGOGlOp7bqaDAklNMSOz+iBXJEN4jIakbyhHKVFBMU8+g6dGiWEipDlcw7n6c6NAqSrDmckU6ZFa9krxP6+f6+QyKCjPck04XjyU5AxqAcsaYEwlwZpNDUFYUpMV4hGSCGtTVt2U4C1/+S/xm86V4921Gu3rqo0aOAYn4Ax44AK0wS3oAB9gMAGP4Bm8WIX1ZL1ab4vRFavaOQK/YL1/AVvxk60=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="MHGri+J4pfYsVFrKd/s81WoidAc=">AAAB+HicbVBPS8MwHE39O+e/qkcvwSF4Ku0cqLehF48TrBtspaRpuoWlSUnSwSj7Jl48qHj1o3jz25huFXT6IOTx3u9HXl6UMaq0635aK6tr6xubta369s7u3r59cPigRC4x8bFgQvYipAijnPiaakZ6mSQojRjpRuOb0u9OiFRU8Hs9zUiQoiGnCcVIGym07UEkWKymqbmK8Sw8D+2G6zTdEtB1Wt/EXRCvIg1QoRPaH4NY4DwlXGOGlOp7bqaDAklNMSOz+iBXJEN4jIakbyhHKVFBMU8+g6dGiWEipDlcw7n6c6NAqSrDmckU6ZFa9krxP6+f6+QyKCjPck04XjyU5AxqAcsaYEwlwZpNDUFYUpMV4hGSCGtTVt2U4C1/+S/xm86V4921Gu3rqo0aOAYn4Ax44AK0wS3oAB9gMAGP4Bm8WIX1ZL1ab4vRFavaOQK/YL1/AVvxk60=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="MHGri+J4pfYsVFrKd/s81WoidAc=">AAAB+HicbVBPS8MwHE39O+e/qkcvwSF4Ku0cqLehF48TrBtspaRpuoWlSUnSwSj7Jl48qHj1o3jz25huFXT6IOTx3u9HXl6UMaq0635aK6tr6xubta369s7u3r59cPigRC4x8bFgQvYipAijnPiaakZ6mSQojRjpRuOb0u9OiFRU8Hs9zUiQoiGnCcVIGym07UEkWKymqbmK8Sw8D+2G6zTdEtB1Wt/EXRCvIg1QoRPaH4NY4DwlXGOGlOp7bqaDAklNMSOz+iBXJEN4jIakbyhHKVFBMU8+g6dGiWEipDlcw7n6c6NAqSrDmckU6ZFa9krxP6+f6+QyKCjPck04XjyU5AxqAcsaYEwlwZpNDUFYUpMV4hGSCGtTVt2U4C1/+S/xm86V4921Gu3rqo0aOAYn4Ax44AK0wS3oAB9gMAGP4Bm8WIX1ZL1ab4vRFavaOQK/YL1/AVvxk60=</latexit>

k3
<latexit sha1_base64="4KWWBxv8U9ry/wfDW+mks8Wyi/o=">AAAB+HicdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3g0VwFZJafOyKblxWMLbQhjCZTNqhk5kwMymU0D9x40LFrZ/izr9x0geo6IHhHs69l3vmRBmjSrvup1VZWV1b36hu1ra2d3b37P2DByVyiYmPBROyGyFFGOXE11Qz0s0kQWnESCca3ZT9zphIRQW/15OMBCkacJpQjLSRQtvuR4LFapKaUoym4Vlo112n4ZaArtNckvM58ZxZdetggXZof/RjgfOUcI0ZUqrnuZkOCiQ1xYxMa/1ckQzhERqQnqEcpUQFxcz5FJ4YJYaJkOZxDWfq940Cpao0ZyZTpIfqd68U/+r1cp1cBgXlWa4Jx/NDSc6gFrCMAcZUEqzZxBCEJTVeIR4iibA2YdVMCMufwv+J33CuHO+uWW9dL9KogiNwDE6BBy5AC9yCNvABBmPwCJ7Bi1VYT9ar9TYfrViLnUPwA9b7F2Rzk7M=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4KWWBxv8U9ry/wfDW+mks8Wyi/o=">AAAB+HicdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3g0VwFZJafOyKblxWMLbQhjCZTNqhk5kwMymU0D9x40LFrZ/izr9x0geo6IHhHs69l3vmRBmjSrvup1VZWV1b36hu1ra2d3b37P2DByVyiYmPBROyGyFFGOXE11Qz0s0kQWnESCca3ZT9zphIRQW/15OMBCkacJpQjLSRQtvuR4LFapKaUoym4Vlo112n4ZaArtNckvM58ZxZdetggXZof/RjgfOUcI0ZUqrnuZkOCiQ1xYxMa/1ckQzhERqQnqEcpUQFxcz5FJ4YJYaJkOZxDWfq940Cpao0ZyZTpIfqd68U/+r1cp1cBgXlWa4Jx/NDSc6gFrCMAcZUEqzZxBCEJTVeIR4iibA2YdVMCMufwv+J33CuHO+uWW9dL9KogiNwDE6BBy5AC9yCNvABBmPwCJ7Bi1VYT9ar9TYfrViLnUPwA9b7F2Rzk7M=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4KWWBxv8U9ry/wfDW+mks8Wyi/o=">AAAB+HicdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3g0VwFZJafOyKblxWMLbQhjCZTNqhk5kwMymU0D9x40LFrZ/izr9x0geo6IHhHs69l3vmRBmjSrvup1VZWV1b36hu1ra2d3b37P2DByVyiYmPBROyGyFFGOXE11Qz0s0kQWnESCca3ZT9zphIRQW/15OMBCkacJpQjLSRQtvuR4LFapKaUoym4Vlo112n4ZaArtNckvM58ZxZdetggXZof/RjgfOUcI0ZUqrnuZkOCiQ1xYxMa/1ckQzhERqQnqEcpUQFxcz5FJ4YJYaJkOZxDWfq940Cpao0ZyZTpIfqd68U/+r1cp1cBgXlWa4Jx/NDSc6gFrCMAcZUEqzZxBCEJTVeIR4iibA2YdVMCMufwv+J33CuHO+uWW9dL9KogiNwDE6BBy5AC9yCNvABBmPwCJ7Bi1VYT9ar9TYfrViLnUPwA9b7F2Rzk7M=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4KWWBxv8U9ry/wfDW+mks8Wyi/o=">AAAB+HicdVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEs3g0VwFZJafOyKblxWMLbQhjCZTNqhk5kwMymU0D9x40LFrZ/izr9x0geo6IHhHs69l3vmRBmjSrvup1VZWV1b36hu1ra2d3b37P2DByVyiYmPBROyGyFFGOXE11Qz0s0kQWnESCca3ZT9zphIRQW/15OMBCkacJpQjLSRQtvuR4LFapKaUoym4Vlo112n4ZaArtNckvM58ZxZdetggXZof/RjgfOUcI0ZUqrnuZkOCiQ1xYxMa/1ckQzhERqQnqEcpUQFxcz5FJ4YJYaJkOZxDWfq940Cpao0ZyZTpIfqd68U/+r1cp1cBgXlWa4Jx/NDSc6gFrCMAcZUEqzZxBCEJTVeIR4iibA2YdVMCMufwv+J33CuHO+uWW9dL9KogiNwDE6BBy5AC9yCNvABBmPwCJ7Bi1VYT9ar9TYfrViLnUPwA9b7F2Rzk7M=</latexit>

k2
<latexit sha1_base64="8YZJQSLm8V2iXe7KuwSosuIRX6I=">AAAB+HicdVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfUZduBovgKqSl+NgV3bisYLTQhjCZTNqhk0yYmRRK6J+4caHi1k9x59846QNU9MBwD+feyz1zwowzpV3306qsrK6tb1Q3a1vbO7t79v7BvRK5JNQjggvZDbGinKXU00xz2s0kxUnI6UM4ui77D2MqFRPpnZ5k1E/wIGUxI1gbKbDtfih4pCaJKcVoGjQDu+46TbcEcp3WkpzNScOZVbcOC3QC+6MfCZInNNWEY6V6DTfTfoGlZoTTaa2fK5phMsID2jM0xQlVfjFzPkUnRolQLKR5qUYz9ftGgRNVmjOTCdZD9btXin/1ermOL/yCpVmuaUrmh+KcIy1QGQOKmKRE84khmEhmvCIyxBITbcKqmRCWP0X/E6/pXDqN21a9fbVIowpHcAyn0IBzaMMNdMADAmN4hGd4sQrryXq13uajFWuxcwg/YL1/AWLwk7I=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="8YZJQSLm8V2iXe7KuwSosuIRX6I=">AAAB+HicdVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfUZduBovgKqSl+NgV3bisYLTQhjCZTNqhk0yYmRRK6J+4caHi1k9x59846QNU9MBwD+feyz1zwowzpV3306qsrK6tb1Q3a1vbO7t79v7BvRK5JNQjggvZDbGinKXU00xz2s0kxUnI6UM4ui77D2MqFRPpnZ5k1E/wIGUxI1gbKbDtfih4pCaJKcVoGjQDu+46TbcEcp3WkpzNScOZVbcOC3QC+6MfCZInNNWEY6V6DTfTfoGlZoTTaa2fK5phMsID2jM0xQlVfjFzPkUnRolQLKR5qUYz9ftGgRNVmjOTCdZD9btXin/1ermOL/yCpVmuaUrmh+KcIy1QGQOKmKRE84khmEhmvCIyxBITbcKqmRCWP0X/E6/pXDqN21a9fbVIowpHcAyn0IBzaMMNdMADAmN4hGd4sQrryXq13uajFWuxcwg/YL1/AWLwk7I=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="8YZJQSLm8V2iXe7KuwSosuIRX6I=">AAAB+HicdVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfUZduBovgKqSl+NgV3bisYLTQhjCZTNqhk0yYmRRK6J+4caHi1k9x59846QNU9MBwD+feyz1zwowzpV3306qsrK6tb1Q3a1vbO7t79v7BvRK5JNQjggvZDbGinKXU00xz2s0kxUnI6UM4ui77D2MqFRPpnZ5k1E/wIGUxI1gbKbDtfih4pCaJKcVoGjQDu+46TbcEcp3WkpzNScOZVbcOC3QC+6MfCZInNNWEY6V6DTfTfoGlZoTTaa2fK5phMsID2jM0xQlVfjFzPkUnRolQLKR5qUYz9ftGgRNVmjOTCdZD9btXin/1ermOL/yCpVmuaUrmh+KcIy1QGQOKmKRE84khmEhmvCIyxBITbcKqmRCWP0X/E6/pXDqN21a9fbVIowpHcAyn0IBzaMMNdMADAmN4hGd4sQrryXq13uajFWuxcwg/YL1/AWLwk7I=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="8YZJQSLm8V2iXe7KuwSosuIRX6I=">AAAB+HicdVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfUZduBovgKqSl+NgV3bisYLTQhjCZTNqhk0yYmRRK6J+4caHi1k9x59846QNU9MBwD+feyz1zwowzpV3306qsrK6tb1Q3a1vbO7t79v7BvRK5JNQjggvZDbGinKXU00xz2s0kxUnI6UM4ui77D2MqFRPpnZ5k1E/wIGUxI1gbKbDtfih4pCaJKcVoGjQDu+46TbcEcp3WkpzNScOZVbcOC3QC+6MfCZInNNWEY6V6DTfTfoGlZoTTaa2fK5phMsID2jM0xQlVfjFzPkUnRolQLKR5qUYz9ftGgRNVmjOTCdZD9btXin/1ermOL/yCpVmuaUrmh+KcIy1QGQOKmKRE84khmEhmvCIyxBITbcKqmRCWP0X/E6/pXDqN21a9fbVIowpHcAyn0IBzaMMNdMADAmN4hGd4sQrryXq13uajFWuxcwg/YL1/AWLwk7I=</latexit>
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Figure 2. Top - Visualisation of three extremes of triangle configuration that
may be considered when measuring the bispectrum. Bottom - Illustration
of how the radius (R) of features and the clustering properties (via their
separation D) correspond to wavenumber k.

blue triangle illustrated in the top panel of Fig. 2). This combina-
tion results in a modulation of the larger-scale mode on the smaller
scale modes, see Lewis (2011) for an illustration of this type of
configuration.

When we calculate the bispectrum we first FFT our dataset,
in doing so we essentially convolve three such waves with our data
and average the combination to produce the three different �(ki)
corresponding to whatever triangle configuration we are probing.
We then multiply these three �(ki) together to get our bispectrum
estimate. The bispectrum is thus sensitive to whether structure in
the data is in or out of phase with the three Fourier waves associated
with the FFTs. The sign of the bispectrum is therefore sensitive to
whether the data contains above or below-average concentrations
of signal. A positive bispectrum tells us there are concentrations
of above-average signal surrounded by below-average regions. A
negative bispectrum tells us that there are concentrations of below-
average regions of signal surrounded by above-average regions of
signal (Lewis 2011).

A real 21-cm map is unlikely to exhibit such distinct structures
as discussed above, instead the topology of the map will result in
a non-zero bispectrum for a range of triangle shapes, with its sign
depending on whether the bispectrum is driven by above or below-
average concentrations of signal. It will be the relative amplitudes
of the bispectrum between different triangle configurations that will
provide some information as to the nature of structure within the
dataset. For example, the bispectrum will have greatest amplitude
for the equilateral configuration on a given scale if,

(i) the signal is concentrated in clumps that follow the filaments
of the equilateral interference pattern to some degree, and/or;

(ii) the distribution is such that the signal filaments are also sep-
arated by a similar scale to the filaments in the equilateral interfer-
ence pattern. Like the separation D of the two yellow ellipses in
the bottom plot of Fig. 2 for which k = 2⇡/D;

(iii) the bispectrum for the equilateral configuration at a given
scale will be further boosted if signal is concentrated in clumps of
similar shape and size to the circular cross-section of the filaments
corresponding to the equilateral interference pattern. Like the yel-
low ellipse in the bottom plot of Fig. 2 for which k = 2⇡/(4R).

The bispectrum will be a more noisy statistic to measure than
the power spectrum (as we will see later for Gaussian noise the bis-
pectrum covariance is connected to the triple product of the noise
power spectrum, see also Yoshiura et al. 2015), and is also challeng-
ing to visualise (given that it is a function of two k vectors rather
than just one). We therefore restrict our analysis to the spherically-
averaged bispectrum in the discussion that follows. Whenever the
bispectrum is measured from gridded data, a binwidth of at least
one pixel must be allowed on each triangle side. Therefore we never
probe the bispectrum of a perfectly defined triangle; we instead
measure the average bispectrum for a selection of different (but
very similar) triangles. We choose to further bin the bispectrum in
order to reduce sampling noise in the statistic. For all equilateral
configurations we bin over cos(✓) ± 0.05, where ✓ is the angle in
radians between k1 and k2. As well as the equilateral configuration,
we consider configurations where k2 = N k1 (for which we restrict
ourselves to integer factors of N ). The bispectra for these config-
urations are presented as a function of ✓/⇡ radians and are binned
over ✓ ± 0.1 radians. For both binning choices we have checked
that this binning choice produces a bispectrum consistent with the
unbinned calculations.

We use the FFT bispectrum algorithm described in Watkinson
et al. (2017) to measure the bispectrum, this provides a very fast
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The lowest order statistic that is sensitive to non-Gaussianity
in a dataset is the three-point correlation function, i.e. the excess
probability as a function of three points in the dataset. The Fourier
equivalent of the three-point correlation function is the bispectrum,
defined by

(2⇡)3B(k1,k2,k3)�
D(k1 + k2 + k3) = h�(k1)�(k2)�(k3)i ,

(1)

where angular brackets describe an ensemble-averaged quantity,
and �(k) is the Fourier Transform of the density contrast field
�(x) = ⇢(x)/h⇢(x)i � 1. The bispectrum has been studied ex-
tensively to constrain non-Gaussianity in large-scale structure, see
for example analysis of BOSS data by Gil-Marín et al. (2016), and
the cosmic microwave background (Planck Collaboration 2015).

The skewness8 is the zero-separation 3-point correlation
function ⇠(x1,x2,x3), which is related to the bispectrum
B(k1,k2,k3) (where k3 = �k1 � k2) as,

� = ⇠(0, 0, 0) =

Z
d3k1

(2⇡)3

Z
d3k2

(2⇡)3
B(k1,k2,k3) . (2)

Studies of the skewness of 21-cm simulated maps have highlighted
that there is a great deal of information to be gained from moving
beyond the power spectrum, which to date has been the main focus
of high-z 21-cm studies (Harker et al. 2009; Watkinson & Pritchard
2014; Shimabukuro et al. 2015; Watkinson et al. 2015; Watkinson
& Pritchard 2015).

As the bispectrum is a function of both the size and shape
of triangles formed by a closed loop of k-vectors, there will be
more information to be gained by measuring the bispectrum from
21-cm maps than there is from measuring only the skewness
(Shimabukuro et al. 2016,a). The challenge we face is that there
is a huge choice of triangle configurations that may be considered;
furthermore, the statistic is very time consuming to evaluate, typ-
ically involving a nested loop through a Fourier transformed (FT)
box9 in order to evaluate the bispectrum using direct measurement,

B(k1,k2,k3) =
1

(2⇡)3
1

Ntri

X

m2Tri123

�(k1)�(k2)�(k3) .

(3)

Tri123 describes the set of {k1,k2,k3} which form a triangle, i.e
where k1 + k2 + k3 = 0.

Simulations and observations of the high-z 21-cm signal pro-
duce large datasets, for example the SKA will have of order 20,000
pixels per frequency slice,10 and a typical simulation contains
> 5003 pixels. It will therefore be very time consuming to calculate
the above. In order to make bispectrum studies more tractable, we

8 The skewness � measures the asymmetry of the data’s probability density
function, i.e. � = h(xi � x)3i (where N describes the total pixels, and x
the mean of the pixel values xi), and is usually normalised by the cube of
the standard deviation �3.
9 For a real field V (x), which satisfies the Hermitian condition V ⇤(k) =
V (�k), only half the FT box need be looped through.
10 This calculation is based on the SKA 2015 configura-
tion, document number SKA-TEL-SKO-0000308 http://

skatelescope.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/

SKA-TEL-SKO-0000308_SKA1_System_Baseline_v2_

DescriptionRev01-part-1-signed.pdf

investigate a more efficient estimator, which we call the ‘FFT bis-
pectrum estimator’. This estimator is a recasting of Equation 3 that
allows the bispectrum to be calculated with a single loop through
the FT dataset, followed by six Fast-Fourier Transforms (FFT) and
a loop through the real-space data. Importantly, it is trivial to ex-
tend this estimator to higher orders than three, we therefore present
the general form of the estimator that may be used to calculate an
p
th-order statistic or polyspectrum.

This approach for measuring the bispectrum is described in
Scoccimarro (2015) and Sefusatti et al. (2016). The technique
has been used to measure the bispectrum from density fields and
galaxy clustering, initially without mention, for example Scocci-
marro (2000), Feldman et al. (2001), and Scoccimarro et al. (2001).
More recently, it has been explicitly applied; for example, Regan
et al. (2011), Schmittfull et al. (2012), Schneider et al. (2015), Gil-
Marín et al. (2016), and Byun et al. (2017). A similar approach has
also been applied using spherical harmonic transforms, instead of
FFTs, for CMB data in Komatsu et al. (2002). A similar technique
has also been used to speed up calculations of the three-point corre-
lation function (Slepian & Eisenstein 2015). The aim of this work
is (1) to describe how the estimator may practically be calculated,
and (2) to test the performance of the FFT polyspectra estimator
as applied to the bispectrum and power spectrum in the context of
21-cm cosmology, comparing it to both theoretical predictions and
a direct-measurement method. It is also hoped that this paper, by
devoting full attention to the practical application of the FFT esti-
mator, will raise the attention of the 21-cm community (as well as
other research communities) to its existence.

This paper is structured as follows: In Section 2, we present
the derivation of the FFT polyspectrum estimator, and discuss some
nice properties of this approach for measuring polyspectra with
p > 2. We also describe an algorithm that efficiently applies this
approach. We then specialise, in Section 3, to the case of the bis-
pectrum in order to test the effectiveness of the FFT polyspectrum
estimator. We measure the bispectrum from a non-linearly evolved
density field to evaluate the estimator’s accuracy on a weakly non-
Gaussian dataset. We then use a toy model for reionization to test
the FFT estimator’s accuracy when measuring the bispectrum from
a strongly non-Gaussian dataset. Finally, in Section 4 we conclude
the findings of this work. Unless otherwise stated, all units are co-
moving.

2 THE FFT POLYSPECTRUM ESTIMATOR

In this section we expand on a derivation in the thesis of Jeong
(2010), which in turn builds on the thesis of Sefusatti (2005), to
present a general expression for estimating the pth-order polyspec-
trum utilising FFTs. We also describe an algorithm that applies this
method for measuring polyspectra. We will then specialise to the
case of p = 2 (the power spectrum) and p = 3 (the bispectrum).
We will use the following FFT conventions for the remains of this
paper,

�(x) =
1
V

X
�(k)eik·x

,

�(k) = H

X
�(x)e�ik·x

,

(4)

where H = V/Npix, V is the volume under analysis, and Npix is
the total number of pixels in that volume.

As our simulations and data will be pixelised it is useful to
write the polyspectrum estimator in terms of dimensionless pixel
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ionization (�HII) and density (⇢/⇢) fields (2563 grids) for all
available snapshots between the emergence of the first ion-
izing sources at z ' 15 and the completion of reionization
at z ' 6.

3.2 Bispectrum

The bispectrum of a field T (x) is defined as the Fourier
transform of the three-point correlation function. For statis-
tically homogeneous and isotropic fields the bispectrum B

remains unchanged under translations and rotations, and is
described by,

(2⇡)3B(k1, k2, k3) �D(k1 + k2 + k3) = h�(k1)�(k2)�(k3)i, (4)

where �(k) is the Fourier transform of T (x), and �D is the
delta function, which yields 1 if k1+k2+k3 = 0 and 0 other-
wise. This implies that only closed triangles in k-space con-
tribute to the bispectrum. While the three-point correlation
function describes the excess probability of a spatial configu-
ration of three points in real space, the bispectrum provides
a measurement to which degree a structure described by the
closed triangle in k-space is present.

In contrast to the Fourier transformation of the two-
point correlation function, the power spectrum, the bis-
pectrum can be positive or negative. The sign of the bis-
pectrum is sensitive to whether the structure given by the
(k1,k2,k3) triangle in k-space coincides with the shape of
above- or below-average concentrations in the field T (x).
Above-average concentrations or enhanced over-densities
cause the bispectrum to be positive, while below-average
concentrations or enhanced under-densities result in a neg-
ative bispectrum.

Fig. 1 illustrates the di↵erent regimes of closed trian-
gle configurations and their corresponding fluctuations in
real space projected on a 2D plane. The 3D interference
pattern of the three k vectors forming a closed triangle ex-
tends perpendicular to the depicted plane - therefore Fig.
1 shows the cross section of the resulting filaments. As can
be seen from the middle panel, the equilateral configuration
(cos ✓ = �0.5) represents triangles whose real space fluctu-
ations are closest to filaments with a circular cross section.
As we shorten one leg of the triangle in k-space, i.e. moving
from the equilateral to the squeezed triangles, the cross sec-
tion of the filaments in real space becomes more elongated.
Likewise the filamentary structures become more plane-like,
as we move towards stretched triangles, i.e. stretching one
leg of the triangle in k-space. While the trends towards
cos ✓ = �1 and cos ✓ = 1 seem similar, their limiting cases
are rather di↵erent. A fully stretched (cos ✓ = 1) triangle
corresponds to plane-like fluctuations, while a fully squeezed
(cos ✓ = �1) triangle describes plane-like structures with a
large-scale modulation given by the shortest leg (k3 in Fig.
1). For fully squeezed triangles a positive (negative) bispec-
trum indicates that there is more (less) small-scale structure
where there is a large-scale above-average concentration, and
less (more) small-scale structure where there is a large-scale
below-average concentration (see also Lewis 2011).

From our ionization and density fields we derive the �HI

k1 k1

k2

k2

k3 k3

k1

k2 k3�

equilateral stretchedsqueezed

-1 � cos � < -0.5 cos � = -0.5 -0.5 < cos � � 1

B 
< 

0
B 

> 
0

� �

Figure 1. Di↵erent regimes of closed triangle configuration in
k-space (bottom) and their corresponding real space fluctuations
(top). A positive bispectrum indicates above-average concentra-
tions (red regions), and a negative bispectrum indicates below-
average concentrations (blue regions). The schematics also depict
our definition of the angle ✓ that is used throughout this paper.

and 21cm bispectra using the FFT-bispectrum estimator4

described in Watkinson et al. (2017). This algorithm recasts
equation 4 and utilises a number of fast Fourier transforma-
tions. In contrast to direct bispectrum measurements where
the triangles are explicitly constructed, the Dirac delta func-
tion in equation 4 is enforced by using filters in k-space. For
a more detailed description of the algorithm we refer the
reader to Watkinson et al. (2017) and comment here only
on our choice of binning. We aim to reduce the statistical
noise by binning the bispectrum over cos ✓ ± 0.05, with ✓

being the angle between the triangle legs k1 and k2. Our
bispectrum calculation includes constructing a filter for all
k1, k2 and k3 values in k-space. The discrete nature of our
ionization fields leads to all k-values having an uncertainty
that corresponds to at least the width of a cell in k-space.
While we could increase this uncertainty in k to increase
the number of triangles probed and thus reduce the noise in
our statistics, we refrain from doing so. This is because such
a measure would result in smoothing over an unreasonable
range of scales, especially at larger real-space scale lengths,
and lead to the disappearance of otherwise clear features.
We show the number of triangles probed in all bispectra
shown in this paper in Fig. 2.

Throughout this paper, we do not analyse the raw bis-
pectrum B(k1, k2, k3) (see equation 4) but the normalised

4 We have checked that our implementation of the FFT polyspec-
trum estimator reproduces the analytic test cases shown in Fig.
7 in Watkinson et al. (2017).
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Studying reionisation with the 21cm bispectrum

𝛑/|k|

See Watkinson+2018, Hutter+2019

21cm bispectrum during reionization 9

tracing Rion
cos � � 0.5
sensitive to Rneutral

reioniza
tion pro

ceeds Rion
Rneutral

ionized bubbles grow

abundance of neutral regions rises

equilateral stretchedsqueezed

kion= �/Rionlargescales smallscales
dominated by neutral regionsdominated by ionized regions

Figure 6. Evolutionary regimes of the �HI and 21cm bispectrum
throughout reionization. The lower panel shows how the three
major regimes for isosceles triangles with fixed legs k1 = k2 = k
can be determined. In these three regimes the bispectrum is (i)
sensitive to the peak of the size distribution of the ionized regions
(red), (ii) sensitive to the shapes of the neutral and ionized regions
(black), and (iii) sensitive to the abundance and shapes of the
neutral regions (blue). The upper panel sketches the typical shape
of the bispectra in these regimes, illustrating the typical cos ✓
values at which the bispectra change their sign.

an inside-out reionization scenario found in our simulations,
this confinement causes neutral filamentary structures to be
more likely to disappear first. This results in “hemmed-in”
neutral islands in under-dense voids dominating near the
end of reionization. These neutral islands tend to have sim-
ilar extensions in all spatial dimensions.

The size distributions and shapes of the ionized and
neutral regions determine the characteristics of the �HI bis-

pectra (amplitude, sign and scale where it flips signs). As we
consider scales comparable to the sizes of the ionized regions,
we find the bispectra to be negative for the most squeezed,
equilateral and slightly stretched triangles (0 . cos ✓ . 0.5).
On the other hand, the bispectrum is positive for more
stretched isosceles and non-isosceles triangles (cos ✓ & 0.5)
and slightly squeezed non-isosceles triangles (see e.g. third
and fourth row in Fig. 3 for isosceles and non-isosceles trian-
gles, respectively). This overall trend is in agreement with
Majumdar et al. (2018) and expected from the above de-
scription: the negative contributions from ionized regions
(representing below-average concentrations in the �HI field)
dominates at triangles that resemble sphere-like structures,
while the positive contributions from neutral regions domi-
nates at triangles that resemble plane-like structures.

We also study the impact of fesc on the link between the
characteristics seen in the �HI bispectra and the size distri-
bution of the ionized and neutral regions throughout reion-
ization. While all our reionization models yield comparable
reionization histories, they di↵er in the ionization topologies
due to the varying fesc prescriptions. Firstly, from Fig. 4 we
see that for all reionization models the peak of the size dis-
tributions of ionized (neutral) regions Rion (Rneutral) shifts
to larger (smaller) scales as reionization proceeds. Secondly
and more importantly, as has been already shown in Seiler
et al. (2019), ionized and neutral regions are larger for the
SFR than for the ejected fesc model: as can be seen in Fig. 4
and 5, the size distribution is shifted to larger scales as the
ionizing emissivity becomes more biased, i.e. fesc increases
with halo mass.

We use the discussion above to explicitly link the trian-
gle configurations, �HI bispectrum characteristics and sizes
of ionized and neutral regions. We start by reminding the
reader that the wave vector k = ⇡/R describes features of
length R (see Fig. 2 in Watkinson et al. 2019 for an expla-
nation). Thus, the bispectra in Fig. 3 with k1 = k2 = 0.4h

and 0.8h Mpc�1 reflect features with sizes of r ⇠ 8h
�1

and 4h
�1 Mpc, respectively. In the following we first discuss

isosceles triangles (k1 = k2) and move then to non-isosceles
triangles with k1 = 1

2
k2.

4.3.1 Isosceles triangles:

Given the peaks of the typical size distributions of ion-
ized (Rion) and neutral regions (Rneutral) and the real-space
scale of the two triangle legs with fixed lengths in k-space,
r1 = ⇡/k1 and r2 = ⇡/k2, we identify three consecutive
regimes within which either the ionized regions, their shapes,
or the neutral regions govern the bispectra characteristics:
The lower panel in Fig. 6 also illustrates our definition
of these regimes, while the upper panel shows the typical
shapes of the bispectra in these regimes, particularly the
triangle configurations at which the bispectra switch their
signs.

4.3.1.1 Beginning of reionization (r1 = r2 > Rion

and r1 = r2 < Rneutral): In the beginning of reionization,
i.e. as long as all real-space scales r = ⇡/k, traced by the tri-
angle legs probing the bispectrum, are larger than Rion, the
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The bispectrum is sensitive to whether 
structure in the data is in or out of phase 
with the three Fourier waves considered 
(k1, k2, k3 = - k1 - k2)

1. Sign. B > 0 : concentrations of above-
average signal surrounded by below-
average regions

2. Amplitude. Greatest amplitude for 
equilateral configuration if signal 
aggregated in clumps.

Reionisation progresses
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Phase information

Phase 
reshuffling

For a Gaussian random field,  phases are uniformly distributed on [0, 2𝜋], but 21cm signal 
non-Gaussian, esp. at late and early stages (Watkinson+2019; Majumdar+2018; Hutter+2019)

Real field Complex field

Amplitude Phase term

x̂(k) =
1

V

Z
dDr e�ik·rx(r)

1

x(r)

x̂(k) =
1

V

Z
dDr e�ik·rx(r)

1

x(r)

x̂(k) =
1

V

Z
dDr e�ik·rx(r)

x̂(k) = |x̂(k)| e i arg[x̂(k)]

1

FT

So far, mostly used to look at cosmic filaments & dark matter: Watts+2003, Levrier+2006, 
Obreschkow+2013, Eggemeier+2015.

x(r)

x̂(k) =
1

V

Z
dDr e�ik·rx(r)

x̂(k) = |x̂(k)| e i arg[x̂(k)]

|x̂(k)|2  ! P(k)

⌅3 (r, s) =
V 2

(2⇡)2D

ZZ
dDk dDq !D(pr)

B(k, q)
|B(k, q)|

✏̂(k, q) =
B(k, q)
|B(k, q)| = ei arg [B(k,q)]

eip·r �! !D(pr) =

8
<

:

sin (pr)

pr
if D = 3

J0(pr) if D = 2

s (r) =
V 1/2r3D/2

(2⇡)2D

ZZ

k,q⇡/r
dDk dDq !D(pr)

B(k, q)
|B(k, q)|

✏(r)

s(r) =
⇣ r

L

⌘3D/2 X

k,q⇡/r

!D (pr)
B (k, q)

|B (k, q) |

⌅(2)
3 (r) =

⇣ r

L

⌘3D/2 X
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!D (pr) |B (k, q) |

⌅(1)
3 (r) =

⇣ r
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⌘3D/2 X
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Phase information

New tool: the triangle correlation function

à derived from 3-PCF (IFT of bispectrum                                                             )

à inspired by the line correlation function (Obreschkow et al., 2013)

2 Adélie Gorce & Jonathan R. Pritchard

carry a limited amount of new information compared to the
2-PCF since they still make use of power spectrum informa-
tion. We therefore need to develop new statistical tools to
make the most out of upcoming observations, especially of
21cm tomographic imaging, which is a key science goal of
the future Square Kilometer Array (SKA, Pritchard et al.
2015; Koopmans et al. 2015; Mellema et al. 2015).

The observed visibilities of radio interferometers give
information directly in Fourier space, so that it is useful to
expand the ionisation field xH ii(r) (later called x(r)) in its
Fourier series:

xH ii(r) =
’

x̂H ii(k) e
i k ·r , (1)

The ionisation field x is real, but each x̂(k) is a complex
number which can be decomposed into an amplitude | x̂(k)|
and a phase �k so that x̂(k) = | x̂(k)| ei�k . Often, when
studying Fourier transforms, we consider the power spec-
trum P(k) = | x̂(k)|2 but then all the information contained
in the phases is lost. If the studied matter field is statisti-
cally homogeneous and isotropic, like a pure Gaussian ran-
dom field, then the phases are uniformly distributed on the
interval [0, 2⇡] (Watts et al. 2003) and, as mentioned before,
the study of the power spectrum is su�cient; reversely, any
form of anisotropy or inhomogeneity in the matter distribu-
tion must be traceable in the phases and should therefore
be used. In this work, we aim at evaluating the amount of
information we could extract from phases and add to the
usual power spectrum studies. Eventually, we want to use
phases to learn about the structure of the underlying ioni-
sation field and extract a characteristic length such as the
average radius of the ionised bubbles. In this perspective,
we develop a new statistical estimator, derived from the 3-
point correlationf function and solely based on phases, called
the triangle correlation function. It is derived from the line
correlation function proposed in Obreschkow et al. (2013)
to study linear structures in dark matter fields. To consider
phase information only, we compute statistics from the phase
factor ✏̂(k) defined in Eq. 2 rather than the whole Fourier
transform of the ionisation field x̂(k).

✏̂(k) = x̂(k)
| x̂(k)| = e

i arg [x̂(k)]. (2)

By construction, the phase factor has an amplitude of one,
so that its 2-PCF – and consequently its power spectrum,
will vanish. The simplest correlation function related to ✏̂(k)
is then its 3-PCF. It will not be correlated to the 2-PCF of
the overdensity field whatsoever, so that the information we
will gather from it will be fully independent and original
compared to the power spectrum.

To this day, only few has been done regarding Fourier
phases, mostly because of the lack of a solid statistical frame-
work to do so, and in particular, almost nothing regarding
the EoR. Thyagarajan et al. (2018) have shown that the
global 21cm signal can be detected in bispectrum phase spec-
tra, and mention a potential use of their results for H i in-
tensity mapping experiments. However, most of the existing
work is related to the study of galaxy clustering: although
the initial conditions to matter distribution in the Universe
are Gaussian, the growth of cosmic structures will lead to
some non-linearity and the distributions of both amplitudes
and phases will be altered (Watts et al. 2003; Levrier et al.
2006). By characterising this alteration, one hopes to learn

about the formation of cosmic structures and possibly about
the properties of dark matter (Obreschkow et al. 2013, see
also Wolstenhulme et al. 2015; Eggemeier et al. 2015).

Characterising the morphology, i.e. the shape or size dis-
tribution of H ii regions at di↵erent redshifts through 21cm
tomography is essential to the study of reionisation. For now,
two types of metrics have been proposed to do so: Minkowski
functionals of isodensity surfaces (Gleser et al. 2006; Lee
et al. 2008) and bubble sizes distributions (BSD). Using
Minkowski functionals on tomographic images, we could ob-
tain information about the stage of the reionisation pro-
cess or a general idea of its topology by comparing with
a reference, i.e. the Minkowski functionals computed for a
simulation with known characteristics. However, bubble size
distributions give more quantitative results as they allow
a direct estimation of the size of ionised regions in a H ii
field. To derive them, three main methods can be found in
the literature, namely the friend-of-friends algorithm (Iliev
et al. 2006), based on the connections between ionised re-
gions; the spherical average method, which looks for the
largest spherical volume which can fit in the ionisation field
(Zahn et al. 2007); and the mean-free-path method, used
in the semi-numerical simulation 21cmFAST, which takes
random points and traces the distribution of their distance
to the closest edge of the ionised region they are located
in (Mesinger & Furlanetto 2007). An interesting review and
comparison of these methods is made in Lin et al. (2016)
for clean simulation images and in Giri et al. (2018a) for
simulated 21cm tomographic data, including observational
e↵ects. A new method, which the authors call granulom-
etry, has been recently presented in Kakiichi et al. (2017).
This method allows, thanks to a strong mathematical frame-
work, to trace the distribution of ionised regions sizes and
is proven by the authors to be applicable to future SKA ob-
servations with the correct observing strategies. Lin et al.
(2016) have also extended to 3D the well-known watershed
algorithm. The idea is to connect same value pixels with
each other to find isodensity lines i.e. edges of characteristic
structures. Finally, Giri et al. (2018b) applied the image pro-
cessing method called superpixels to simulated noisy 21cm
tomographic images. This technique is based on the overseg-
mentation of the data using the SLIC algorithm and seems
to perform better than most current techniques for the late
stages of EoR. Note that all these techniques require real
space data: one of the main advantages of our method is
that it can be used directly on data in Fourier space.

In this paper, we first describe what is the 21cm signal,
which will provide the observations we will eventually apply
our method on. Then Section 3 we develop the mathematical
formalism leading to the definition of the triangle correlation
function, and in particular the definitions of n-point corre-
lation functions and poly-spectra. In Section 4, we apply
our method to simulated ionisation fields, either filled with
randomly distributed ionised bubbles or outputs of the EMMA
simulation (Aubert et al. 2015). Results are finally discussed
in Section 5 and summarised in Section 6.

2 THE 21CM SIGNAL

The neutral hydrogen 21cm line corresponds to the spin-
flip transition of an electron between the two hyperfine levels

MNRAS 000, 1–12 (2018)

Will use the phase factor:

The triangle correlation function 3

of the ground state of the atom. As a tracer of neutral hy-
drogen, it is naturally a very interesting observable to learn
about the EoR and for the last decades, many e↵orts have
been made to design experiments capable of detecting this
signal, despite its low amplitude, strong foregrounds and
huge calibration challenges. The 21cm signal is seen with re-
spect to a radio background, which we usually take to be the
CMB. When we consider the spin temperature to be coupled
to the kinetic temperature and the gas to be warmer than
the CMB, we can write the evolution of the observed dif-
ferential 21cm brightness temperature as (Pritchard & Loeb
2012):

�Tb = 27mK xH i (1 + �b)
⌦bh

2

0.023

s
0.15

⌦mh2

r
1 + z

10

✓
1 � TCMB

TS

◆

' T0(z) (1 + �b) xH i,

(3)

where TS is the spin temperature, which characterises the rel-
ative populations of the two spin states, and �b the baryon
overdensity. The approximation on the second line comes
from the fact that during the late stages of reionisation,
the spin temperature dominates the CMB temperature, so
that their ratio tends to zero and the last term of the equa-
tion turns to 1. From this we can map the signal on the
sky and interpret cold spots, i.e. regions where the signal is
weaker than average, either as ionised or underdense regions;
and hot spots as neutral or overdense regions. Being able to
di↵erentiate underdense from ionised regions in brightness
temperature measurements is a major challenge of 21cm to-
mography and is tackled in details in Giri et al. (2018a).
Here, we will limit ourselves to the situation where all cold
spots are ionised regions.

Because of redshift, a photon emitted with a wavelength
of 21cm about 100 million years after the Big Bang will reach
us today with a frequency of 30 to 200 MHz i.e. the frequency
range of the new generation of radio interferometers, such
as the Murchison Widefield Array (MWA, Bowman et al.
2013) and the Precision Array to Probe the Epoch of Reion-
ization (Ali et al. 2015, PAPER, ), the low frequency array
(LOFAR, Yatawatta et al. 2013), and the Square Kilome-
ter Array (SKA, Koopmans et al. 2015): many observations
are expected to increase our knowledge of the EoR in the
coming 10 to 20 years.

3 CONSTRUCTION OF THE TRIANGLE
CORRELATION FUNCTION

For a real ionisation field x(r) of volume V in dimension
D, the n-point correlation function (n-PCF) is defined as:

⌅n(r1, ..., rn�1) =
1

V

π
d
D

r

n�1÷
j=1

x(r + r j ), (4)

where rn = 0. If we average this definition over all possible
rotations, we obtain the isotropic n-PCF ⇠n. As can be seen
on Eq. 4, the n-PCFs are convolutions and it will be easier
to compute them in Fourier space. The Fourier transform of
the n-PCF is called the n

th poly-spectrum Pn such that

Pn (k1, . . . kn�1) = x̂(k1) . . . x̂(kn�1) x̂

⇣
�
’

k j
⌘
, (5)

where the H ii indices have been omitted for simplicity; and

⌅n (r1, . . . rn�1) =
✓

V

(2⇡)D

◆n�1 π
d
D

k1 e
ik1 ·r1 . . .

⇥
π

d
D

kn�1 e
ikn�1 ·rn�1 Pn (k1, . . . kn�1) .

(6)

For n = 2, P2 is called the power spectrum P(k) and for
n = 3, we have the bispectrum B(k, q) such that

P(k) = x̂(k) x̂(�k) = | x̂(k)|2, (7a)

B(k, q) = x̂(k) x̂(q) x̂(�k � q), (7b)

where we have used the fact that, because x (r) is a real field,
its Fourier transform will verify x̂(�k) = x̂

⇤(k).
Consider the 3-point correlation function (3-PCF), i.e.

the inverse Fourier transform of the bispectrum in dimension
D:

⌅3 (r, s) =
V

2

(2⇡)2D

∫
d
D

k d
D

q e
i(k ·r+q ·s) B(k, q). (8)

In order to study filamentary structures in a matter field,
Obreschkow et al. (2013, hereafter O13) consider the 3-PCF
in Eq. 8 for r = �s. Because we look for spherical structures,
we will rather consider two vectors r and s forming an equi-
lateral triangle, as it is the three-point shape closest to a
sphere. In this case, s is just r rotated by an angle ⇡/3 so
that, in 3D:

8>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>:
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1

2
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2
ry
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1

2
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(9)

where the 2D case is limited to the first two equations1. Let
p such that

p =
©≠≠
´
kx +

1

2
qx +

p
3

2
qy
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p

3

2
qx +

1

2
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kz + qz

™ÆÆ
¨
, (10)

then we can write k · r + q · s = p · r in Eq. 8. If we choose
to consider the phase factor of the bispectrum rather than
its full form (see Eq. 2), we find the modified 3-PCF in
dimension D

⌅⇤
3
(r) = V

2

(2⇡)2D

∫
d
D

k d
D

q e
ip ·r B (k, q)

|B (k, q) | . (11)

A rotational average of the above expression gives the
isotropic modified 3-PCF:

⇠⇤
3
(r) ⌘ V

2

(2⇡)2D

∫
d
D

k d
D

q !D (pr) B (k, q)
|B (k, q) | , (12)

with !D is the window function defined by

!D(x) =
8>><
>>:

sin (x)
x

if D = 3,

J0(x) if D = 2,
(13)

1 Note that in the actual computation of the triangle correlation
function, we will consider rotations not only around the z-axis
but also around the other two.
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of the ground state of the atom. As a tracer of neutral hy-
drogen, it is naturally a very interesting observable to learn
about the EoR and for the last decades, many e↵orts have
been made to design experiments capable of detecting this
signal, despite its low amplitude, strong foregrounds and
huge calibration challenges. The 21cm signal is seen with re-
spect to a radio background, which we usually take to be the
CMB. When we consider the spin temperature to be coupled
to the kinetic temperature and the gas to be warmer than
the CMB, we can write the evolution of the observed dif-
ferential 21cm brightness temperature as (Pritchard & Loeb
2012):
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where TS is the spin temperature, which characterises the rel-
ative populations of the two spin states, and �b the baryon
overdensity. The approximation on the second line comes
from the fact that during the late stages of reionisation,
the spin temperature dominates the CMB temperature, so
that their ratio tends to zero and the last term of the equa-
tion turns to 1. From this we can map the signal on the
sky and interpret cold spots, i.e. regions where the signal is
weaker than average, either as ionised or underdense regions;
and hot spots as neutral or overdense regions. Being able to
di↵erentiate underdense from ionised regions in brightness
temperature measurements is a major challenge of 21cm to-
mography and is tackled in details in Giri et al. (2018a).
Here, we will limit ourselves to the situation where all cold
spots are ionised regions.

Because of redshift, a photon emitted with a wavelength
of 21cm about 100 million years after the Big Bang will reach
us today with a frequency of 30 to 200 MHz i.e. the frequency
range of the new generation of radio interferometers, such
as the Murchison Widefield Array (MWA, Bowman et al.
2013) and the Precision Array to Probe the Epoch of Reion-
ization (Ali et al. 2015, PAPER, ), the low frequency array
(LOFAR, Yatawatta et al. 2013), and the Square Kilome-
ter Array (SKA, Koopmans et al. 2015): many observations
are expected to increase our knowledge of the EoR in the
coming 10 to 20 years.

3 CONSTRUCTION OF THE TRIANGLE
CORRELATION FUNCTION

For a real ionisation field x(r) of volume V in dimension
D, the n-point correlation function (n-PCF) is defined as:

⌅n(r1, ..., rn�1) =
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where rn = 0. If we average this definition over all possible
rotations, we obtain the isotropic n-PCF ⇠n. As can be seen
on Eq. 4, the n-PCFs are convolutions and it will be easier
to compute them in Fourier space. The Fourier transform of
the n-PCF is called the n

th poly-spectrum Pn such that
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For n = 2, P2 is called the power spectrum P(k) and for
n = 3, we have the bispectrum B(k, q) such that

P(k) = x̂(k) x̂(�k) = | x̂(k)|2, (7a)

B(k, q) = x̂(k) x̂(q) x̂(�k � q), (7b)

where we have used the fact that, because x (r) is a real field,
its Fourier transform will verify x̂(�k) = x̂

⇤(k).
Consider the 3-point correlation function (3-PCF), i.e.

the inverse Fourier transform of the bispectrum in dimension
D:
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In order to study filamentary structures in a matter field,
Obreschkow et al. (2013, hereafter O13) consider the 3-PCF
in Eq. 8 for r = �s. Because we look for spherical structures,
we will rather consider two vectors r and s forming an equi-
lateral triangle, as it is the three-point shape closest to a
sphere. In this case, s is just r rotated by an angle ⇡/3 so
that, in 3D:
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then we can write k · r + q · s = p · r in Eq. 8. If we choose
to consider the phase factor of the bispectrum rather than
its full form (see Eq. 2), we find the modified 3-PCF in
dimension D
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A rotational average of the above expression gives the
isotropic modified 3-PCF:
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with !D is the window function defined by
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(13)

1 Note that in the actual computation of the triangle correlation
function, we will consider rotations not only around the z-axis
but also around the other two.
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carry a limited amount of new information compared to the
2-PCF since they still make use of power spectrum informa-
tion. We therefore need to develop new statistical tools to
make the most out of upcoming observations, especially of
21cm tomographic imaging, which is a key science goal of
the future Square Kilometer Array (SKA, Pritchard et al.
2015; Koopmans et al. 2015; Mellema et al. 2015).

The observed visibilities of radio interferometers give
information directly in Fourier space, so that it is useful to
expand the ionisation field xH ii(r) (later called x(r)) in its
Fourier series:

xH ii(r) =
’

x̂H ii(k) e
i k ·r , (1)

The ionisation field x is real, but each x̂(k) is a complex
number which can be decomposed into an amplitude | x̂(k)|
and a phase �k so that x̂(k) = | x̂(k)| ei�k . Often, when
studying Fourier transforms, we consider the power spec-
trum P(k) = | x̂(k)|2 but then all the information contained
in the phases is lost. If the studied matter field is statisti-
cally homogeneous and isotropic, like a pure Gaussian ran-
dom field, then the phases are uniformly distributed on the
interval [0, 2⇡] (Watts et al. 2003) and, as mentioned before,
the study of the power spectrum is su�cient; reversely, any
form of anisotropy or inhomogeneity in the matter distribu-
tion must be traceable in the phases and should therefore
be used. In this work, we aim at evaluating the amount of
information we could extract from phases and add to the
usual power spectrum studies. Eventually, we want to use
phases to learn about the structure of the underlying ioni-
sation field and extract a characteristic length such as the
average radius of the ionised bubbles. In this perspective,
we develop a new statistical estimator, derived from the 3-
point correlationf function and solely based on phases, called
the triangle correlation function. It is derived from the line
correlation function proposed in Obreschkow et al. (2013)
to study linear structures in dark matter fields. To consider
phase information only, we compute statistics from the phase
factor ✏̂(k) defined in Eq. 2 rather than the whole Fourier
transform of the ionisation field x̂(k).

✏̂(k) = x̂(k)
| x̂(k)| = e

i arg [x̂(k)]. (2)

By construction, the phase factor has an amplitude of one,
so that its 2-PCF – and consequently its power spectrum,
will vanish. The simplest correlation function related to ✏̂(k)
is then its 3-PCF. It will not be correlated to the 2-PCF of
the overdensity field whatsoever, so that the information we
will gather from it will be fully independent and original
compared to the power spectrum.

To this day, only few has been done regarding Fourier
phases, mostly because of the lack of a solid statistical frame-
work to do so, and in particular, almost nothing regarding
the EoR. Thyagarajan et al. (2018) have shown that the
global 21cm signal can be detected in bispectrum phase spec-
tra, and mention a potential use of their results for H i in-
tensity mapping experiments. However, most of the existing
work is related to the study of galaxy clustering: although
the initial conditions to matter distribution in the Universe
are Gaussian, the growth of cosmic structures will lead to
some non-linearity and the distributions of both amplitudes
and phases will be altered (Watts et al. 2003; Levrier et al.
2006). By characterising this alteration, one hopes to learn

about the formation of cosmic structures and possibly about
the properties of dark matter (Obreschkow et al. 2013, see
also Wolstenhulme et al. 2015; Eggemeier et al. 2015).

Characterising the morphology, i.e. the shape or size dis-
tribution of H ii regions at di↵erent redshifts through 21cm
tomography is essential to the study of reionisation. For now,
two types of metrics have been proposed to do so: Minkowski
functionals of isodensity surfaces (Gleser et al. 2006; Lee
et al. 2008) and bubble sizes distributions (BSD). Using
Minkowski functionals on tomographic images, we could ob-
tain information about the stage of the reionisation pro-
cess or a general idea of its topology by comparing with
a reference, i.e. the Minkowski functionals computed for a
simulation with known characteristics. However, bubble size
distributions give more quantitative results as they allow
a direct estimation of the size of ionised regions in a H ii
field. To derive them, three main methods can be found in
the literature, namely the friend-of-friends algorithm (Iliev
et al. 2006), based on the connections between ionised re-
gions; the spherical average method, which looks for the
largest spherical volume which can fit in the ionisation field
(Zahn et al. 2007); and the mean-free-path method, used
in the semi-numerical simulation 21cmFAST, which takes
random points and traces the distribution of their distance
to the closest edge of the ionised region they are located
in (Mesinger & Furlanetto 2007). An interesting review and
comparison of these methods is made in Lin et al. (2016)
for clean simulation images and in Giri et al. (2018a) for
simulated 21cm tomographic data, including observational
e↵ects. A new method, which the authors call granulom-
etry, has been recently presented in Kakiichi et al. (2017).
This method allows, thanks to a strong mathematical frame-
work, to trace the distribution of ionised regions sizes and
is proven by the authors to be applicable to future SKA ob-
servations with the correct observing strategies. Lin et al.
(2016) have also extended to 3D the well-known watershed
algorithm. The idea is to connect same value pixels with
each other to find isodensity lines i.e. edges of characteristic
structures. Finally, Giri et al. (2018b) applied the image pro-
cessing method called superpixels to simulated noisy 21cm
tomographic images. This technique is based on the overseg-
mentation of the data using the SLIC algorithm and seems
to perform better than most current techniques for the late
stages of EoR. Note that all these techniques require real
space data: one of the main advantages of our method is
that it can be used directly on data in Fourier space.

In this paper, we first describe what is the 21cm signal,
which will provide the observations we will eventually apply
our method on. Then Section 3 we develop the mathematical
formalism leading to the definition of the triangle correlation
function, and in particular the definitions of n-point corre-
lation functions and poly-spectra. In Section 4, we apply
our method to simulated ionisation fields, either filled with
randomly distributed ionised bubbles or outputs of the EMMA
simulation (Aubert et al. 2015). Results are finally discussed
in Section 5 and summarised in Section 6.

2 THE 21CM SIGNAL

The neutral hydrogen 21cm line corresponds to the spin-
flip transition of an electron between the two hyperfine levels
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of the ground state of the atom. As a tracer of neutral hy-
drogen, it is naturally a very interesting observable to learn
about the EoR and for the last decades, many e↵orts have
been made to design experiments capable of detecting this
signal, despite its low amplitude, strong foregrounds and
huge calibration challenges. The 21cm signal is seen with re-
spect to a radio background, which we usually take to be the
CMB. When we consider the spin temperature to be coupled
to the kinetic temperature and the gas to be warmer than
the CMB, we can write the evolution of the observed dif-
ferential 21cm brightness temperature as (Pritchard & Loeb
2012):

�Tb = 27mK xH i (1 + �b)
⌦bh

2

0.023

s
0.15

⌦mh2

r
1 + z

10

✓
1 � TCMB

TS

◆

' T0(z) (1 + �b) xH i,

(3)

where TS is the spin temperature, which characterises the rel-
ative populations of the two spin states, and �b the baryon
overdensity. The approximation on the second line comes
from the fact that during the late stages of reionisation,
the spin temperature dominates the CMB temperature, so
that their ratio tends to zero and the last term of the equa-
tion turns to 1. From this we can map the signal on the
sky and interpret cold spots, i.e. regions where the signal is
weaker than average, either as ionised or underdense regions;
and hot spots as neutral or overdense regions. Being able to
di↵erentiate underdense from ionised regions in brightness
temperature measurements is a major challenge of 21cm to-
mography and is tackled in details in Giri et al. (2018a).
Here, we will limit ourselves to the situation where all cold
spots are ionised regions.

Because of redshift, a photon emitted with a wavelength
of 21cm about 100 million years after the Big Bang will reach
us today with a frequency of 30 to 200 MHz i.e. the frequency
range of the new generation of radio interferometers, such
as the Murchison Widefield Array (MWA, Bowman et al.
2013) and the Precision Array to Probe the Epoch of Reion-
ization (Ali et al. 2015, PAPER, ), the low frequency array
(LOFAR, Yatawatta et al. 2013), and the Square Kilome-
ter Array (SKA, Koopmans et al. 2015): many observations
are expected to increase our knowledge of the EoR in the
coming 10 to 20 years.

3 CONSTRUCTION OF THE TRIANGLE
CORRELATION FUNCTION

For a real ionisation field x(r) of volume V in dimension
D, the n-point correlation function (n-PCF) is defined as:

⌅n(r1, ..., rn�1) =
1

V

π
d
D

r

n�1÷
j=1

x(r + r j ), (4)

where rn = 0. If we average this definition over all possible
rotations, we obtain the isotropic n-PCF ⇠n. As can be seen
on Eq. 4, the n-PCFs are convolutions and it will be easier
to compute them in Fourier space. The Fourier transform of
the n-PCF is called the n

th poly-spectrum Pn such that

Pn (k1, . . . kn�1) = x̂(k1) . . . x̂(kn�1) x̂
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k j
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where the H ii indices have been omitted for simplicity; and
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For n = 2, P2 is called the power spectrum P(k) and for
n = 3, we have the bispectrum B(k, q) such that

P(k) = x̂(k) x̂(�k) = | x̂(k)|2, (7a)

B(k, q) = x̂(k) x̂(q) x̂(�k � q), (7b)

where we have used the fact that, because x (r) is a real field,
its Fourier transform will verify x̂(�k) = x̂

⇤(k).
Consider the 3-point correlation function (3-PCF), i.e.

the inverse Fourier transform of the bispectrum in dimension
D:

⌅3 (r, s) =
V
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∫
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q e
i(k ·r+q ·s) B(k, q). (8)

In order to study filamentary structures in a matter field,
Obreschkow et al. (2013, hereafter O13) consider the 3-PCF
in Eq. 8 for r = �s. Because we look for spherical structures,
we will rather consider two vectors r and s forming an equi-
lateral triangle, as it is the three-point shape closest to a
sphere. In this case, s is just r rotated by an angle ⇡/3 so
that, in 3D:
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then we can write k · r + q · s = p · r in Eq. 8. If we choose
to consider the phase factor of the bispectrum rather than
its full form (see Eq. 2), we find the modified 3-PCF in
dimension D
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A rotational average of the above expression gives the
isotropic modified 3-PCF:
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with !D is the window function defined by

!D(x) =
8>><
>>:

sin (x)
x

if D = 3,

J0(x) if D = 2,
(13)

1 Note that in the actual computation of the triangle correlation
function, we will consider rotations not only around the z-axis
but also around the other two.
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of the ground state of the atom. As a tracer of neutral hy-
drogen, it is naturally a very interesting observable to learn
about the EoR and for the last decades, many e↵orts have
been made to design experiments capable of detecting this
signal, despite its low amplitude, strong foregrounds and
huge calibration challenges. The 21cm signal is seen with re-
spect to a radio background, which we usually take to be the
CMB. When we consider the spin temperature to be coupled
to the kinetic temperature and the gas to be warmer than
the CMB, we can write the evolution of the observed dif-
ferential 21cm brightness temperature as (Pritchard & Loeb
2012):
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where TS is the spin temperature, which characterises the rel-
ative populations of the two spin states, and �b the baryon
overdensity. The approximation on the second line comes
from the fact that during the late stages of reionisation,
the spin temperature dominates the CMB temperature, so
that their ratio tends to zero and the last term of the equa-
tion turns to 1. From this we can map the signal on the
sky and interpret cold spots, i.e. regions where the signal is
weaker than average, either as ionised or underdense regions;
and hot spots as neutral or overdense regions. Being able to
di↵erentiate underdense from ionised regions in brightness
temperature measurements is a major challenge of 21cm to-
mography and is tackled in details in Giri et al. (2018a).
Here, we will limit ourselves to the situation where all cold
spots are ionised regions.

Because of redshift, a photon emitted with a wavelength
of 21cm about 100 million years after the Big Bang will reach
us today with a frequency of 30 to 200 MHz i.e. the frequency
range of the new generation of radio interferometers, such
as the Murchison Widefield Array (MWA, Bowman et al.
2013) and the Precision Array to Probe the Epoch of Reion-
ization (Ali et al. 2015, PAPER, ), the low frequency array
(LOFAR, Yatawatta et al. 2013), and the Square Kilome-
ter Array (SKA, Koopmans et al. 2015): many observations
are expected to increase our knowledge of the EoR in the
coming 10 to 20 years.

3 CONSTRUCTION OF THE TRIANGLE
CORRELATION FUNCTION

For a real ionisation field x(r) of volume V in dimension
D, the n-point correlation function (n-PCF) is defined as:
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on Eq. 4, the n-PCFs are convolutions and it will be easier
to compute them in Fourier space. The Fourier transform of
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For n = 2, P2 is called the power spectrum P(k) and for
n = 3, we have the bispectrum B(k, q) such that
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where we have used the fact that, because x (r) is a real field,
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In order to study filamentary structures in a matter field,
Obreschkow et al. (2013, hereafter O13) consider the 3-PCF
in Eq. 8 for r = �s. Because we look for spherical structures,
we will rather consider two vectors r and s forming an equi-
lateral triangle, as it is the three-point shape closest to a
sphere. In this case, s is just r rotated by an angle ⇡/3 so
that, in 3D:
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then we can write k · r + q · s = p · r in Eq. 8. If we choose
to consider the phase factor of the bispectrum rather than
its full form (see Eq. 2), we find the modified 3-PCF in
dimension D
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A rotational average of the above expression gives the
isotropic modified 3-PCF:
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1 Note that in the actual computation of the triangle correlation
function, we will consider rotations not only around the z-axis
but also around the other two.
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of the ground state of the atom. As a tracer of neutral hy-
drogen, it is naturally a very interesting observable to learn
about the EoR and for the last decades, many e↵orts have
been made to design experiments capable of detecting this
signal, despite its low amplitude, strong foregrounds and
huge calibration challenges. The 21cm signal is seen with re-
spect to a radio background, which we usually take to be the
CMB. When we consider the spin temperature to be coupled
to the kinetic temperature and the gas to be warmer than
the CMB, we can write the evolution of the observed dif-
ferential 21cm brightness temperature as (Pritchard & Loeb
2012):

�Tb = 27mK xH i (1 + �b)
⌦bh

2

0.023

s
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⌦mh2

r
1 + z
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✓
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' T0(z) (1 + �b) xH i,

(3)

where TS is the spin temperature, which characterises the rel-
ative populations of the two spin states, and �b the baryon
overdensity. The approximation on the second line comes
from the fact that during the late stages of reionisation,
the spin temperature dominates the CMB temperature, so
that their ratio tends to zero and the last term of the equa-
tion turns to 1. From this we can map the signal on the
sky and interpret cold spots, i.e. regions where the signal is
weaker than average, either as ionised or underdense regions;
and hot spots as neutral or overdense regions. Being able to
di↵erentiate underdense from ionised regions in brightness
temperature measurements is a major challenge of 21cm to-
mography and is tackled in details in Giri et al. (2018a).
Here, we will limit ourselves to the situation where all cold
spots are ionised regions.

Because of redshift, a photon emitted with a wavelength
of 21cm about 100 million years after the Big Bang will reach
us today with a frequency of 30 to 200 MHz i.e. the frequency
range of the new generation of radio interferometers, such
as the Murchison Widefield Array (MWA, Bowman et al.
2013) and the Precision Array to Probe the Epoch of Reion-
ization (Ali et al. 2015, PAPER, ), the low frequency array
(LOFAR, Yatawatta et al. 2013), and the Square Kilome-
ter Array (SKA, Koopmans et al. 2015): many observations
are expected to increase our knowledge of the EoR in the
coming 10 to 20 years.

3 CONSTRUCTION OF THE TRIANGLE
CORRELATION FUNCTION

For a real ionisation field x(r) of volume V in dimension
D, the n-point correlation function (n-PCF) is defined as:
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where rn = 0. If we average this definition over all possible
rotations, we obtain the isotropic n-PCF ⇠n. As can be seen
on Eq. 4, the n-PCFs are convolutions and it will be easier
to compute them in Fourier space. The Fourier transform of
the n-PCF is called the n

th poly-spectrum Pn such that
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k j
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where the H ii indices have been omitted for simplicity; and
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For n = 2, P2 is called the power spectrum P(k) and for
n = 3, we have the bispectrum B(k, q) such that

P(k) = x̂(k) x̂(�k) = | x̂(k)|2, (7a)

B(k, q) = x̂(k) x̂(q) x̂(�k � q), (7b)

where we have used the fact that, because x (r) is a real field,
its Fourier transform will verify x̂(�k) = x̂

⇤(k).
Consider the 3-point correlation function (3-PCF), i.e.

the inverse Fourier transform of the bispectrum in dimension
D:
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In order to study filamentary structures in a matter field,
Obreschkow et al. (2013, hereafter O13) consider the 3-PCF
in Eq. 8 for r = �s. Because we look for spherical structures,
we will rather consider two vectors r and s forming an equi-
lateral triangle, as it is the three-point shape closest to a
sphere. In this case, s is just r rotated by an angle ⇡/3 so
that, in 3D:
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where the 2D case is limited to the first two equations1. Let
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then we can write k · r + q · s = p · r in Eq. 8. If we choose
to consider the phase factor of the bispectrum rather than
its full form (see Eq. 2), we find the modified 3-PCF in
dimension D
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A rotational average of the above expression gives the
isotropic modified 3-PCF:
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with !D is the window function defined by

!D(x) =
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sin (x)
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if D = 3,

J0(x) if D = 2,
(13)

1 Note that in the actual computation of the triangle correlation
function, we will consider rotations not only around the z-axis
but also around the other two.
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i.e. the 3-PCF of the bispectrum phase factor, for 3 points forming an equilateral triangle
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for J0(x) the Bessel function of the first kind of order 0.
Numerically, we will need to discretise the integral as

⇠⇤
3
(r) =

’
k

’
q

! (pr) B (k, q)
|B (k, q) | , (14)

where we have considered our density field as a periodic box
with physical side length L, divided into N

D cells. Each cell
has a side length of �x = L/N. In Fourier space, this box
transforms into a box of same dimensions (ND) but of side
length 2⇡N/L and spacing �k = 2⇡/L between each k-mode.
For small scales (�x ! 0), we will have an infinite number
of k-modes since the largest one is k = 2⇡/�x and s(r) will
diverge. To avoid this, we need to introduce a cut-o↵ on the
sums of Eq. 14 and chosen to be k  ⇡/r to follow O13.
Similarly, when L �! 1, �k �! 0 and the discretisation
no longer holds. As discussed in O13, we introduce the pre-
factor (r/L)3D/2 to Eq. 14 to solve this issue. We can then
define the triangle correlation function as:

s(r) =
⇣

r

L

⌘3D/2 ’
k,q  ⇡/r

!D (pr) B (k, q)
|B (k, q) | . (15)

4 APPLICATION TO SIMULATED
IONISATION FIELDS

We generate boxes of dimension N
D filled with ran-

domly distributed disks (if D = 2) or spheres (if D = 3) with
pixel value 1 corresponding to fully ionised regions. Because
the UV photons emitted by early galaxies have a very short
mean free path in the surrounding neutral IGM, the bound-
ary between ionised and neutral regions is expected to be
sharp, so that a binary model where ionised bubbles have
xH ii = 1 and neutral regions xH ii = 0 is consistent (Furlan-
etto et al. 2004a). Note that 21cm tomographic images trace
the neutral field rather than the ionisation field, so that if
we apply our method on 21cm data, correlations become an-
ticorrelations and we obtain the exact same signal as for the
ionisation field, but with a reverse symmetry. Each simu-
lated box has periodic boundary conditions and the ionised
regions are allowed to overlap2. In a more realistic field, we
would expect the ionised bubbles to be clustered around
overdense regions rather than randomly distributed but we
choose to first ignore this e↵ect, as we will later consider
it when applying our method to outputs of the EMMA simu-
lation (Aubert et al. 2015). For each box, we compute the
triangle correlation function as defined in Eq. 15 for di↵erent
correlation scales r and plot the result to compare it with
the known size of the ionised bubbles filling the box. The
programme we developed to compute these correlations is
publicly available online3.

4.1 Picking up characteristic scales

Fig. 1 shows the triangle correlations computed for
30 realisations of a 2D box of 512

2 pixels and side length
L = 400 Mpc filled with 70 binary bubbles of radius R = 10

2 When they overlap, the maximum pixel value is set to 1, since
it is a proxy for ionised level.
3 Link

Figure 1. Triangle correlation function for a box of 512
2 pixels

and side length L = 400 Mpc filled with 70 binary bubbles of radius
R = 10 (pixel units). The shaded area corresponds to the 95%

confidence interval as the function was computed for 30 di↵erent
realisations of the same box.

(in pixel units) i.e. about 7.8 Mpc. Although the signal is
very similar for all realisations of the box at small correla-
tion scales, the confidence intervals become wider at larger
scales. For many realisations of the same box, this noise av-
erages to zero (see median as continuous line on the plot), so
that it has no physical meaning and is more of a resolution
e↵ect. We find that in general, results are more reliable on
small scales as the signal starts diverging for r � L/20. The
triangle correlation function probes equilateral triangles in-
scribed in the ionised disks of the box, and simple geometry
shows that these have a side length of

p
3R so that we would

expect a peak at r =
p

3R (dotted vertical line on the Fig-
ure). Here, there is a well-defined peak, but it is located at
r ' 6.7 Mpc i.e. slightly smaller scales than expected and we
need to ensure it relates to the actual bubble sizes and is no
numerical artefact. To do so we generate several 2D boxes of
dimensions N = 512, L = 400 Mpc and fill each of them with
50 binary bubbles, but for di↵erent radii, i.e. one box with 50
bubbles of radius 5, another with 50 bubbles of radius 6 etc.
Results are gathered in Fig. 2. Vertical lines correspond top

3R. We see that the peak shifts to larger scales as bubbles
increase in size, hinting at a relation between the two. To
confirm this, we plot the peaking scale rpeak as a function of
the bubble radius R in the lower panel of Fig. 2. We see the
resulting points are closely aligned, with a linear regression
giving the following results:

rpeak = 0.84R + 0.022,

r
2 = 0.9986,

(16)

where r
2 is the coe�cient of determination.

However, if HII regions are binary disks, there are no
partly ionised regions, where 0 < xHII

< 1. To see if our
results hold if such regions exist, or to account for blurry
edges from the limited angular resolution of a potential tele-
scope, we perform the same test but for Gaussian bubbles,
i.e. symmetric 2D Gaussian distributions where the variance
is the bubble radius R. The box dimensions are the same as
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the UV photons emitted by early galaxies have a very short
mean free path in the surrounding neutral IGM, the bound-
ary between ionised and neutral regions is expected to be
sharp, so that a binary model where ionised bubbles have
xH ii = 1 and neutral regions xH ii = 0 is consistent (Furlan-
etto et al. 2004a). Note that 21cm tomographic images trace
the neutral field rather than the ionisation field, so that if
we apply our method on 21cm data, correlations become an-
ticorrelations and we obtain the exact same signal as for the
ionisation field, but with a reverse symmetry. Each simu-
lated box has periodic boundary conditions and the ionised
regions are allowed to overlap2. In a more realistic field, we
would expect the ionised bubbles to be clustered around
overdense regions rather than randomly distributed but we
choose to first ignore this e↵ect, as we will later consider
it when applying our method to outputs of the EMMA simu-
lation (Aubert et al. 2015). For each box, we compute the
triangle correlation function as defined in Eq. 15 for di↵erent
correlation scales r and plot the result to compare it with
the known size of the ionised bubbles filling the box. The
programme we developed to compute these correlations is
publicly available online3.

4.1 Picking up characteristic scales

Fig. 1 shows the triangle correlations computed for
30 realisations of a 2D box of 512

2 pixels and side length
L = 400 Mpc filled with 70 binary bubbles of radius R = 10

2 When they overlap, the maximum pixel value is set to 1, since
it is a proxy for ionised level.
3 Link

Figure 1. Triangle correlation function for a box of 512
2 pixels

and side length L = 400 Mpc filled with 70 binary bubbles of radius
R = 10 (pixel units). The shaded area corresponds to the 95%

confidence interval as the function was computed for 30 di↵erent
realisations of the same box.

(in pixel units) i.e. about 7.8 Mpc. Although the signal is
very similar for all realisations of the box at small correla-
tion scales, the confidence intervals become wider at larger
scales. For many realisations of the same box, this noise av-
erages to zero (see median as continuous line on the plot), so
that it has no physical meaning and is more of a resolution
e↵ect. We find that in general, results are more reliable on
small scales as the signal starts diverging for r � L/20. The
triangle correlation function probes equilateral triangles in-
scribed in the ionised disks of the box, and simple geometry
shows that these have a side length of

p
3R so that we would

expect a peak at r =
p

3R (dotted vertical line on the Fig-
ure). Here, there is a well-defined peak, but it is located at
r ' 6.7 Mpc i.e. slightly smaller scales than expected and we
need to ensure it relates to the actual bubble sizes and is no
numerical artefact. To do so we generate several 2D boxes of
dimensions N = 512, L = 400 Mpc and fill each of them with
50 binary bubbles, but for di↵erent radii, i.e. one box with 50
bubbles of radius 5, another with 50 bubbles of radius 6 etc.
Results are gathered in Fig. 2. Vertical lines correspond top

3R. We see that the peak shifts to larger scales as bubbles
increase in size, hinting at a relation between the two. To
confirm this, we plot the peaking scale rpeak as a function of
the bubble radius R in the lower panel of Fig. 2. We see the
resulting points are closely aligned, with a linear regression
giving the following results:

rpeak = 0.84R + 0.022,

r
2 = 0.9986,

(16)

where r
2 is the coe�cient of determination.

However, if HII regions are binary disks, there are no
partly ionised regions, where 0 < xHII

< 1. To see if our
results hold if such regions exist, or to account for blurry
edges from the limited angular resolution of a potential tele-
scope, we perform the same test but for Gaussian bubbles,
i.e. symmetric 2D Gaussian distributions where the variance
is the bubble radius R. The box dimensions are the same as
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• Able to trace bubble size distributions 
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à Peaking scale related to R

• Compared to traditional BSD algorithms, 
able to differentiate two bubble sizes

• Robust to noise & calibration errors 
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Application to simulations: 21cmFAST

Traces both morphology and global history of reionisation
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Instrumental effects

• Angular resolution
à δTb field convolved with a Gaussian kernel of appropriate FWHM 

• Instrumental noise 
à Simulated with OSKAR (courtesy of Emma Chapman)
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Visibilities and closure phases

Van-Cittert theorem: The complex visibility is the 2D inverse FT of the signal intensity 
(Thomson+2017)
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of the cumulative SNR for the TCF. These upper limits, computed
for both z = 11 and z = 12, are shown as vertical lines on Fig. 8.
RMFP gives a maximum likelihood radius of 3.12 ± 0.78 Mpc (the
error corresponding to the bin size), therefore the most quantitative
result. For all three methods, the upper limit increases as redshift
decreases, which corresponds to ionised regions growing with time.
Note that the upper limit given by SPA is the lowest: our results
corroborate those of Lin et al. (2016), who argue that SPA is heavily
biased towards smaller bubble radii than the actual bubble sizes.
Indeed, they find that for a single bubble of radius R, the SPA
probability distribution peaks at R/3. On the contrary, they find the
RMFP method to be unbiased and to peak at the correct bubble
size. Note that on the two right panels of Fig. 8, we see some
signal at large scales. This can be related to statistical noise on
one side – we analyse a unique slice of the simulation; and to
the potential correlations between separate bubbles, which are not
randomly distributed anymore.

Overall, our estimator performs well with respect to compara-
ble BSD algorithms. However, for this method to be an useful tool
in the analysis of upcoming radio observations, a deeper analysis,
including the study of di�erent types of reionisation simulations,
would be required. In practise, we would also use this method as a
forward modelling process, and compare triangle correlations from
observations to a set of predicted signals for di�erent types of ioni-
sation fields. We keep the construction of such a database for future
work.

5 RELATION TO OBSERVATIONS

5.1 Visibilities and closure phases

When gathering data with an interferometer, the signal will
be measured for pairs of antennae separated by a baseline D. The
measurement is made in terms of a complex visibility V(u, v), where
u and v are the projection of the baseline in wavelength units on
the plane perpendicular to the vector s0 pointing to the phase refer-
ence position, i.e. the centre of the field to be imaged. In Eq. 3, the
brightness temperature depends on the position in the sky r where
the signal is observed: �Tb(r, z) / xH � (r, z). �Tb is the intensity I⌫

of the 21cm signal observed through the interferometer for a given
frequency ⌫ (i.e. for a given redshift, since ⌫ = ⌫21cm/(1+ z))11. In
what follows, we will use I⌫(r) = Ī⌫ xH �(r, z) and �Tb(r, z) inter-
changebly. If the interferometer probes a su�ciently small region
of the sky compared to the beam width of the antennae, we can
approximate this region by a flat plane. Then the source intensity
distribution is a function of two real spatial variables (l,m) and
the van-Cittert theorem tells us that the complex visibility is the
2D inverse Fourier transform of the intensity, corrected by the nor-
malised average e�ective collecting area A(l,m) of the two antennae
(Thompson et al. 2017):

A(l,m) I⌫(l,m) =
p

1 � l2 � m2
∫

V(u, v) e2i⇡ (ul+vm) du dv,

(18)

that we can re-write as

V(u, v) = Â
?(u, v) ⇤ Î⌫(u, v) (19)

11 We assume the instrument to have narrow bandpass filters and so to probe
exactly ⌫ rather than a frequency band centred on ⌫.

where ⇤ denotes a convolution, Â and Î⌫ are respectively the 2D
Fourier transforms of A and I⌫ and we define A

? = A/
p

1 � l2 � m2.
Note that this approximation introduces a phase error that may need
to be taken into account when applying our method, based on phase
information. Because A(l,m) is a measurable instrumental charac-
teristic, if we know our instrument su�ciently well, we can de-
convolve the measured complex visibilities by Â

? and obtain, after
correcting for the di�erent pre-factors, the x̂(k) terms to compute
the triangle correlation function.

One of the interests methods based on phase information is that
the phases of the measured visibilities, combined in a bispectrum,
will not be sensitive to errors related to calibration (Jennison 1958;
Monnier 2007). Consider the visibility V

m
i j measured between two

antennae i and j at a given frequency ⌫. It will have contributions
from the true visibility V

true
i j , coming from the cosmological sig-

nal, but also from the amplitude and phase errors of each antenna,
modelled by a complex gain Gi = |Gi | ei�i , such that:

V
m
i j = GiG

⇤
j V

true
i j ,

= |GiG j | ei(�i�� j ) V
true
i j ,

(20)

where ⇤ denotes the complex conjugate. The amplitude of this gain
will come from beam specific e�ects such as mirror reflectivity,
detector sensitivity or local scintillations whereas the phase term
can originate either from telescope errors or from outside e�ects
such as atmospheric turbulence (Levrier et al. 2006; Monnier 2007).
If we combine the signal from three antennae forming a closed
triangle, we can avoid this phase error and we will be left only with
what is called the closure phase. Indeed, consider three baselines i j,
j k and ki observing at the same given frequency ⌫. We can write
the bispectrum of their complex visibilities as

Bi jk = V
m
i j V

m
jk V

m
ki

= |GiG jGk |2 ei(�i�� j ) ei(� j��k ) ei(�k��i ) V
true
i j V

true
jk V

true
ki

= |GiG jGk |2 V
true
i j V

true
jk V

true
ki ,

(21)

where in the last step, the di�erent phase terms cancel each other
out: the phase of the measured bispectrum is the phase of the true
bispectrum. By construction, the bispectrum B(k, q) in Eq. 7b
considers a closed triangle configuration, for three vectors k , q
and �k � q. Because we choose to work in two dimensions, the
three vectors lie in the same plane on the sky, perpendicular to the
line-of-sight, and are measured for the same frequency so that the
closure relation holds. We will then be able to use our method on
observational data without worrying about calibration errors. For an
example of the use of bispectrum closure phases in interferometry,
we refer the reader to Thyagarajan et al. (2018). In this work, the
authors compare the bispectrum phase spectra, i.e. the phases of the
bispectrum Bi jk in Eq. 21, coming from di�erent components of a
simulated signal, i.e. a single point source, di�use foregrounds and
H � fluctuations from the EoR and demonstrate that a quantitative
relationship exists between the EoR signal strength and the whole
bispectrum phase power spectra.

These properties are a major benefit of our technique compared
to other solutions found in the literature to estimate the characteris-
tic size of ionised regions from interferometric data as these always
require to reconstruct the real-space image corresponding to obser-
vations. Indeed, our method can directly use as input the complex
visibilities observed by an interferometer, and if we choose to use
closure phases, results will be independent of antenna-based cali-
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of the cumulative SNR for the TCF. These upper limits, computed
for both z = 11 and z = 12, are shown as vertical lines on Fig. 8.
RMFP gives a maximum likelihood radius of 3.12 ± 0.78 Mpc (the
error corresponding to the bin size), therefore the most quantitative
result. For all three methods, the upper limit increases as redshift
decreases, which corresponds to ionised regions growing with time.
Note that the upper limit given by SPA is the lowest: our results
corroborate those of Lin et al. (2016), who argue that SPA is heavily
biased towards smaller bubble radii than the actual bubble sizes.
Indeed, they find that for a single bubble of radius R, the SPA
probability distribution peaks at R/3. On the contrary, they find the
RMFP method to be unbiased and to peak at the correct bubble
size. Note that on the two right panels of Fig. 8, we see some
signal at large scales. This can be related to statistical noise on
one side – we analyse a unique slice of the simulation; and to
the potential correlations between separate bubbles, which are not
randomly distributed anymore.

Overall, our estimator performs well with respect to compara-
ble BSD algorithms. However, for this method to be an useful tool
in the analysis of upcoming radio observations, a deeper analysis,
including the study of di�erent types of reionisation simulations,
would be required. In practise, we would also use this method as a
forward modelling process, and compare triangle correlations from
observations to a set of predicted signals for di�erent types of ioni-
sation fields. We keep the construction of such a database for future
work.

5 RELATION TO OBSERVATIONS

5.1 Visibilities and closure phases

When gathering data with an interferometer, the signal will
be measured for pairs of antennae separated by a baseline D. The
measurement is made in terms of a complex visibility V(u, v), where
u and v are the projection of the baseline in wavelength units on
the plane perpendicular to the vector s0 pointing to the phase refer-
ence position, i.e. the centre of the field to be imaged. In Eq. 3, the
brightness temperature depends on the position in the sky r where
the signal is observed: �Tb(r, z) / xH � (r, z). �Tb is the intensity I⌫

of the 21cm signal observed through the interferometer for a given
frequency ⌫ (i.e. for a given redshift, since ⌫ = ⌫21cm/(1+ z))11. In
what follows, we will use I⌫(r) = Ī⌫ xH �(r, z) and �Tb(r, z) inter-
changebly. If the interferometer probes a su�ciently small region
of the sky compared to the beam width of the antennae, we can
approximate this region by a flat plane. Then the source intensity
distribution is a function of two real spatial variables (l,m) and
the van-Cittert theorem tells us that the complex visibility is the
2D inverse Fourier transform of the intensity, corrected by the nor-
malised average e�ective collecting area A(l,m) of the two antennae
(Thompson et al. 2017):

A(l,m) I⌫(l,m) =
p

1 � l2 � m2
∫

V(u, v) e2i⇡ (ul+vm) du dv,

(18)

that we can re-write as

V(u, v) = Â
?(u, v) ⇤ Î⌫(u, v) (19)

11 We assume the instrument to have narrow bandpass filters and so to probe
exactly ⌫ rather than a frequency band centred on ⌫.

where ⇤ denotes a convolution, Â and Î⌫ are respectively the 2D
Fourier transforms of A and I⌫ and we define A

? = A/
p

1 � l2 � m2.
Note that this approximation introduces a phase error that may need
to be taken into account when applying our method, based on phase
information. Because A(l,m) is a measurable instrumental charac-
teristic, if we know our instrument su�ciently well, we can de-
convolve the measured complex visibilities by Â

? and obtain, after
correcting for the di�erent pre-factors, the x̂(k) terms to compute
the triangle correlation function.

One of the interests methods based on phase information is that
the phases of the measured visibilities, combined in a bispectrum,
will not be sensitive to errors related to calibration (Jennison 1958;
Monnier 2007). Consider the visibility V

m
i j measured between two

antennae i and j at a given frequency ⌫. It will have contributions
from the true visibility V

true
i j , coming from the cosmological sig-

nal, but also from the amplitude and phase errors of each antenna,
modelled by a complex gain Gi = |Gi | ei�i , such that:

V
m
i j = GiG

⇤
j V

true
i j ,

= |GiG j | ei(�i�� j ) V
true
i j ,

(20)

where ⇤ denotes the complex conjugate. The amplitude of this gain
will come from beam specific e�ects such as mirror reflectivity,
detector sensitivity or local scintillations whereas the phase term
can originate either from telescope errors or from outside e�ects
such as atmospheric turbulence (Levrier et al. 2006; Monnier 2007).
If we combine the signal from three antennae forming a closed
triangle, we can avoid this phase error and we will be left only with
what is called the closure phase. Indeed, consider three baselines i j,
j k and ki observing at the same given frequency ⌫. We can write
the bispectrum of their complex visibilities as

Bi jk = V
m
i j V

m
jk V

m
ki

= |GiG jGk |2 ei(�i�� j ) ei(� j��k ) ei(�k��i ) V
true
i j V

true
jk V

true
ki

= |GiG jGk |2 V
true
i j V

true
jk V

true
ki ,

(21)

where in the last step, the di�erent phase terms cancel each other
out: the phase of the measured bispectrum is the phase of the true
bispectrum. By construction, the bispectrum B(k, q) in Eq. 7b
considers a closed triangle configuration, for three vectors k , q
and �k � q. Because we choose to work in two dimensions, the
three vectors lie in the same plane on the sky, perpendicular to the
line-of-sight, and are measured for the same frequency so that the
closure relation holds. We will then be able to use our method on
observational data without worrying about calibration errors. For an
example of the use of bispectrum closure phases in interferometry,
we refer the reader to Thyagarajan et al. (2018). In this work, the
authors compare the bispectrum phase spectra, i.e. the phases of the
bispectrum Bi jk in Eq. 21, coming from di�erent components of a
simulated signal, i.e. a single point source, di�use foregrounds and
H � fluctuations from the EoR and demonstrate that a quantitative
relationship exists between the EoR signal strength and the whole
bispectrum phase power spectra.

These properties are a major benefit of our technique compared
to other solutions found in the literature to estimate the characteris-
tic size of ionised regions from interferometric data as these always
require to reconstruct the real-space image corresponding to obser-
vations. Indeed, our method can directly use as input the complex
visibilities observed by an interferometer, and if we choose to use
closure phases, results will be independent of antenna-based cali-
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of the cumulative SNR for the TCF. These upper limits, computed
for both z = 11 and z = 12, are shown as vertical lines on Fig. 8.
RMFP gives a maximum likelihood radius of 3.12 ± 0.78 Mpc (the
error corresponding to the bin size), therefore the most quantitative
result. For all three methods, the upper limit increases as redshift
decreases, which corresponds to ionised regions growing with time.
Note that the upper limit given by SPA is the lowest: our results
corroborate those of Lin et al. (2016), who argue that SPA is heavily
biased towards smaller bubble radii than the actual bubble sizes.
Indeed, they find that for a single bubble of radius R, the SPA
probability distribution peaks at R/3. On the contrary, they find the
RMFP method to be unbiased and to peak at the correct bubble
size. Note that on the two right panels of Fig. 8, we see some
signal at large scales. This can be related to statistical noise on
one side – we analyse a unique slice of the simulation; and to
the potential correlations between separate bubbles, which are not
randomly distributed anymore.

Overall, our estimator performs well with respect to compara-
ble BSD algorithms. However, for this method to be an useful tool
in the analysis of upcoming radio observations, a deeper analysis,
including the study of di�erent types of reionisation simulations,
would be required. In practise, we would also use this method as a
forward modelling process, and compare triangle correlations from
observations to a set of predicted signals for di�erent types of ioni-
sation fields. We keep the construction of such a database for future
work.

5 RELATION TO OBSERVATIONS

5.1 Visibilities and closure phases

When gathering data with an interferometer, the signal will
be measured for pairs of antennae separated by a baseline D. The
measurement is made in terms of a complex visibility V(u, v), where
u and v are the projection of the baseline in wavelength units on
the plane perpendicular to the vector s0 pointing to the phase refer-
ence position, i.e. the centre of the field to be imaged. In Eq. 3, the
brightness temperature depends on the position in the sky r where
the signal is observed: �Tb(r, z) / xH � (r, z). �Tb is the intensity I⌫

of the 21cm signal observed through the interferometer for a given
frequency ⌫ (i.e. for a given redshift, since ⌫ = ⌫21cm/(1+ z))11. In
what follows, we will use I⌫(r) = Ī⌫ xH �(r, z) and �Tb(r, z) inter-
changebly. If the interferometer probes a su�ciently small region
of the sky compared to the beam width of the antennae, we can
approximate this region by a flat plane. Then the source intensity
distribution is a function of two real spatial variables (l,m) and
the van-Cittert theorem tells us that the complex visibility is the
2D inverse Fourier transform of the intensity, corrected by the nor-
malised average e�ective collecting area A(l,m) of the two antennae
(Thompson et al. 2017):

A(l,m) I⌫(l,m) =
p

1 � l2 � m2
∫

V(u, v) e2i⇡ (ul+vm) du dv,

(18)

that we can re-write as

V(u, v) = Â
?(u, v) ⇤ Î⌫(u, v) (19)

11 We assume the instrument to have narrow bandpass filters and so to probe
exactly ⌫ rather than a frequency band centred on ⌫.

where ⇤ denotes a convolution, Â and Î⌫ are respectively the 2D
Fourier transforms of A and I⌫ and we define A

? = A/
p

1 � l2 � m2.
Note that this approximation introduces a phase error that may need
to be taken into account when applying our method, based on phase
information. Because A(l,m) is a measurable instrumental charac-
teristic, if we know our instrument su�ciently well, we can de-
convolve the measured complex visibilities by Â

? and obtain, after
correcting for the di�erent pre-factors, the x̂(k) terms to compute
the triangle correlation function.

One of the interests methods based on phase information is that
the phases of the measured visibilities, combined in a bispectrum,
will not be sensitive to errors related to calibration (Jennison 1958;
Monnier 2007). Consider the visibility V

m
i j measured between two

antennae i and j at a given frequency ⌫. It will have contributions
from the true visibility V

true
i j , coming from the cosmological sig-

nal, but also from the amplitude and phase errors of each antenna,
modelled by a complex gain Gi = |Gi | ei�i , such that:

V
m
i j = GiG

⇤
j V

true
i j ,

= |GiG j | ei(�i�� j ) V
true
i j ,

(20)

where ⇤ denotes the complex conjugate. The amplitude of this gain
will come from beam specific e�ects such as mirror reflectivity,
detector sensitivity or local scintillations whereas the phase term
can originate either from telescope errors or from outside e�ects
such as atmospheric turbulence (Levrier et al. 2006; Monnier 2007).
If we combine the signal from three antennae forming a closed
triangle, we can avoid this phase error and we will be left only with
what is called the closure phase. Indeed, consider three baselines i j,
j k and ki observing at the same given frequency ⌫. We can write
the bispectrum of their complex visibilities as

Bi jk = V
m
i j V

m
jk V

m
ki

= |GiG jGk |2 ei(�i�� j ) ei(� j��k ) ei(�k��i ) V
true
i j V

true
jk V

true
ki

= |GiG jGk |2 V
true
i j V

true
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(21)

where in the last step, the di�erent phase terms cancel each other
out: the phase of the measured bispectrum is the phase of the true
bispectrum. By construction, the bispectrum B(k, q) in Eq. 7b
considers a closed triangle configuration, for three vectors k , q
and �k � q. Because we choose to work in two dimensions, the
three vectors lie in the same plane on the sky, perpendicular to the
line-of-sight, and are measured for the same frequency so that the
closure relation holds. We will then be able to use our method on
observational data without worrying about calibration errors. For an
example of the use of bispectrum closure phases in interferometry,
we refer the reader to Thyagarajan et al. (2018). In this work, the
authors compare the bispectrum phase spectra, i.e. the phases of the
bispectrum Bi jk in Eq. 21, coming from di�erent components of a
simulated signal, i.e. a single point source, di�use foregrounds and
H � fluctuations from the EoR and demonstrate that a quantitative
relationship exists between the EoR signal strength and the whole
bispectrum phase power spectra.

These properties are a major benefit of our technique compared
to other solutions found in the literature to estimate the characteris-
tic size of ionised regions from interferometric data as these always
require to reconstruct the real-space image corresponding to obser-
vations. Indeed, our method can directly use as input the complex
visibilities observed by an interferometer, and if we choose to use
closure phases, results will be independent of antenna-based cali-
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of the cumulative SNR for the TCF. These upper limits, computed
for both z = 11 and z = 12, are shown as vertical lines on Fig. 8.
RMFP gives a maximum likelihood radius of 3.12 ± 0.78 Mpc (the
error corresponding to the bin size), therefore the most quantitative
result. For all three methods, the upper limit increases as redshift
decreases, which corresponds to ionised regions growing with time.
Note that the upper limit given by SPA is the lowest: our results
corroborate those of Lin et al. (2016), who argue that SPA is heavily
biased towards smaller bubble radii than the actual bubble sizes.
Indeed, they find that for a single bubble of radius R, the SPA
probability distribution peaks at R/3. On the contrary, they find the
RMFP method to be unbiased and to peak at the correct bubble
size. Note that on the two right panels of Fig. 8, we see some
signal at large scales. This can be related to statistical noise on
one side – we analyse a unique slice of the simulation; and to
the potential correlations between separate bubbles, which are not
randomly distributed anymore.

Overall, our estimator performs well with respect to compara-
ble BSD algorithms. However, for this method to be an useful tool
in the analysis of upcoming radio observations, a deeper analysis,
including the study of di�erent types of reionisation simulations,
would be required. In practise, we would also use this method as a
forward modelling process, and compare triangle correlations from
observations to a set of predicted signals for di�erent types of ioni-
sation fields. We keep the construction of such a database for future
work.

5 RELATION TO OBSERVATIONS

5.1 Visibilities and closure phases

When gathering data with an interferometer, the signal will
be measured for pairs of antennae separated by a baseline D. The
measurement is made in terms of a complex visibility V(u, v), where
u and v are the projection of the baseline in wavelength units on
the plane perpendicular to the vector s0 pointing to the phase refer-
ence position, i.e. the centre of the field to be imaged. In Eq. 3, the
brightness temperature depends on the position in the sky r where
the signal is observed: �Tb(r, z) / xH � (r, z). �Tb is the intensity I⌫

of the 21cm signal observed through the interferometer for a given
frequency ⌫ (i.e. for a given redshift, since ⌫ = ⌫21cm/(1+ z))11. In
what follows, we will use I⌫(r) = Ī⌫ xH �(r, z) and �Tb(r, z) inter-
changebly. If the interferometer probes a su�ciently small region
of the sky compared to the beam width of the antennae, we can
approximate this region by a flat plane. Then the source intensity
distribution is a function of two real spatial variables (l,m) and
the van-Cittert theorem tells us that the complex visibility is the
2D inverse Fourier transform of the intensity, corrected by the nor-
malised average e�ective collecting area A(l,m) of the two antennae
(Thompson et al. 2017):

A(l,m) I⌫(l,m) =
p

1 � l2 � m2
∫

V(u, v) e2i⇡ (ul+vm) du dv,

(18)

that we can re-write as

V(u, v) = Â
?(u, v) ⇤ Î⌫(u, v) (19)

11 We assume the instrument to have narrow bandpass filters and so to probe
exactly ⌫ rather than a frequency band centred on ⌫.

where ⇤ denotes a convolution, Â and Î⌫ are respectively the 2D
Fourier transforms of A and I⌫ and we define A

? = A/
p

1 � l2 � m2.
Note that this approximation introduces a phase error that may need
to be taken into account when applying our method, based on phase
information. Because A(l,m) is a measurable instrumental charac-
teristic, if we know our instrument su�ciently well, we can de-
convolve the measured complex visibilities by Â

? and obtain, after
correcting for the di�erent pre-factors, the x̂(k) terms to compute
the triangle correlation function.

One of the interests methods based on phase information is that
the phases of the measured visibilities, combined in a bispectrum,
will not be sensitive to errors related to calibration (Jennison 1958;
Monnier 2007). Consider the visibility V

m
i j measured between two

antennae i and j at a given frequency ⌫. It will have contributions
from the true visibility V

true
i j , coming from the cosmological sig-

nal, but also from the amplitude and phase errors of each antenna,
modelled by a complex gain Gi = |Gi | ei�i , such that:

V
m
i j = GiG

⇤
j V

true
i j ,

= |GiG j | ei(�i�� j ) V
true
i j ,

(20)

where ⇤ denotes the complex conjugate. The amplitude of this gain
will come from beam specific e�ects such as mirror reflectivity,
detector sensitivity or local scintillations whereas the phase term
can originate either from telescope errors or from outside e�ects
such as atmospheric turbulence (Levrier et al. 2006; Monnier 2007).
If we combine the signal from three antennae forming a closed
triangle, we can avoid this phase error and we will be left only with
what is called the closure phase. Indeed, consider three baselines i j,
j k and ki observing at the same given frequency ⌫. We can write
the bispectrum of their complex visibilities as

Bi jk = V
m
i j V

m
jk V

m
ki

= |GiG jGk |2 ei(�i�� j ) ei(� j��k ) ei(�k��i ) V
true
i j V

true
jk V

true
ki

= |GiG jGk |2 V
true
i j V

true
jk V

true
ki ,

(21)

where in the last step, the di�erent phase terms cancel each other
out: the phase of the measured bispectrum is the phase of the true
bispectrum. By construction, the bispectrum B(k, q) in Eq. 7b
considers a closed triangle configuration, for three vectors k , q
and �k � q. Because we choose to work in two dimensions, the
three vectors lie in the same plane on the sky, perpendicular to the
line-of-sight, and are measured for the same frequency so that the
closure relation holds. We will then be able to use our method on
observational data without worrying about calibration errors. For an
example of the use of bispectrum closure phases in interferometry,
we refer the reader to Thyagarajan et al. (2018). In this work, the
authors compare the bispectrum phase spectra, i.e. the phases of the
bispectrum Bi jk in Eq. 21, coming from di�erent components of a
simulated signal, i.e. a single point source, di�use foregrounds and
H � fluctuations from the EoR and demonstrate that a quantitative
relationship exists between the EoR signal strength and the whole
bispectrum phase power spectra.

These properties are a major benefit of our technique compared
to other solutions found in the literature to estimate the characteris-
tic size of ionised regions from interferometric data as these always
require to reconstruct the real-space image corresponding to obser-
vations. Indeed, our method can directly use as input the complex
visibilities observed by an interferometer, and if we choose to use
closure phases, results will be independent of antenna-based cali-
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of the cumulative SNR for the TCF. These upper limits, computed
for both z = 11 and z = 12, are shown as vertical lines on Fig. 8.
RMFP gives a maximum likelihood radius of 3.12 ± 0.78 Mpc (the
error corresponding to the bin size), therefore the most quantitative
result. For all three methods, the upper limit increases as redshift
decreases, which corresponds to ionised regions growing with time.
Note that the upper limit given by SPA is the lowest: our results
corroborate those of Lin et al. (2016), who argue that SPA is heavily
biased towards smaller bubble radii than the actual bubble sizes.
Indeed, they find that for a single bubble of radius R, the SPA
probability distribution peaks at R/3. On the contrary, they find the
RMFP method to be unbiased and to peak at the correct bubble
size. Note that on the two right panels of Fig. 8, we see some
signal at large scales. This can be related to statistical noise on
one side – we analyse a unique slice of the simulation; and to
the potential correlations between separate bubbles, which are not
randomly distributed anymore.

Overall, our estimator performs well with respect to compara-
ble BSD algorithms. However, for this method to be an useful tool
in the analysis of upcoming radio observations, a deeper analysis,
including the study of di�erent types of reionisation simulations,
would be required. In practise, we would also use this method as a
forward modelling process, and compare triangle correlations from
observations to a set of predicted signals for di�erent types of ioni-
sation fields. We keep the construction of such a database for future
work.

5 RELATION TO OBSERVATIONS

5.1 Visibilities and closure phases

When gathering data with an interferometer, the signal will
be measured for pairs of antennae separated by a baseline D. The
measurement is made in terms of a complex visibility V(u, v), where
u and v are the projection of the baseline in wavelength units on
the plane perpendicular to the vector s0 pointing to the phase refer-
ence position, i.e. the centre of the field to be imaged. In Eq. 3, the
brightness temperature depends on the position in the sky r where
the signal is observed: �Tb(r, z) / xH � (r, z). �Tb is the intensity I⌫

of the 21cm signal observed through the interferometer for a given
frequency ⌫ (i.e. for a given redshift, since ⌫ = ⌫21cm/(1+ z))11. In
what follows, we will use I⌫(r) = Ī⌫ xH �(r, z) and �Tb(r, z) inter-
changebly. If the interferometer probes a su�ciently small region
of the sky compared to the beam width of the antennae, we can
approximate this region by a flat plane. Then the source intensity
distribution is a function of two real spatial variables (l,m) and
the van-Cittert theorem tells us that the complex visibility is the
2D inverse Fourier transform of the intensity, corrected by the nor-
malised average e�ective collecting area A(l,m) of the two antennae
(Thompson et al. 2017):

A(l,m) I⌫(l,m) =
p

1 � l2 � m2
∫

V(u, v) e2i⇡ (ul+vm) du dv,

(18)

that we can re-write as

V(u, v) = Â
?(u, v) ⇤ Î⌫(u, v) (19)

11 We assume the instrument to have narrow bandpass filters and so to probe
exactly ⌫ rather than a frequency band centred on ⌫.

where ⇤ denotes a convolution, Â and Î⌫ are respectively the 2D
Fourier transforms of A and I⌫ and we define A

? = A/
p

1 � l2 � m2.
Note that this approximation introduces a phase error that may need
to be taken into account when applying our method, based on phase
information. Because A(l,m) is a measurable instrumental charac-
teristic, if we know our instrument su�ciently well, we can de-
convolve the measured complex visibilities by Â

? and obtain, after
correcting for the di�erent pre-factors, the x̂(k) terms to compute
the triangle correlation function.

One of the interests methods based on phase information is that
the phases of the measured visibilities, combined in a bispectrum,
will not be sensitive to errors related to calibration (Jennison 1958;
Monnier 2007). Consider the visibility V

m
i j measured between two

antennae i and j at a given frequency ⌫. It will have contributions
from the true visibility V

true
i j , coming from the cosmological sig-

nal, but also from the amplitude and phase errors of each antenna,
modelled by a complex gain Gi = |Gi | ei�i , such that:

V
m
i j = GiG

⇤
j V

true
i j ,

= |GiG j | ei(�i�� j ) V
true
i j ,

(20)

where ⇤ denotes the complex conjugate. The amplitude of this gain
will come from beam specific e�ects such as mirror reflectivity,
detector sensitivity or local scintillations whereas the phase term
can originate either from telescope errors or from outside e�ects
such as atmospheric turbulence (Levrier et al. 2006; Monnier 2007).
If we combine the signal from three antennae forming a closed
triangle, we can avoid this phase error and we will be left only with
what is called the closure phase. Indeed, consider three baselines i j,
j k and ki observing at the same given frequency ⌫. We can write
the bispectrum of their complex visibilities as

Bi jk = V
m
i j V

m
jk V

m
ki

= |GiG jGk |2 ei(�i�� j ) ei(� j��k ) ei(�k��i ) V
true
i j V

true
jk V

true
ki

= |GiG jGk |2 V
true
i j V

true
jk V

true
ki ,

(21)

where in the last step, the di�erent phase terms cancel each other
out: the phase of the measured bispectrum is the phase of the true
bispectrum. By construction, the bispectrum B(k, q) in Eq. 7b
considers a closed triangle configuration, for three vectors k , q
and �k � q. Because we choose to work in two dimensions, the
three vectors lie in the same plane on the sky, perpendicular to the
line-of-sight, and are measured for the same frequency so that the
closure relation holds. We will then be able to use our method on
observational data without worrying about calibration errors. For an
example of the use of bispectrum closure phases in interferometry,
we refer the reader to Thyagarajan et al. (2018). In this work, the
authors compare the bispectrum phase spectra, i.e. the phases of the
bispectrum Bi jk in Eq. 21, coming from di�erent components of a
simulated signal, i.e. a single point source, di�use foregrounds and
H � fluctuations from the EoR and demonstrate that a quantitative
relationship exists between the EoR signal strength and the whole
bispectrum phase power spectra.

These properties are a major benefit of our technique compared
to other solutions found in the literature to estimate the characteris-
tic size of ionised regions from interferometric data as these always
require to reconstruct the real-space image corresponding to obser-
vations. Indeed, our method can directly use as input the complex
visibilities observed by an interferometer, and if we choose to use
closure phases, results will be independent of antenna-based cali-
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of the ground state of the atom. As a tracer of neutral hy-
drogen, it is naturally a very interesting observable to learn
about the EoR and for the last decades, many e↵orts have
been made to design experiments capable of detecting this
signal, despite its low amplitude, strong foregrounds and
huge calibration challenges. The 21cm signal is seen with re-
spect to a radio background, which we usually take to be the
CMB. When we consider the spin temperature to be coupled
to the kinetic temperature and the gas to be warmer than
the CMB, we can write the evolution of the observed dif-
ferential 21cm brightness temperature as (Pritchard & Loeb
2012):

�Tb = 27mK xH i (1 + �b)
⌦bh

2

0.023

s
0.15

⌦mh2

r
1 + z

10

✓
1 � TCMB

TS

◆

' T0(z) (1 + �b) xH i,

(3)

where TS is the spin temperature, which characterises the rel-
ative populations of the two spin states, and �b the baryon
overdensity. The approximation on the second line comes
from the fact that during the late stages of reionisation,
the spin temperature dominates the CMB temperature, so
that their ratio tends to zero and the last term of the equa-
tion turns to 1. From this we can map the signal on the
sky and interpret cold spots, i.e. regions where the signal is
weaker than average, either as ionised or underdense regions;
and hot spots as neutral or overdense regions. Being able to
di↵erentiate underdense from ionised regions in brightness
temperature measurements is a major challenge of 21cm to-
mography and is tackled in details in Giri et al. (2018a).
Here, we will limit ourselves to the situation where all cold
spots are ionised regions.

Because of redshift, a photon emitted with a wavelength
of 21cm about 100 million years after the Big Bang will reach
us today with a frequency of 30 to 200 MHz i.e. the frequency
range of the new generation of radio interferometers, such
as the Murchison Widefield Array (MWA, Bowman et al.
2013) and the Precision Array to Probe the Epoch of Reion-
ization (Ali et al. 2015, PAPER, ), the low frequency array
(LOFAR, Yatawatta et al. 2013), and the Square Kilome-
ter Array (SKA, Koopmans et al. 2015): many observations
are expected to increase our knowledge of the EoR in the
coming 10 to 20 years.

3 CONSTRUCTION OF THE TRIANGLE
CORRELATION FUNCTION

For a real ionisation field x(r) of volume V in dimension
D, the n-point correlation function (n-PCF) is defined as:

⌅n(r1, ..., rn�1) =
1

V

π
d
D

r

n�1÷
j=1

x(r + r j ), (4)

where rn = 0. If we average this definition over all possible
rotations, we obtain the isotropic n-PCF ⇠n. As can be seen
on Eq. 4, the n-PCFs are convolutions and it will be easier
to compute them in Fourier space. The Fourier transform of
the n-PCF is called the n

th poly-spectrum Pn such that

Pn (k1, . . . kn�1) = x̂(k1) . . . x̂(kn�1) x̂

⇣
�
’

k j
⌘
, (5)

where the H ii indices have been omitted for simplicity; and

⌅n (r1, . . . rn�1) =
✓

V

(2⇡)D

◆n�1 π
d
D

k1 e
ik1 ·r1 . . .

⇥
π

d
D

kn�1 e
ikn�1 ·rn�1 Pn (k1, . . . kn�1) .

(6)

For n = 2, P2 is called the power spectrum P(k) and for
n = 3, we have the bispectrum B(k, q) such that

P(k) = x̂(k) x̂(�k) = | x̂(k)|2, (7a)

B(k, q) = x̂(k) x̂(q) x̂(�k � q), (7b)

where we have used the fact that, because x (r) is a real field,
its Fourier transform will verify x̂(�k) = x̂

⇤(k).
Consider the 3-point correlation function (3-PCF), i.e.

the inverse Fourier transform of the bispectrum in dimension
D:

⌅3 (r, s) =
V

2

(2⇡)2D

∫
d
D

k d
D

q e
i(k ·r+q ·s) B(k, q). (8)

In order to study filamentary structures in a matter field,
Obreschkow et al. (2013, hereafter O13) consider the 3-PCF
in Eq. 8 for r = �s. Because we look for spherical structures,
we will rather consider two vectors r and s forming an equi-
lateral triangle, as it is the three-point shape closest to a
sphere. In this case, s is just r rotated by an angle ⇡/3 so
that, in 3D:

8>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>:

sx =
1

2
rx �

p
3

2
ry

sy =

p
3

2
rx +

1

2
ry

sz = rz

(9)

where the 2D case is limited to the first two equations1. Let
p such that

p =
©≠≠
´
kx +

1

2
qx +

p
3

2
qy

ky �
p

3

2
qx +

1

2
qy

kz + qz

™ÆÆ
¨
, (10)

then we can write k · r + q · s = p · r in Eq. 8. If we choose
to consider the phase factor of the bispectrum rather than
its full form (see Eq. 2), we find the modified 3-PCF in
dimension D

⌅⇤
3
(r) = V

2

(2⇡)2D

∫
d
D

k d
D

q e
ip ·r B (k, q)

|B (k, q) | . (11)

A rotational average of the above expression gives the
isotropic modified 3-PCF:

⇠⇤
3
(r) ⌘ V

2

(2⇡)2D

∫
d
D

k d
D

q !D (pr) B (k, q)
|B (k, q) | , (12)

with !D is the window function defined by

!D(x) =
8>><
>>:

sin (x)
x

if D = 3,

J0(x) if D = 2,
(13)

1 Note that in the actual computation of the triangle correlation
function, we will consider rotations not only around the z-axis
but also around the other two.
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However – Only using triangles: information loss + worsen sparsity 
– Noise level of phase-only data twice higher (Readhead+1988)
– Bispectrum-specific noise due to the triple product

Closure relation
Phase bispectrum is not sensitive to calibration errors (Jennison 1958, Monnier 2007)
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Conclusions

Many things to learn about reionisation:

à precise timeline

à sources

à topology, morphology

To do so, a few options:

à improve reionisation models in the analysis of CMB data

à detect the 21cm signal despite foregrounds, calibration… and optimise 

information extraction once data is available

à improve astrophysical observations (JWST for galaxies luminosity functions, 

deep sky surveys…)

Thanks!
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Instrumental effects

• Angular resolution
à δTb field convolved with a Gaussian kernel of appropriate FWHM 

• Instrumental noise 
à Simulated with OSKAR 

Experiment SKA central SKA core LOFAR

Max. baseline 3400 1000 3500

Figure: δTb map for clean signal, signal + angular resolution effects and smoothed 
signal + noise for 600h or 1500h of integration time with LOFAR .
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Instrumental effects

Experiment Actual radius Clean signal Smoothed Smoothing + 
noise (600h)

Smoothing + 
noise (1500h)

LOFAR 5.12 6.36 5.82

SKA core 7.81 5.20 6.44 No peak No peak

SKA central 5.20 5.58 5.35

Table: Peaking scales (Mpc) for a brightness temperature map with different types of 
observational effects applied.
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Application to simulations: 21cmFAST

z = 6.4, xHII = 0.994

z = 6.2, xHII = 0.999

z s(r) RMFP

6.4 6.5
17.0

7.0

6.2 6.5 7.0

Table: Peaking scale (Mpc)

L = 400Mpc, 5123 pixels
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Why phase information?

Figure: Comparison of triangle correlations for a simulated ionisation field 
and the same field once the Fourier phases have been reshuffled.
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Figure 10. Triangle correlations computed on a box with dimen-
sions N = 512 and L = 400 Mpc, filled with 50 binary bubbles of
radius R. Upper panel corresponds to R = 7 px, middle to R = 9 px

and lower to R = 11 px. Each time, the dotted lines correspond to
R and to

p
3R. The blue continuous line is the triangle correlation

function as defined before. The green solid line corresponds to
a triangle correlation function computed for the full bispectrum
rather than only its phase factor (see Eq. 2 and 15) and the red
solid line to triangle correlations computed from the amplitude of
the bispectrum only.

Figure 11. Left panel: Simulated box of dimensions N = 512,
L = 400 Mpc filled with 70 binary bubbles of radius R = 9. Right
panel: Inverse Fourier transform of the phase factor of the left-
panel box as defined in Eq. 2.

correlations. Results can be seen on the upper and lower pan-
els of Fig. 12 respectively. We see that the field with random
phases has lost all its structure and now resembles a Gaus-
sian random field, with no bubbles visible any more. Because
we kept the absolute value of the field unchanged, the 2-
PCFs are exactly identical. However, the extra information
carried by phases is clearly visible when comparing the tri-
angle correlation functions on the right-hand panels: there
is almost no signal for the field with random phases whereas
the field with structured phases exhibits a clear peak.

For completeness, we compute three di↵erent types of
triangle correlations for three boxes filled with 70 binary
bubbles: the first (upper panel) with bubbles of radius R = 7,
the second (middle panel) R = 9 and the third (lower panel)
R = 12 and compare the results on Fig. 10.

(i) The first type of triangle correlations considered is the
one we have used so far, defined in Eq. 15 as a modified in-
verse Fourier transform of the phase factor of the bispectrum
(light blue continuous line on Fig. 10).

(ii) The second is the usual 3-PCF for equilateral triangles
i.e. the same as Eq. 15 but computed from the full bispec-
trum, amplitude included (dark blue continuous line on Fig.
10):

⌅
(1)
3

(r) =
⇣

r

L

⌘3D/2 ’
k,q  ⇡/r

!D (pr) B (k, q) . (18)

(iii) The third is the 3-PCF taking only the amplitude of
the bispectrum, rather than only its phase factor (orange
continuous line on Fig. 10):

⌅
(2)
3

(r) =
⇣

r

L

⌘3D/2 ’
k,q  ⇡/r

!D (pr) |B (k, q) |. (19)

We see that the main advantage of the phase-only trian-
gle correlation function is that, compared to statistics using
bispectrum amplitude, the peaking scale is much better de-
fined. It is also less sensitive to the filling fraction than the
two other functions: in the bottom panel, where bubbles are
larger and the box filling fraction higher, phase correlations
still exhibit a well-defined peak whereas the others start to
flatten. The left panel of Fig. 11 shows the real space box
corresponding to the middle panel of Fig. 10. The right panel
corresponds to the inverse Fourier transform of its overden-
sity phase factor ✏̂(k) = x̂(k)/| x̂(k)|, i.e. phase information
in real space. We see that the phase factor mostly preserves
information about the edges of the bubbles: disks appear as
circles. Some extra features, looking like points, may partly
explain the shift to the left of the phase triangle correlations
peak compared to the other two curves. For completeness,
we compute the three types of triangle correlations men-
tioned before for two boxes: one filled with 20 binary disks
of radius 14 and 60 of radius 4, and one filled with enough
binary ellipses of axes (4,14) to reach the same filling frac-
tion as the former. We find that the phase-only triangle cor-
relation function is the only estimator able to di↵erentiate
between ellipses and bubbles of two di↵erent sizes.

6 CONCLUSIONS

Following the work of O13, we have constructed a new
statistical method, based on phase information only and
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for J0(x) the Bessel function of the first kind of order 0.
Numerically, we will need to discretise the integral as

⇠⇤
3
(r) =

’
k

’
q

! (pr) B (k, q)
|B (k, q) | , (14)

where we have considered our density field as a periodic box
with physical side length L, divided into N

D cells. Each cell
has a side length of �x = L/N. In Fourier space, this box
transforms into a box of same dimensions (ND) but of side
length 2⇡N/L and spacing �k = 2⇡/L between each k-mode.
For small scales (�x ! 0), we will have an infinite number
of k-modes since the largest one is k = 2⇡/�x and s(r) will
diverge. To avoid this, we need to introduce a cut-o↵ on the
sums of Eq. 14 and chosen to be k  ⇡/r to follow O13.
Similarly, when L �! 1, �k �! 0 and the discretisation
no longer holds. As discussed in O13, we introduce the pre-
factor (r/L)3D/2 to Eq. 14 to solve this issue. We can then
define the triangle correlation function as:

s(r) =
⇣

r

L

⌘3D/2 ’
k,q  ⇡/r

!D (pr) B (k, q)
|B (k, q) | . (15)

4 APPLICATION TO SIMULATED
IONISATION FIELDS

We generate boxes of dimension N
D filled with ran-

domly distributed disks (if D = 2) or spheres (if D = 3) with
pixel value 1 corresponding to fully ionised regions. Because
the UV photons emitted by early galaxies have a very short
mean free path in the surrounding neutral IGM, the bound-
ary between ionised and neutral regions is expected to be
sharp, so that a binary model where ionised bubbles have
xH ii = 1 and neutral regions xH ii = 0 is consistent (Furlan-
etto et al. 2004a). Note that 21cm tomographic images trace
the neutral field rather than the ionisation field, so that if
we apply our method on 21cm data, correlations become an-
ticorrelations and we obtain the exact same signal as for the
ionisation field, but with a reverse symmetry. Each simu-
lated box has periodic boundary conditions and the ionised
regions are allowed to overlap2. In a more realistic field, we
would expect the ionised bubbles to be clustered around
overdense regions rather than randomly distributed but we
choose to first ignore this e↵ect, as we will later consider
it when applying our method to outputs of the EMMA simu-
lation (Aubert et al. 2015). For each box, we compute the
triangle correlation function as defined in Eq. 15 for di↵erent
correlation scales r and plot the result to compare it with
the known size of the ionised bubbles filling the box. The
programme we developed to compute these correlations is
publicly available online3.

4.1 Picking up characteristic scales

Fig. 1 shows the triangle correlations computed for
30 realisations of a 2D box of 512

2 pixels and side length
L = 400 Mpc filled with 70 binary bubbles of radius R = 10

2 When they overlap, the maximum pixel value is set to 1, since
it is a proxy for ionised level.
3 Link

Figure 1. Triangle correlation function for a box of 512
2 pixels

and side length L = 400 Mpc filled with 70 binary bubbles of ra-
dius R = 10 (pixel units). The shaded area corresponds to the
95% confidence interval as the function was computed for 30 dif-
ferent realisations of the same box. The triangle correlations of
20 Gaussian random fields of same dimensions are represented
as the orange line (mean value) and matching shaded area (95%

confidence interval).

(in pixel units) i.e. about 7.8 Mpc. Although the signal is
very similar for all realisations of the box at small correla-
tion scales, the confidence intervals become wider at larger
scales. For many realisations of the same box, this noise av-
erages to zero (see median as continuous line on the plot), so
that it has no physical meaning and is more of a resolution
e↵ect. We find that in general, results are more reliable on
small scales as the signal starts diverging for r � L/20. The
triangle correlation function probes equilateral triangles in-
scribed in the ionised disks of the box, and simple geometry
shows that these have a side length of

p
3R so that we would

expect a peak at r =
p

3R (dotted vertical line on the Fig-
ure). Here, there is a well-defined peak, but it is located at
r ' 6.7 Mpc i.e. slightly smaller scales than expected and we
need to ensure it relates to the actual bubble sizes and is no
numerical artefact. To do so we generate several 2D boxes of
dimensions N = 512, L = 400 Mpc and fill each of them with
50 binary bubbles, but for di↵erent radii, i.e. one box with 50
bubbles of radius 5, another with 50 bubbles of radius 6 etc.
Results are gathered in Fig. 2. Vertical lines correspond top

3R. We see that the peak shifts to larger scales as bubbles
increase in size, hinting at a relation between the two. To
confirm this, we plot the peaking scale rpeak as a function of
the bubble radius R in the lower panel of Fig. 2. We see the
resulting points are closely aligned, with a linear regression
giving the following results:

rpeak

1Mpc
= 0.84

R

1Mpc
+ 0.022,

⇢2 = 0.9986,

(16)

where ⇢2 is the coe�cient of determination.
However, if HII regions are binary disks, there are no

partly ionised regions, where 0 < xHII
< 1. To see if our

results hold if such regions exist, or to account for blurry
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